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Chapter cne 
. INTRODUCTICll 

Because of the difficulties encountered in this highly specialized 

fie],.d the topic required treatment by an expert of recognized standing. 

Since such an expert was .. not available amoog the men in the German Control 

Group working under the supervisioo of the Historical Division, EUCOM, the 

writing of the over-all report was assigned to General Praun. By virtue 

of the knowledge acquired by him in his military career, and especially 

during the tenure of his final position, General Praun has a thorough grasp 

of German radio intelligence. Moreover, as a result of his acquaintance with 

German signal service personnel, he was able to obtain the co-operation of 

the foremost expert~ in this field. 

The German Control Group has exerted a guiding influence on the study 

by issuing oral and written instructions concerning the manner in which the 

subject was to be handled. Above all, it reserved to itself the right of 

final decision in the selection of the contributors and also retained control 

over the individual reports themselves. 

With regard te the treatment of the topic assigned, General Praun, with 

the appreval of the Control Group, decided to make his report in the form of 

a study in nilitary history. Since ng comprehensive rP.cords were available, 

he assembled the basic material for the various theaters of war and the most 

important campaigns by enlisting the aid of signal officers who had served 

in radio j_ntelligence in the respective theaters. This material was supple-
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mented by reports from officers who had held important positioo.s as experts 

* in various branches of radio intelligence in the Army High Canm.and and the 

** Armed Forces (W'ehrmacht) High Command • From the successes and failures 

/tr: * Oberkommando des Heeres, hereafter referred to as OKH; ** Oberkom
-mando der Wehrmacht, hereafter referred to as oK!J 

of German radio intelligence General Praun has established criteria for 

appraising the enem,y radio services. He is thus able to present an actual 

picture of the Allied radio services as seen from the German side during the 

war. 

An attempt was made to include an account of all major .American and 

British military operations against the German Army, and an appraisal of 

their use of radio communication. 'l'he material on Russia was treated in a 

different manner. Because of the vastness of the Russian theater of war 

and because the same observations concerning radio communicaticn were made 

along the entire front, the results obtained by communication intelligence 

mits serving with only one army group have been described. '!'hey are sup-

plemented by accounts from other sectors of the Russian front. 

In keeping with German practice since 1942, the term "comnunication 

intelligence" (Nachrichtenauf'klaerung) has been used when units thus desig

nated were assigned to observe ene!lij" radio and wire communicatioo. {The 

latter activity lost almost all importance as compared with the former.) 

\'lhere the observation of_ enemy radio comm.mication ilone is discussed, the 

term nradio intellig9'1ce11 (Funkaufklaermg) is used or - as was customary 

until 1942 - the term nintercept service" (Horchdienst). 
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Chapter Two 

The Significance ot Blectr~ic Warf are 

Toward the El'ld of World War It about 12,000 signal troops ot the Geram 

Army were engaged in intercept in a the radio trattic ot an increuing~ 

powerful eru1ny. With the decline ot the in.t'ormatim gain9' b7 intelligence 
' 

through aerial observaticn, prisoner of war interrogaticns, and reports troa 

enemy agents, c011111.mication intelligence became increasingly important. In 

spite of the constant attempts of all the enemies to improve radio comnnni

cation and increase its securit7, German signal troops wm-.e able. again and 

again to gain access to the information transmitted b7 this medium. 

Thanks to communication intelligence, Germu. commanders ware better 

informed about the enei;ny and his intentions than in any previous war. This 

was one of the factors which gave the German command in the various campaigns 

or World War II a hitherto mattained degree or security. The fact t.hat, 

during the final years or the war when the German Army Command waa leading 

exhausted and decimated troops without reserYes, it was able to offer less 

and less resistance to clearly recognized measures and intenticns ot the 

~llies, and that Hitler was unwilling to aclmowledge the true situation on 

all fronts and the growing enemy superiority as reported in accurate detail 

by communication intelligence, is one or the deep tragedies or the German 

soldier. 

Since wireless telegraphy and later wireless telephony were first used 

for military col!Dllunication, there was no pause in the eventful contest 

between this important instrument or the German comm.and (and subsequently 
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also of troop uni ts) on the one hand, and the correspcriding facHities of 

the enemy on the other, as each side tried to profit from his knowledge of the 

other's communications as he prepar~ his countermeasures. 

Following the first amazing successes scored by radio intelligence of a 

high-level nature in World War I, the quantity of information obtained, includ

ing that pertaining to tactical operations, increased so enormously with the 

amount of radio apparatus used by all the belligerent powers that large-sized 

organizations had to be established for handling them. 

The active radio services in all armies tried to insure the secrecy of 

their messages by technical improvements, by speed in operation, by chaneing 

their procedure, by more complicated cipher systems, by accuracy in making 

calls and replies and in transmitting other signals, all of which constituted 

"radio discipline.• However, in opposition ·to these developments the enemy 

also improved his passive radio service, his technical equipment, his methods 

of receiving, direction finding, and cryptanalysis. The important part played 

in this contest by the proficiency of the technical personnel involved will 

be described later. 

At the same time that this form of e1ectronic warfare was beine waged in 

'lorld Iar II, there was another aspect which also gained steadily in importance, 

namely, the more technical high frequency war between opposing radar systems. 

This consisted of the use or microwaves for the location and recognition of 

enemy units in the air and on the sea, and the adoption or defensive measures 

against them, especially in air and submarine warfare. 

For the sake of completene88 there should alao be mentioned the third 

aspect of electronic warfare, the •radio broadcasters' war• in which propaganda 
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experts tried to influence enemy as well as other coW'ltries, by means of foreign 

language broadcasts over increasingly powerful transmitters. 

All three aspects of this modern •cold war of the air waves" were carried 

on constantly even when the guns were silent. This study will be restricted 

to a description of the first aspect of electronic warfare. 
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Chapter Three 

German Radio Intelligence Operations (19)6 - 45) 

In addition. to the intelligence gained f'rom intercepting the routine 

radio traffic in peacetime and the occasicnal activity during maneuvers, the 

political and military events which preceded the outbreak of World War II 

offered abundant material because of the increased traffic between the nations 

concerned, the larger number of messages, and the refinements and deficiencies 

in communication. systems which had hitherto not come to light. During this 

period the German communicaticn intelligence organizaticn and the specialists 

employed in it gathered a wealth of information.. Without any lengthy experi-

aentaticn they were later en able to solve the increasing number of new problems 

which resulted from the extension of the war. 

I. Span:ilh Civil War (1936 - 39) 

In the Spanish Civil War the supporting powers on both sides had oppor

tunities to become acquainted with the radio systems, radio equipment, and 

cryptographic methods ot their opponents. The German intercept company 

assisting Franco obtained much information on these subjects. Because of its 

successes this company was always assigned to the focus of the military 

operaticns. 

II. Czechoslovakia (1938) 

For a long time the entire radio net traffic of Czechoslovakia was easy 

to intercept and evaluate. It was observed by fixed listening posts and 

intercept companies in Silesia and Bavaria, subsequently also by staticns in 

CONFIDENJIAL 
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!ustria. Toward the and of Kq 19.38 one of the ke7 radio statima in Prague, 

probably that or the War llinist17, suddenly transmitted a briet, unusual 

message which, in view of the existing political tension, was believed to be 

an order tor mobilization. This m.easage was immediatel.7 followed by changes . 
in the radio traf'tic characterized by the use or new frequencies and call 

signs, and by the regrouping or radio nets which had been prepared tor the 

event ot aobilizaticn. The result was that the intercept compan7 than en dut7 

was able within two and a halt hours to report the mobilisaticn of Czecho

slovakia. During the next few days verr primitive, simple radio nets appeared 

along the 'Gorder and then disa?peared again when the tEl'lsicn was relaxed, where

upc:n the entire radio net reassumed it.s original characteristics. Radio intel

ligence was able to report that the mobilization order had presumably been 

revoked. 

In the middle of September of the same 7ear something incredible happened. 

The Czechs repeated what they had done in the spring. Again they announced 

the mobilization order by radio and within a few minutes the message was for-

warded to Berlin. Again the same primitive radio nets appeared along the 

·border with almost the same call signs and on the same frequencies. 

This intercept operation was a practical object lessa'l, while the radio 

service of the Czechs was a classical example or how~ to carey en radio 

operatia'ls. 

III •. Polish Campaign 

Polish radio camnunications were also well known, as the result of lcng 

observaticn, and were intercepted from points in Silesia and East Prussia. 

During the period of tension in the sunmer or 19.39 the Germans observed not 

GONFIDENJIAL 
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only the regular traffic but also a great number of field messages which 

increased daily and was tar out o£ proportion to the known organization 

and radio equipment possessed by the Polish Army. As was socn coojectured 

and then later con"f'irmed during hostilities, the purpose or this was to 

camouflage Polish radio cammmicatians by using three r.all signs and three 

frequencies for each statioo. Intelligence officers engaged in. the evalu

ation of traffic and D/F dat~ ·were unable to derive any detailed tactical 

picture from the intercepted messages. Hevertheless, the intercept service 

confirmed that the Polish assembly areas were located where the German 

General Staff had assumed them to be. It can no longer be determined whether 

the Poles employed these artifices for purposes of deceptim, as well as 

camouflage, in order to simulate stronger forces than they actually pos

sessed. In any case, the faUure to observe radio silence in the assemb:J,y 

areas was a grave mistake. 

In 1939 the mobile facilities ot the German intercept service were 

still inadequate. The intercept companies were insufficiently motorized 

and there was no close co-operaticm. between them and the anq group and 

81'JllY' headquarters. The Polish radio communicaticm. systan failed after the 

seccnd day of the campaign, when it attempted to take the place of the wire 

lines destroyed by German air attacks. Probably as a result of the inter

cept successes they had scored in 19201 the Poles had restricted their 

peacetime radio activity to a mininium. As soon as they tried to carry out 

deception without previous practice in mobile operations, their radio 

cormnunication colla~ssd completely. It was unable to keep pace with the 

rapid movements of the retreat, and moreover, the Poles were seized by the 
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same type of radio panic that will be discussed later in the sectic:n on the 

Allied invasion in Normandy. Clear-text messages revealed that many 

stations no longer. dared to transmit at all, fearing they would be located 

by our direction finders and attacked from the air. 

The Polish Army was thus unable to employ its radio conmrunication for 

command purposes. Its 1eading source of infonnation regarding the situation 

at the front were the OK\V communiques, which, at that time, accurately 

reported every detail wi th __ typical German thoroughness. This mistake was 

corrected in the Gennan campaign in the West in 1940. Intercept results 

were insignificant, since the Poles transmitted hardly any radio messages. 

The messages of some individual units were intercepted until these dis-

banded at the tlalician-Romanian border. It was possible to solve several 

simple field ciphers even without trained cryptanalysts •. Another mistake 

made by the Poles was the transmission of messaees in the clear by the 

staticn of the Milit&I1r Railway Transportation Office in ~arsaw, which 

openly announced the tiJne, route, and contents of railway shipments. These 

trains were successfully attacked by the Luftwaffe, which was further aided 

by other plain-text Polish traffic. 

IV. USSR (1939 - 40) . 
After the conclusion of the Polish Campaign, the intercept company 

stationed in Galicia in the Sanok - Jaroslav - Sandomir area was charged 

with intercepting the traffic emanating from Russian units occupying 

eastern Poland. Thanks to their previous experience against Czechoslovakia 

and Poland, personnel. of this company were so well trained that they 

rapidly became skilled in this new type of work. This company was not 
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engaged in cryptanalysis. Solely on the basis of Dh reports and an evalu

ation of the procedure and traffic characteristics or the heavy traffic 

handled by th'e numerous statims, the Germans were able to deduce that a . 
laree nwnber of troop unite were in the area, but were at first incapable 

of ascertaining their organizational structure. All that could be deter-

mined was whether these mits belcnged to the aney', the air force or to 

* the tlKVD • 

* /Jrt Commissariat of Internal Affairs,, see TM J~JO,, I-2§7 

For several mmths during the 

perlod of regroupment everything was in a state of flux. The Soviet radio 

traffic was,, howev.er, well organized and efficiently handled. 

Then the company- intercepted messages from areas which were not actually 

assigned to it. When Soviet tr.oops occupied the Baltic states of Estonia,, 

Latvia and Lithuania, and when they subsequaitly attacked Finland, their 

short-wave transmisai.Cl'ls from these areas ware surprisingly well received 

in southern Galicia - even better than in areas .further north. This was 

a discovery of great technical importance fpr the German intercept service. 

It could not have been arrived at by simple ca-lculaticn since it resulted 

from physical conditions. 

An abmdance of messaees,, often in th9 clear, were received from the 

Baltic states and the Finnish theater of war, so that in the final stages 

or evaluation it was now possible to deduce the Soviet order of battle. In 

the case of units of division size and below their withdrawal from the Baltic 

States was frequently ascertained an the basis oC data including numbers,, 

names of officers,, and place names. Subsequaitly these elements turned up 
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on the Finnish .t'rmt in easily identified locatims, from where they again 

disappeared- an.er a while, ooly to reappear in the Bal tic area or eastem 

POlam. Some vaniShed from observatim altogether. From this fact it could 

be deduced that they had been transferred to the interior of the Soviet 

Union. Thus, the Germans could follow all .movements of forces during the 

Russo-Finnish War simply by reading the intercept situation chart. 

The radio communication of the Soviet Army in 1939 - 40 was efficient 

and secure under peacetime conditions, but in time of war, or under .war-

like conditions, it offered many weak spots to an enemy intercept service 

and was a sour~e of .excellent inforr.iation for the German int8l.ligence 

service. 

V •. German Campaign in the Balkans (19ll) 

Since the resul.'t;s obtained from radio interception during the German 

campaign against Yugoslavia, Greece and the British Expeditionary Force 

are not of any special importance for an over-all appraisal of the subject, 

the campaign in the Balkans will .be introduced at this point as .one of the 

events preceding the beginning of major operations. 

The German Army's organizaticn for mobile warfare was still incomplete; 

results were -jeopardized at first by_ the great distances between the inter

cept ·stations and the target areas, and later an by defective signal com

munication which delayed the work. ot evaluation. Intercept operations 

against the British will be described in detail in section VIII, PP• )~. 

The Camnander of Intercept Troops Southea_st, whose headquarters is 

indicated in Chart l as being that of a regiment, was responsible to Field 

Marshal List, the Twelfth Army Commander. He was in charge of the two fixed 
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intercept stations in Graz and 'Tulln (near Vienna) and tw-9 intercept 

companies. His sphere of action comprised the entire Balkan Peninsula, 

Turkey, and the British forces in Greece and the Middle East. 

Until late 1940 radio interception against Greece and the Near East 

was carried out only as a secondary task and withiJnufficient resources 

by the Tulln s;tation. The great distances, for :instance 780 miles between 

Vienna and Athens and 1,440 miles between Vienna and Jerusalem, were a 

sign,ificant £actor. (For purposes of comparison with intercept operations 

in the 'Nest it might be mentim.ed that the distance between Muenster and 

Lendon is only )12 miles.) The value of the results was in inverse propor-

tion to the distance involved. 

In the beginning or 1941, when it was planned to enlarge the intercept 

service against Greece, especially after the landing or the Britisn forces, 

the! above-mentioned unite, except for the Graz staticn, were transferred 

to ,RCBUania. In February 1941 the Commander of Intercept Troops Southeast 

and.his evaluation center were stationed in Bucharest.· From a location 

near this. city the •Tulln station" covered Greece, giving its main attention 

to British communications emanating from there and the Middle East. Qle 

of the intercept companies also located in the vicinity of Bucharest 

observed Y.ugoslavia in addition to British radio traffic in Greece. The 

other intercept COlllpany in Dacau (150 miles northeast of Bucharest) had to 

carry out intercept operation9against Soviet Russia and the Romanian police, 

whereas the Graz station, whose main attention was directed at Yugoslavia 

and Italy, intercepted traffic of the Romanian and Hungarian police. {See 

Chart l) 
C9NRBENflAL 
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Before the outbreak of hostilities in the Balkans the Germans detected 

Greek army uni ts in the northeastem corner of the country, Royal Air Force 

operations around Patras and between Patras and Athens, and British ground 

forces in Cyrenaica. They also intercepted messages from British border 

troops in Transjordan. 

After the entry of German troops into Bulgaria the above~entioned 

units {except the Graz static:n) were transferred to that country, and the 

intercept company in Bacau also covered Greece. The results were similar 

to thGSe formerly obtained. It was not yet possible, however, to break . 
t~e Greek ciphers because of an insufficient number of intercepted messages, 

and the German units had to be content wit!: t:raffic analysis. On the other 

hand, it was possible to break the British field cipher in Palestine. 

Following the attack upon Greece on 6 April brisk radio traffic was 

intercepted and evaluated. 1'he dispositic:n of the Greek forces in northern 

Greece was revealed and could be tracea.. West of the Vardar in the British 

Ex!>editionary Force sector, our intercept mits detected three radio nets 

comprising fourteen stations, representing an armored unit northeast of 

Varia which was subsequently transferred to the area south of Vevi, a 

British division north of Katerini, and another divisic:n west of Demetrios. 

It was confirmed that these forces had remained for several days in the 

areas reported. On B April, the following British message in clear text 

was repeatedly heard: 11DEV reporting from LIJA - Strumica fallen, prepare 

:immediate returnl" 

In-the Near East we followed the movement of a British regiment from 

Palestine to Egypt. The first indication of this was the mes-sage of a 
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paymaster in the British military government ordering a certain agency to 

be particularly careful. to prevmt the departing regiment from taking any 

.filing cabinets along with i.t, since they were needed by the military 

government office. Thereafter, the regiment• s movements could be clearly 

traced. 

Radio intelligence against Yugoslavia produced an excellent picture 

* of enemy posit~cns. Three Armeegruppen and one corps .from each were 

* · /fr: a weak improvised. army under an army commander with an improvised 
-arrqaufg . 

located near Nish, Ueskueb and Stip, and later one at Veles. 

Very little radio traffic was heard in Turkey. By the middle of April 

German radio intelligence located Greek troop units between the Aliakmon 

River and the Albanian border, arid also .followed the withdrawal of a British 

armored unit .from the vicinity of Vevi to the Kozani area, subsequently to 

Ele.rtochorion, and thence to Trikkala. The withdrawal of both British 

divisions (Anzac Corps) and, a few days later, further withdrawals to the 

area of Larisa were observed. 

In the middle of A.pril the Commander of Intercept 'l'roops Southeast 

nioved to the Salcmika area with the "'l'ulln staticn, 11 elements of the Gras 

station, and one intercept company. The other intercept company was 

released .for service in Russia. 

Greek radio.traffic diminished rapidly and ended with the captitula

ticn on 21 April. German intercept units continued to .follow the traffic 

o.r the British :Expeditionary Force lmtil it disappeared .from the air after 

the final embarkation in late April. The intercepting o.f British traffic 
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from Crete and the Aegean islands was continued. During sub~equent.' 

British operations in the Dodecanese Islands, for mstance the occupa-

tion of Rhodes, the enemy o~en transmitted important situation reports 

m the clear. 

VI. Norway and Denmark {1940) 

The mobile operation of an mtercept platoon in the Norwegian 

Campaign m 1940 suf'fered from all the defects inherent in inadequately 

prepared improvised operations. A few radio operators were picked from 

each of six different units m the West, but no translators or cryptan

alysts. The equipment was also inadequate. Later en, there was no ship

ping space to move the platocn -up. in time and close enough to the German 

operations staff and the enemy area which was to be covered, nor waf' the 

" platoon given any data or instructions. 

In its first operation, which was carried out with the assistance of 

the Husum Fixed Intercept Staticn, the platoon intercepted only coastal 

defense messages in clear text from Denmark concerning ship movements. 

No army radio traffic was heard. Even these messages ceased en 9 April. 

Because of the great distance cnly a few Norwegian coastal stations were 

heard. Up to 8 April this traffic was normal, but on the night of 8 - 9 

April it increased to a point of wild confusion. ·Nonnal army radio traffic 

was observed in Sweden. After the platoon's first move to Als en the 

Kattegat, Norwegian Army messaees were also mteroepted, as·well as traffic 

between Swedish and Norwegian radio stations. It was riot until 24 April, 

that is, eleven days after the operations had commenced, that the inter

cept platoon 'l'las moved up to Oslo and thus employed in the vicinity of 
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the German operations staff. (Chart 2) 

The Norwegian Anrq stations usually transmitted in the clear. Radio 

stations in central and southern Norway were intercepted, but few of the 

messages were of any tactical value. 

Radio messages between Great Britain and Norway were more important. 

The Admiralty station tran8Dlitted encrypted orders to the naval off'icers in 

conn.and or Barstadt, Andalanea, and Alesmd. Although these messages 

could not be solved, they provided clues to the moat important debarkation 

ports of the British Expeditionary Force. In particular, they confirmed 

the landings near Harstadt, which had hitherto been merely a matter of 

conjecture. 

The Germans intercepted the field messages of the British units which 

ware advancing from the Anda.lanes area b,- war of Danbaa - otta - Hamar to 

.Lillehammar in the directioo of Oslo. Thq "IJSed code names tor their call 

signs and signaturee. The messagee· th-..elvea could l!Ot be solved. However, 

since the code namefi were learned after a short time .from captured documents, 

the chain of command and compositiClll of mita ware soon clearly recognized 

and the eneiv• s movements were toll.owed. 

Swedish radio stations were .frequent]¥ heard transmitting to Norwegian 

stations. They handled mostl.T official and business messages. Norwegian 

radiograms were then often relayed from Sweden to Great Britain. 

When, in the middle of Jla.7, a part of the Germm command staff was 

transferred to Trondheim the intercept platocn went along and round 

es.pecially favorable receiving conditions near 'this city, which is approx

imately l,SOO feet above sea level. ·A large Norwegian radio net regularl.v 
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transmitted air reconnaissance reports, information on the composition and 

commitment or the Norwegian 7th Division, and mobilisation orders for the 

unoccupied part of Norwq. They mentioned General Fleischer as commander 

in northem. Norway. 

TWo radio stations continued to operate east of the island of Vega 

in the rear· or the German 2d Mountain Division,, which was advancing to 

relieve Narvik, until they were knocked out as the result of intercepts. 

The majority of the radio stations which were observed were in the Narvik 

area or north of it.· The .Uta ski battalion was often mentioned as being 

in action. Additional stations of other radio nets were identified in 

Kirkenes, Vard,, Harstadt, Trom_s,, Alta and Honnihgsvag. After the end 

of hostilities on 9 June all Norwegian radio traffic stopped wi. thin a few 

hours. Messages from British and French units were also picked up, as 

well as the traffic of the Polish mountain units. For the purpose of 

avoiding cC11fusion with iriternal French traffic, a temporary teletype line 

to the commander of the Gennan intercept troops in France was set up, so 

that any sky waves from France could be recognized and tuned out. 

* In order to furniSh Kampfgz:uppe Dietl in Narvik with radio intelli-

* . 
fir: a term loosely assigned to improvised combat units of various sizes, 
-named usually after their commanderiJ 

gence of purely local importance without any loss of time, the intercept 

platocn \Vas ordered. to organize a short-range intelligence section, but as 

a result of the development of the situation this section never.saw action. 

Instead, intercepts of interest to Kampfgruppe Dietl were forwarded to it 

through Sweden by telephone and teletype. During 7 and 8 June all non-
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Norwegian radio traffic stopped. In this way the withdrawal of the Allies 

from Uarvik was confirmed. This was also reported to Karnpfgrupp Dietl. 

The traffic between Great Britain and Norway, which had already been 

intercepted near Oslo, was now observed in larger volume from Trondheim. 

Most of the traffic was between Scotland (possibly Prestwick) and BodJ or 

Troms¢. The volume of messages was very large. The average word count was 

200 letters. Bvery evening the Germans intercepted situation reports of 

the Norwegian High CoJ!Dlland in Troms¢, orders from the Admiralty in London, 

mine warnings, SOS calls, government radiograms to England and France, 

pe.rsonal messages from King Haakon to King George of England and Queen 

Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, and reports from the Reuter correspondents 

attached to Norwegian units. 

en 25 J.!ay the radio station in Bod¢ was destroyed by German bombers. 

Scotland called Bod¢ for twelve hours in vain. Messages then transmitted 

by the Vads¢ station were immediately intercepted. The Gennans continued 

to intercept the traffic between Norway, Sweden and Great Britain. 

Both the Trondheim station and the intercept platoon radioed a demand 

for surrender to the Norwegian High Command in Trom.s¢. After its acceptance 

th~se radio channels were kept in operation tm.til the middle of June when 

·the platoon was disbanded and its personnel returned to their former tm.its 

on the Western Front. 

British radio traffic was, as usual, well disciplined and offered 

few opportunities to German radio intelligence. For this reason the inter-

capt platoon endeavored to work on as broad a scale as possible, to inter

cept a laree number of messages, and to probe for soft spots. Since it 
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lacked special equipment and suitable personnel, the British ciphers could 

not be solved. Therefore, clear-text messages or code names and traffic 

analysis had to suffice as source material. The evaluation, therefore, was 

based chiefly on the procedural aspects of enemy radio operations. 

Today it appears incomprehensible why the British seriously impaired 

the value of their well-disciplined radio ·organization and their excellent 

ciphers by transmitting call signs and signatures in the clear. OperatU1g 

mistakes of this kind provided valuable information to the German inter-

cept service, although it was poorly trained and insufficiently prepared. 

Subsequent experience on other battlefields showed that more extensive and 

intelligent efforts on the German side would have resulted in even more 
. 

opportunities for breaking British ciphers. 

British-Norwegian radio traffic was typical of the deficiencies which 

develop in a coalition with a weaker ally. It was carried on accordi?ig to 

Norwegian standards and offered a wealth of information to Gennan cornmuni-

cation intelligence •. The British and Norwegians were Bpparently unable to 

use a common cipher. On the other hand, the operatinG efficiency o~ their 

radio communication was high. The Norwegian perscnnel appearec'.. to have been 

recruited from the ranks of professional radio operators. 

At this point it should be repea~ed that the uce of clear-text messages 

and code names should be avoided as a matter of principle. If code narr.es 

were considered indispensable, they should have been freque:itly changed. A 

decisive transmission error prominent in traffic between the British Isles 

and Norway was the use of call signs in the clear as listed in the Bern 

Table· of Call Signs. By this means alcne it was possible to recognize and 
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idmtify these messages after only a few minutes of listening. 

Communications with an ally should be prepared with particular care 

and transmitted according to one• s own radio system, and preferably with 

one's own personnel, in order to avoid all foreign characteristics. 

By way of summary, it can. be stated that during the Norwegian Campaign 

British radio operators did not at all tlines observe the security measures 

which would have protected them from interception and evaluation by German 

intelligence. 

The over-all results achieved by German radio intelligence during this 

campaign were quite mod.est and understandably so, in view of the shortage 

of equipment and perscnnel, which consisted of cnly one fj,.rst lieutenant 

and twenty-four enlisted men. This is no wa:t a reflecticn upon the quality 

of their work, however. 

vn. Campaip 1n the West (1940) 

(This aecticn was written by Cploo.el Ratldewig, at that time commander 

of the intercept troops attached to Army G.roup A..) 

Prior to the beginning of the Western Campaign on 10 May 1940, the 

operations and command channel structure of German radio intelligence was 

divided into four chronological phases,, as illustrated in Charts 3 a-d. 

Up to January 1940 the tised army intercept statfons were under 

direct OKH jurisdicticn with regard to lmg•range intelligence covering 

France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Great Britain. Following instructions 

from OKH, Intercept Evaluation Center 13 - operating with A.rmy Group 3 

Headqharters (in Frankf\ll"t am Main), which was t}?.en respcnsible for opera

tions in the West - ordered the mobile intercept companies to intercept 
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Belgian and French traffic emanating from the border regicn. The intercept 

companies which became available for re-assignment at the end of the Polish 

campaign were sent to the \Vest. 

For operations, therefore, the headquarters of intercept troops with 

each army group was assigned one evaluation center and two intercept com-

panies (the fixed intercept staticn at Euskirchen had been temporarily 

motorized as an intercept company). The ~uenster and Stuttgart fixed 

intercept staticns continued to receive their orders directly from OKH, 

but were instructed to co-operate with the conunanders of intercept troops 

(the Muenster station with Arntr Group B, and the Stuttgart station with 

Army Group C). It was intended to move them forward as soon as possible. 

Prior to the start of major operaticns the inforr.i.aticn obtained by 

radio intelligence from the northern sector held by British and French 

forces was not particularly valuable because of the great distance involved --

for instance, 210 miles between Lille and ~uenster -~ and because of its 

largely technical character. Thus, all intercept llllits were thoroughly 

familiar with the French system as a result of the many field messages 

which had been copied. The intercept units of Army Group B were also f amil

iar with the Belgian, Dutch, and British systems. J\s early as DecEl!lber 

1939 the Germans broke a special cryptographic system used by the French · 

command in radio messages to the armies and military district headquarters. 

It had been used~contrary to regulations prior to the opening _of hostili

ties in September 1939. The Germans were able to solve this system because 

the radio station guilty of the violation was reprimanded and thereupon 

repeated the sama messages in the proper system. Their contents revealeC: 

a certain amount of organizational information, for example, the fact 
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that the French 2d and Jd Cavalry Divisims had been reorganized into the 

lst and 2d Armored Divisions and were due to move into their assembly area 

northeast of Paris by 1 January 1940. However, this type ot incomplete 

informatim could generally be considered only as a supplement to and con

firmation of other intelligEl'lce concerning the enemy. It was not possible 

to deduce the enemy's order of battle from ·radio intelligence alone. 

Nevertheless, the Germans could identify the probable concentraticn 

areas of the French and British armies from the practice messages sent by 
. ' . 

the field radio stations, although the boundaries of army groups, armies, 

corps and divisicns could not be established with any certainty. Greater 

clarity prevailed about the fortified area behind the Maginot Line 1n the 

south. Fhemy forces stationed near the Fraico-swiss and Franco-Italian 

borders were not observed according to any regular plan. Spot-check iilter-

cepting failed to pick up the French Tan th 4rmy in the place where it was 

presumed to be by the German conunand. However, radio intelligence did 

indicate the presence of the French Sixth Army. 

Intercepted radio messages froc the British &xpediticnary Force 

enabled the Ge:nnans to conclude that the following uni ts had been trans-

ferred to the Continent: one arJDiY' headquarters under the command of 

General Lord Gort, three corps hea~quarters, five regular, partly motor

ized divisions (apparently the British 1st to 5th Divisicms), one armored 

division, as well as several divisions of the second and third waves, the 

exact number and numerical designations ot which could not be ascertained. 

The intercepted Belgian and Dutch messages permitted only one conclu-

sion, namely that their preparatory measures were directed against Germany 

exclusively. Belgian traffic was characterized by good radio discipline, 
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whereas the Dutch were more careless. 

The missions 1'hich OKH gave to the army group headquarters concern-

ing radio intelligence were merely supplemented by the ·1atter. Army 

Groups B and A were requested to give priority to intelligence pertaining 

to the British anny as well as the French First and Seventh Armies. 

Special value was attached to ascertaining at an early date whether the 

French Seventh Army ( 8 11 armee d'interventicn ~ Belgique") would immed

iately march into Belgium. 

At first the fixed intercept stations were ordered to cover the 

more remote areas beyood the French border. OKH was guided by the idea 

of retaining most of the long-range intelligence in its own hands, and 

of having the intercept companies concentrate more oo short-range intel-

lige.f?.ce. To be sure, this intentioo was not clearly expressed in the 

orders. It also soon became evident that two fixed intercept statioos 

did not suff;i.ce for long-range intelligence. 

During the first few weeks the main efforts of radio intelligence 

were concentrated on the area facing Army Group B. 

lnunediately after the o~ening of hostilities Dutch and Belgian 

radio traffic incr'3ased suddenly in this area. From clear-text mes-

sa~es sent by the Dutch III Corps (near Hertogenbusch), which were sup-

plemented by clear-taxt radio reports from the Dutch 2d and 4th Divi

sions (near Rhenen at t.1'1e Grebbe Line), we learned on 11 May that the 

enemy had decided to withdraw into "Fortress Holland." We also learned 

from the Belgian ~raffic picture, which was supplemented by clear-text 

messages from the Belgian 6th Division (Beeringen), that the Belgians 
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intended to offer strcng resistance behind the Albert Canal. 

Ckl 10 and 11 May French radio traffic in the Poperinghe - Ypres -

~ourtrai area, and British traffic in the Ghent area, enabled us to 

realize that elements of the French Seventh A.rmy and apparently also 

elements of the British Army had advanced into Belgian territory. More-

over, we were able to deduce from the transmitting characteristics that 

the British 1st Armored Divisicn had moved from Brussels to Louvain. As 

early as 12 Vay a message from the headquarters station of the French 

Seventh .\rm;r was solved which indicated that the latter intended to 

de.fend the Dyle (River) positicns. Direction finders revealed the land-

ing of French units on Walcheren Island, which fact was confirmed a few 

days later in actual combat. 

As the result of the surrender of the Dutch Army the interceptiai 

of Dutch radio traffic could be discontinued as early as 15 May. 

During the battle for the Dyle positions the Germans picked up the 

command nets of the French First and Seventh .lrmies (with headquarters 

plotted at Ypres and Valenciennes as of 17 May), although from the radio 

messages transmitted within these nets to the subordinate corps and 

divisions it was possible to determine only the total number and not the 

designation of these units. So far as the author can remember, only on 

a few occasions could such designations be picked up from messages 

carelessly radioed in the clear, as, for example, when the French 54th 

and 72d :ilivisions were detected on 19 May as belonging to the same corps 

in the Ghent - Bruges area. 

It was equally impossible to ascertain the divisional designaticns 
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within the British army, the headquarters of whic'.1 was found to be in 

Hazebrouck on 23 May. However, by the end of Kay the presence of twelve 

divisions had been traced, which included in addition to the regular 

divisions, the 1st London, 12th, 23d, 45th, SOth, and 5lst Divisions. 

No more Belgian command radio traffic was observed a~er 19 Vay, 

when the Franco-British forces in the north under General Billotte were 

threatened by a double envelopment in the Valenciennes - Cambray.

llaubeuge - Mons area. After 22 May the Germans were able to plot the 

withdrawal of French and Belgian units from the Ghent Canal and Schelde 

River westward from the line Bruges - Ghent - Tournai. 

On that day the British army headquarters established direct radio 

contact with the Ministry of \far in Laldon, and the French army group 

conunander exchanged a: remarkably ].arge num,ber of messages with the French 

High Command. In spite of intensified efforts the Germans were unable to 

break the enemy cryptographic system. 

Unusually long encrypted messages -- likewise unbreakable -- from 

French First A.rarr headquarters to an unidentified higher staff located 

south of the Somme suggested that joint action for attempting breakouts 

was being.agreed on by radio. These breakout attempts then actually 

took place near Valenciennes, Arras, and Cam.brai. Clear-text messages 

sent on 24 Vay, in which complaints were voiced about the lack of ammu

niticn, raticns, and fuel, confirmed that the situation within the 

pocket was becoming critical. Qi 25 Kay a message to the British com

mander at Calais, with the order to defend the fortress and port 'With 

all available means, confirmed the seriousness of the situatien. This 

same message enabled the Germans to locate the British 5th Divisicn, 
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together with the French 68th Division, near Nieuport, and it also 

indicated the beginning of the evacuation of the British Expeditionary 

Force to .l!'agland. 

()i 26 Kay intensive direction-finding operations confirmed the con-

centratiai of British, French, and Belgian forces in the area including 

Ghent, Courtrai, Valenciennes, Lens, B&thune, st. CAer, and Gravelines. 

Outside this area no more enemy traffic was heard. 

After 28 May, approximately the time of the Belgian capitulaticn, 

it was no laiger possible to distinguish the various radio nets and to 

observe and evaluate them systematically. Continued directicn-finding 

operations indicated that the encirclement area had been split up into 

three pockets: a northern cne, east of Dunkirk, from which mostly 

British traffic was heard; a central pocket, northwest of Roubaix; and 

a southern pocket, southeast of Lille. Because of the concentraticn of 

a great number of transmitters within one narrow area, it was no longer 

possible to take accurate bearings. The intermingling of different units 

was reflected by the conf'usioo which was beginning to spread amcng the 

radio operators, who no longer felt bound by any rules, all of which 

resulted in a situaticn which in German radio terminology is described 

as a "call sign and wave-length stew." 

An evaluaticn of the radio traffic during the first phase of the 

campaign in the West - with the exceptiOn of the Dutch traffic, which 

practically disappeared after five days of fighting - leads to the 

following conclusions: The different operating techniques made it easy 

to distinguish rapidly between French, British, and Belgian units. 
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Generally speaking, the enemy transmitted too many messages and thus 

enabled the Germans to intercept them without any trouble. However, ex-

cept for serious violations of radio security, such as the sending of 

messages in the clear, German intelligence was confronted with considerable 

difficulties, because the majority of the cryptographic systems proved 

unbreakable. 

In view of the rapid conduct of operations, particularly those of 

motorized and armored units, the information obtained by German radio in-

telligence was of secondary importance in comparison with that gathered by 

grolm.d and air combat reco1U1aissance, especially the close reconnaissance. 

On the evening of the first day of the attack German radio intelli-

gence picked up messages from the area west of Namur facing Army Group A. 

The characteristics of these messages left no doubt about the presence of 

at least two French armored divisions. The fact that this was reported in 

time, together with reliable information about the dis?osition of enemy 

forces on the western bank of the Maas, made it pos<Jible to warn the 

German armored units which had been moved forward to the Maas and w~ich, 

after crossing the river on 15 May, were actually engaged in heavy fighting. 

Remarkable radio discipline was observed by the French Ninth Army, 

* which was soon to be attacked by Panzergruppe Kleist and by the inner 

* /'fr: armored force equal to an army in size and oparating in caijunction 
-with on~? 

flanks of Army Groups A. and B betwaen Maubeuge and Mcntmedy. I'he infor

mation obtained by the 56th Intercept C0111pany, which was committed along 

the axis of advance of Panzergruppe Kleist, was therefore initially unim-
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portant. Since the 56th Intercept Company could not, in the lcng run, 

keep pace with Panzergruppe Kleist, while carrying on its directicn

finding operaticns, it was ordered to halt on 20 Kay near Le Cateau, where 

it took bearings from two baae linesa from the first, directed westward 

toward 14aubeuge - Percnne, it searched the area bounded by the Franco-Bel

gian border on the right and by the Sanme as far as the Channel coast 

on the left, while from the base line directed southward through ~ras 

and Rethel it covered the Somme and Aisne sectors. 

The Jd Intercept Company was assigned to the Lacn - Arlen base line 

after it had crossed the Franco-Belgi.an border on 14 May. While the French 

moved up division after .division in order to cover the open flank, which 

had developed along the Aisne and Somme as a result or the advance by 

Panzer{µ-uppe Kleist, these two intercept companies gradually succeeded in 

identifying the enemy groupings to the south • 

.ls early as 14 Kay a new army net with three secondary stations was 

detected. An army headquarters was plotted as being west of Verdun, but 

on the basis or the first observations it could not be identified u that 

of the French Second A.rmy. One corps was found east of Reims, near Gr~, 

and in Dun-sur'1feuse, respectively. There was some doubt concerning the 

significance of the staff detected east of ReiJ1S; instead of corps traffic 

it might also have been the inter~et traffic of an army. In the final 

evaluation the results were treated cautiously, and it was merely ccncluded 

' that the French Seccxid Army sector had been widened, leaving open the pos-

sibility that a new front was being built up between Rathel and Stenay. 

Two da,ys later, on 16 Uay, a new headquarters near Epernay appeared 
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on the air with links to the corps in the Challerane;e - Orandpre area in 

the center of the above-mentioned net. On the basis of a clear-text 

message this headquarters was identified as the new Six.th Army under 

General Touchon, who was mentioned by name. This informatioo, at first 

doubted by the German command, was confirmed by other sources on 20 J.:ay. 

On 22 May the western flank of the new Sixth lt:rmy was plotted south of 

it.miens. On that.same day near ~ontdidier a mobile division was identified 

which had been brought up from the area north of Verdun and had estab

lished contact with the Sixth Army. 

Ckl 23 May it was possible to determine the boundary between the 

French Sixth and Second Armies at the A.isne Canal north of Vouziers. 

In the meantime it was possible, solely by intercepting divisicn 

headquarters stations, to colU'lt every French division in the newly-estab-

lished Aisne sector and to report daily every change. However, only in 

one instance did the Germans succeed in establishing a divisional desig

nation, namely that of the French 6th Colonial Divisicn, in ~:.achault, 

southwest of Vouziers, on 19 ~. 

Reinforced by the 26th Intercept Company, which Army Group B was 

able to release in the north, radio intelligence now began the systematic 

coverage of the SOl!lllle sector between the coast and Perorilie. Here on 23 

May a new start was recognized in the "radio picture" near Elbeu!, south 

of Rouen, and another near Clermont. It was not initially possible- to 

identify clearly these two staffs as higher headquarters. It was not 

until ten divisions between the coast and the Oise were identified as 

belonging to "Staff Clermcnt" that the commitment of aaother army was 

reported. 
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-In the following days the French Sixth Army at Epernay, the 11Staff 

:nbeuf11 3rld "Army Headquarters Clem.ant" were in contact with a station 

near Ueau:x:, which, because of its high efficiency and characteristic trans-

r.iitting technique, was believed to be the station of an army group head-

quarters. It maintained no contact with Second Army at Verdun, but a 

fourth cor.nnand net did appear whose called station could not be located. 

As reported by the commander of intercept troops attached to Army Group 

C, the Ii'rench Fourth Army .:it Nancy was not heard after 23 May from the 

fortified areas. Its station was now associated with new traffic which 

appeared irregularly in the Ch1lons-sur-M:arne area but which could not be 

assigned any definite part in the command radio picture. 

Nevertheless, the picture of the order of battle was well rounded: 

Army Group Meaux, in command of the Sixth Army at Epernay, 11Armee Clermcnt, 11 

and "Armee Elbeuf, 11 had the mission of defending the Somme and Aisne. 

This mission was confirmed by the radio address given by Premier Reynaud 

on 28 Ji!ay. 

Between 1 and 4 June the infonnation concerning the unit disposition 

between the Channel coast and the fortified areas, which had been obtained 

by radio intelligence, was confirmed from a source which the author can 

no longer remember and was supplemented by the information that the "Armee 

Elbeuf" (which had recently been plotted in La Feuillie, east of Rouen) 

was the Tenth Army under General Altmeyer, which had been brought up Xrom 

the Italian border; that 11Arm6e Clermont" (now fixed as being in Crail) was 

the newly-formed Seventh Army under General Frere; and thaj, Anrr:r Group 

Heaux was presumably the staff of General Besson, who commanded the Tenth 
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Chart 4 contains the r.adio :intercept results which had been obtained 

up to the time when German -Army Group~ B and A moved into position fr:n: 

their attack across the Sonnne and Aisne on 4 and 7 June. 

For this operation Army Group B, which had ldt the Euskirchen Fixed 

Intercept Station in northern France to intercept United Kingdom traffic, 

was assigned the .56th Intercept Company of krnry" Group A, which had hitherto 

been stationed near Le Cateau. Anrry Group A, in turn, was assigned the 

18th Intercept Company, the third to be released from the East. Thus, each 

8rmy group again had two motorized intercept companies at its disposal: 

Army Group B having the 26th and .56th Intercept Companies; Army Group A, 

the )rd and 18th Intercept Companies; and Army Group c, the 9th and $7th 

Intercept Companies. 

Cn 5 June, when Army Group B crossed the Somme, radio messages were 

intercepted which indicated that the enemy was concerned a.bout the impending 

German attack because insufficient progress had been made in completing the 

positions between Fismes and the Moselle. On the same day British traffic 

was heard 1·or the last time on the Continent, and, as far as the author 

recalls, brigades of the 5lst Division were idE11tified. A clear~text inter

cept, according to which French troops that had escaped to England from the 

pocket of encircled forces in the nqrth were to be returned to Cherbourg, 

was fC'rwarded to the Luftwaffe, so that these French elements could be 

lmcovered and attacked from the air. 

en 16 June, the dBiY following Army Group A's crossing of the Aisne, 

the main radio station of the Ministry or War (which also served the French 
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High Command) closed down and turned over its functions to the main station 

at Tours, which was then assumed to be the new command post of General 

Weygand. 

Enemy radio traffic from the area between the Oise and l!arr~~ hac:. 

already stopped on 12 June. ~ that day, however, messaGes were inter

cepted from the French Fourth Army, which had long been sought in vain. 

The German's continued to carry out direction-finding operations in the 

Chllons area, but no further details could be ascertained. 

A radio message intercepted on 13 June revealed the decision of the 

French High Command to retreat behind the Loire. 

Ch 15 June French radio traffic began to shaw signs or complete dis

organizatiCl'l. Headquarters called each other in vain; blind messages 

became more frequent; the percentage of clear-text messages rose; various 

code designations were used, although it must have been realized that 

they were not secure. The confusiai in radio operatiais pointed to the 

6rowing disintegration of the French forces. Radio intelligence of the 

pursuing German army groups had to restrict itself to following the move

ments of only the higher staffs, particularly the army headquarters. This 

information is shown in Chart 4. 
In front of .&nny Group C the intercept service had kept the area behind 

the fortified front tmder surveillance since 10 May. Its mission was 

chiefly to find out whether, under the stress of the fighting in the north 

and center, units of the French Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth 

Armies were pulled out of their positicns and moved to this part of the 

front. 
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About three days before the attack, in order to pin down the units 

along the fortified front, the Gennans began to transmit fake messages in 

conjunction with other tactical deceptions in the 8'"ea of the boundary 

between the German First and Seventh Armies. These measures simulated the 

traffic of an improvised army consisting of mobile units under the control 

of three corps headquarters. According to conununications intercepted on 

10 ll:ay from the area of the French Third and Fourth A.rmies, where the 

volume of traffic increased noticeably, the above-mentioned deceptive mes-

sages apparently caused concern. There were no indications of any weak-

ening of the fortified front until this traffic was discontinued. 

Not before 28 Uay was it clearly established that a mobile division 

of the French Second .ui:iy had been moved out of positicn and transferred 

to the \test. On the basis of its transmission characteristics, its move

ments could be followed as far as the ~ontdidi~r area. On the other hand, 

it was impossible to trace the location of the ~ourth Army, which, on the 

following day, ceased to transmit from the fortified areas. Nor did the 

radio picture reveal that its sector had been taken over by the adjacent 

French l'hird and Fifth Armies. The withdrawal of the Sixth and Tenth Army 

Headquarters, which assumed command behind the lower Sonune on 23 Nay, was 

not detected by radio interception, because the intelligence mission assigned 

to Army Group C had not included coverage of the ~Wiss and Italian borders. 

It has not been learned whether the fixed intercept stations under OKH, 

which were assigned exclusively to long-range intelligence, obtained any 

information. 

','i'hen Arriy Group C commenced operations on the Saar front and crossed 
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the upper P.hine on 14 June, the intercept companies were given the mission 

of keeping track of those French units in the intermediate area which were 

capable of carrying out mobile operations. Along the fortified front the 

enemy on the whole observed excellent radio discipline, which continued 

~til the German attack Oli the Rhine-Marne Canal ran into the Polish lst 

and 2d Divisi<ils. As a result of the advance of the army on the left of 

Army Group A (see Chart 4), the area covered by the three intercept com-

panies was rapidly narrowed down, so that soon the same difficulties were 

encountered as during the observation of the northern pocket. Here, too, 

the results of radio intelligence were not as effective as those obtained 

by ground reconnaissance. tlevertheless, it was -possible to detect in time 

that was approximately 15 June - the assembly o'f French forces near 

Vesoul which led to the attempted break-through onto the Langres plateau. 

As the encircled area became narrowez;there appeared the same demoral

ization of the radio traffic as had been observed in the northern pockets 

and during the pursuit to the Loire. 

After 20 June, when the French High Command requested. an armbtice, 

there was no lcnger any possibility of systematic radio intelligence in 

i'ront of the three German army groups, because the enemy no longer posses-

sed a well-defined command structure. 

After the campaip,n in the ~est, captured documents, cipher devices 

and machines, and radio ~quipment of all tYPes, confirmed and supplemented 

the picture, which the Germans had pieced together from the radio traffic 

ot the British and French armies, and permitted them to make a fairly 

accurate evaluation of the security of the enemy systems. Except for their 
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effective cryptographic systems, the eneDJ¥ had made no attempt to achieve 

adequate radio secrecy. Under these circumstances enemy messages did 

not ~ave to be solved, since German radio intelligence could score val

uable tactical and strategic successes by carefully observing trans

mission characteristics on those .frequencies employed by the enemy and 

by plotting the location or his units. 

VIII. Intercept Operations against Great Britain (1940 - 41) 

(This section was written by Colonel Randewig, at that time com

mander of intercept; units attached to Arar:t Group A.) 

Arter the conclusion of the Campaign in the West OKH ordered Arary

Group A to initiate radio intelligence operations against the British 

Isles. 

This intelligence mission, which was given in the .f'orm o.f' a pre-

liminary order on 2 July 1940, was supplemented by mid-July with requests 

for the following specific information: 

1. Present Location of former British Expeditionary Force 

units. 

2. Organization, strength and disposition of Regular Aniry 

and Territorial Army forces in the British Isles, as well as of forces 

shipped to England from the Dominions, with special emphasis on Canadian 

troops. 

3. Transfer of units from the mother country for service in 

the Near East (Balkans) and Middle East (Egypt and North Africa). 

CONFIDENJIAL 
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5. Coverage of' the coastal strip F'olkestone - Hastings -

Eastbourne - Brighton - Worthing and of the London - Chatham - Margate -

Dover - Portsmouth - Reading - London area, these being the immediate 

objectives for a German invasion in accordance with plans for Operation 

SEELOEWE. 

For carrying out this mission, the commander of intercept troops 

attached to Anrry Group A was placed in charge of the following units: 

1. The Muenster Fixed Intercept Station, hitherto at the 

disposal of OKH and recently moved from Muenster to The Hague after the 

capitulation or the Netherlands. 

2. The Euski.rchen Fixed Intercept Station (temporarily mobile), 

hitherto attached to Army Group B. 

3. 26th Intercept Company, hitherto attached to Army Group B. 

4. 56th Intercept Company, which during the first part of the 

campaign was attached to Army Group A, and, during the second part, to 

Army Group B. 

OKH did not grant the request for the transfer of the Husum Fixed 

Intercept Station until late October 1940. 

The fixed intercept stations were the only ones which had years of 

experience in observing routine British traffic. The experience of the 

intercept companies was limited to the relatively brief period when they 
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had operated against the British Expeditionary Forces on the Continent 

during the blitzkrieg campaign. While the British forces were being 

assembled from September 1939 to May 1940, no noteworthy results were 

obtained. The use of intercept companies in peacetime to observe 

British maneuvers in the home country had been impossible because or 

the great distance (350 - 600 miles). The 56th Intercept Company had 

never intercepted British traffic at all. 

The transfer of the 11Muenster''station to The Hague determined the 

nature of its operations. Reception was extraordinarily improved by 

the reduction in distance to the target areas and by the fact that the 

intercepting was done exclusively over water. 'lb.a results hitherto 

obtained by the Muenster station had to serve as a basis for the aper-

ations of the three other intercept units. 

Together with the i:iiuenster station (now at The Hague ) the follow-

ing intercept units were assigned missions by 5 July 1940 as indicated: 

(a) The Euskirchen station in Hardelot, south of Boulogne, was to 

search the long and medium wavelengths from the base line Ostend - St. 

Valery. 

(b) 26th Intercept Company in ~tretat, north of le Havre, searched 

similar wavelengths f~om the base line St. Valery - Caen. 

(c) 56th Intercept Compa?JY in Parame, near St. Malo~ searched the 

same bands from the base line Cherbour~ - Urest. 

The staff of the commander of intercept troops, together with An 

evaluation center, was located at Army Gro'1Jp A Headquarters at St. 
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Germain-en-Laye near Paris. It was connected with its f'our {af'ter l 

November 1940, five) subordinate units by direct wire lines. 

After the middle of October the conunander of intercept troops was 

assigned a mobile long-range D/F platoon for the interception of short-

wave signals. After numerous unsuccessful trials, this platoon worked 

along several base lines, but without obtaining any important results. 

The evaluation reports were sent dai~ to the OKH main intercept 

station, to the headquarters of Army Group A and its subordinate (Six

teenth, Ninth, and Sixth) Armies, to the military commanders or the 

* Netherlands, Belgium - Northern France, and Paris, to the Luftflotte 

* [Tr: Air force: a territorial and tactical command of the Luftwaffe] 

and to the naval commander in Paris. 

The operations or the intercept units, including the intercept areas, 

are shown in Chart 5. 

In spite of intensive searching during the fll-st four weeks (Ju~ 

19~0), it was impossible to intercept any messages of the kind which had 

been sent by mobile elements of the British Expeditionary Force on the 

Continent. To be sure, a few messages were picked up, but they could 

neither be followed for any length of time nor assigned to any regular 

net traffic, and frequently they were so brier as to preclude even tbe 

taking of accurate bearings. The few messages intercepted, though en

crypted in a rather simple field ci:Pller, were not enough for crypt-

analysis purposes. In the final evaluation these observations ware 

interpreted to mean that the seriously decimated divisions of' the British 

Exr~ditionary Force first had to be reorganized, re-equipped and re-
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habilitated, and that in any event they were not yet ready for the large-

scale training exercises. 

On the other hand, there was a1ways regular traffic from fixed 

stations believed to be operating as "coast defense sector stations" 

(.for example, in Chatham, the Portsmouth - Southhampton area, Plymouth, 

Cardif.f and Edinburgh) with a net control station near London. This 

traffic was easily intercepted because of the .failure to change call 

signs and frequencies. Messages handled by this net provided material 
( 

for the first attempts at cryptanalysis. However, there was hardly 

any chance to draw conclusions of a tactical nature from the traffic 

analysis of this coast defense net, since it was apparently operated 

by well-trained personnel who observed strict radio discipline. or no 

iJD.portance were sOllle clear-text intercepts, such as: 11 Italy has the 

shape of a foot; with the other one Mussolini is standing in his grave. 11 

"Hitler says thet'EI are no more islands, but St. Helena is an island. 11 

"The abandonment 01· the Channel Islands was a mistake which could have 

been avoide1. 11 

After this initial period, 'Which extended through August and Sep-
. 

tember 1940, radio traffic emanating from mobile units increased :iJl 

volume. By means o.f radio bearings four 11training areas11 (see Chart 5) 

could be plotted. 

l. The Downs, including Sussex, Kent and Surrey; 

2. Norfolk, with Wells-on-Sea, the first locality identified; 

~. York, betmten the Humber and Tees; and 

4. Monmouth, along the northern shore of the Bristol Channel. 
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In the beginning the training exercises in these areas were still 

characterised by the same excellent radio discipline 'Which was observed 

by the fixed nets, such as, rapid 'bun1ng ot transmitters preparatory 

to operation, brevity and speed of' transmission, and avoidance of requests 

£or repeat. In spite 0£ the use 0£ a single frequency for each net and 

the systematic use or call signs, inter-net relationships could ~ be 

guessed at; it was impossible to dra:w any conclusions from them regarding 

the organizational structure• Ho cryptographic errors were COJDmitted 

llhich cou1d have led to the solution of their ciphers. 

Transmission efficiency gradual'.cy" diminished, probably because the 

training given the radio operators had been too short and inadquate. 

Names of' localities appeared in the cl.ear, and in the course or time 

abbreviations of unit designations were intercepted which were increasing-

ly easy to identify. Thus, it was possible to locate the Norfolk training 

area by the term "Wells-on-Sea brigade," and the unit to which this bri-

gade was attached was clear~ revealed by a repeat request in clear text. 

Subsequent'.cy", the new nunerical designations of' the two London divisions 

were identified in the same wq. Unit designations were mntioned so 

frequent~ that it was f'ina~ possible to prepare a complete list of' 

units 0£ the British field armies, including Canadian forces, and the 

composition 0£ divisions down to infantry and artillery battalions. At 

the same time the territorial headquarters, as well as the corps head-

quarters in comm.and of the "Mobile Defense Forces, 11 and thus the top-level 

organization, also became known. This in.formation became available even 

before a single radio message could be solved. At first,, the carelessness 
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with which unit designations were revealed raised the suspicion that this 

was all part of a deliberate deception. The enemy would not have com-

mi tted such serious violations of security rules unless his 01m monitoring 

system was a complete failure. The accuracy or German intelligence 

estimates was subsequnt~ confirmed ey the contents of other messages. 

As a reS11lt of the information gathered about the composition of 

enem;y forces, the Germans increased their regular intercept coverage or 

the training areas, especial.ly" those in southem England, rlth an eye 

to their.intended landing operations. The constantly" increasing radio 

tra:ffic now also permitted analysis of the nets' structure and plotting 

of headquarters areas by the direction-finding uni ts. In this mBnner 

it was possible to trace the concentration areas of the divisions assigned 

to the coastal defense and to follow the course of several anti-invasion 

exercises. During these exercises it was always possible to detel"Jlli.De 

the CO!mlland nets and sometimes the link 1li th the RAF, 'While unit nets 

could rarely' and armored traffic never be picked up at al1. In sever.al 

instances it was possible to distinguish between tactica1 (1awer echelon) 

and command traf'.fic. By combining the two, the purpose of the training 

exercises could be inferred. It was learned that in case of a German 

landing the coastal defense forces 11'ere to withdraw at first and then 

destroy the invader by means 0£ mobile tactics after reassembling and 

forming centers of gravity. 

In the course of time the following regions were added to the con

centration and training areas of the ''Mobile Defense Forcesn: 
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s. South Wales; 

6. The Midlands; and 

? • Scotland (on both sides of the Firth of Forth). 

During intercept operations a few of the identified divisions dis-

appeared from the radio picture for varying periods of ti.me, some alto-

get.her. Their whereabouts in the interim could not be ascertained in 

most cases. In no instance was it possible to obtain reliable in.forms-

tion about their movement overseas, which, however, was subsequently 

presumed to have taken place. A coincidence led to the discovery of a 

troop movement from Carlisle in northern England to Bel.fast in northern 

Ireland, which the Luftwaffe was ordered to reconnoi tar and attack. The 

Germans made the mistake of' neglecting to observe overseas radio communi-

cation with adequate means at the same t:iJne they were intercepting traffic 

between points within the United Kingdom. 

Nevertheless, the over-all picture of the disposition of the enemy 

forces continued to be known, especially since many of the cryptographic 

systems in use were broken after about September 1940. 

In the beginning of 1941 the radio situation in the British Isles 

was so well known that five intellieence units were no longer necessary 

!or rel?'ular interception, esp:icially af'ter the abandoIU11Snt or Operation 

E.lEELOE\\l'E for which some elements of the intercept companies had been 

intended. 

After one intercept platoon had been transferred to the German· 

Africa Corps, the 56th Intercept Company was given the same assignment 
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in March 1941. About the same time, the 11Euskirchen station" was returned 

from Hardelot to its peacetime location in Euskirchen. Exper:illl9nts had 

indicated that the reception of sky waves from British short-wave trans

mitters was immeasurably better in Euskirchen than on the coast. In 

April 1941 the 26th Intercept Company was transferred to eastern Europe. 

The subsequent coverage of the British area was taken over by the fixed 

stations in Muenster, The Hague, Husum, and Euskirchen. A long-range 

direction-finding organization for long, medium, and short wavelengths 

was retained under the direction of the co!IDllander of intercept units of 

Army Group D, which had just assumed command in France. 

Summing up, British army radio traffic in 1940-41 can be appraised 

as follows: 

The messages could be easily intercepted for three reasons: each 

net operated on a single frequency, frequencies were changed only at 

regular intervals, and the British used a call sign system which facil-

itated the identification of the NCS and secondary stations. Nor were 

these defects offset by the excellent radio discipline which the British 

observed in the beginning. When the latter deteriorated, even the most 

skill£ul encipherment could no longer guarantee security. Secrecy was 

lost by the mention of towns, areas, and troop designations in the clear. 

The careless way in which radio operations ware carried out suggests 

that the British underestimated German communication intel1igence. 

IX. Intercept Operations Against Great Britain and the United 
States (1942) 

No subetant:Lal changes were mado :iJl the British radio system until 
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the summer of 1942. The Bergen Fixed Intercept Station 1n Norw~was 

established and it covered Great Britain,, Canada,, the United States, 

and the American bases in Iceland,, Greenland, and Central America. Al

together,, these areas were covered by about 150 receivers. British nets 

could be easiq detected because they continued to use call signs taken 

from the "call sign families, 8 for example, fba, f'bae, .fbb, etc. More-

over,, clear-text messages transmitted both by phone and CW provided ~ 

valuable hints about the morale of the troops. Grid co-ordinates were 

eaail;r solved, even if the fliers did not makB the mistake, as •Iii fre

quently" the case,, of radioing place names and grid co-ordinates in the 

clear,, after which the ground station would immediately relay the verr 

same designations in code. 

The Canadians had to a large extent adopted the British procedures 

(call signs, frequencies,, and cryptosystems) but they were distinguished 

by characteristic details, so that they could be identi£ied even before 

cryptanalysis was instituted. The presence or the other Empire troops 

in the British Isles was detected by recognition ot their individual 

characteristics. Still more revealing were the messages sent by .foreign 

units stationed in England: the Poles, Belgians,, French, Nort$gians,, 

arid others. 

Until its integration into the Regular Arary, the trattic ot the 

British Ham Guard showed special charaoteristios 'Which made it easy to 

observe its activities, organization, strength,, and dep1oymant. Valuable 

intelligence was obtained, either through the mention o.f individual 

troop units or or tactical doctrine, by observing RAF units llhich were 

attached to the Army. Such intelligence covered a variety of subjects, 
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includ:ing individual aircraft, liaison atafrs, and airfields. It enabled 

the Germans, for example, to follow every detail of an engagement during 

maneuvers, including the identification or tactical objectives as pro

vided by British reconnaissance planes, the operations of major forma

tions, and reports sent upon completion of a bombing mission - all f'rom 

the interception or cl.ear-text messages. 

llaneuvera in general were a fertile source of i.nf'ormation, because 

the procedure signs (in the cl.ear) which headed each message could be 

recognized imrrediately. Command post exercises provided an abundance 0£ 

intormation about unit designations, physical location, ·organization, 

equipnent, state or training, officers' names, in short, all the small 

pieces needed by intelligence for building up a complete jig-saw picture 

of the situation. Warnings exchanged between operators about :impending 

inspections by their superiors showed that there was a lack of radio 

supervision. 

In the spring or 1942 a large-scale maneuver was carried out south 

or London, called "Operation Tiger, n which lasted several days. 'liro 

motorized divisions and several RAF units participated, and their compo

sition and strength were clear~ recognized in a short time. The course 

of the exercises couJ.d be followed so exact4" that, by sending over the 

Luftwaffe, the Germans could have converted the maneuver into a real 

combat action. These German intercept successes were shortly afterward 

confirmed by British press and radio reports. 

The precedine description of British army traffic applies also to 

the Canadians during the same period. Although the distance to Canada 
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was too great for perfect reception, it was nevertheless possible to 

£ollmr newly activated units, the progress ot their training, the over

seas shipnent of various divisions and their subsequent movements in 

the British Isles. 

Until the SUJlllller o:r 1942 no difficulties were encountered in inter-

cepting American radio communication, with the result that inter-net 

relationships could be cl.early ascertained. From the more distant areas 

of the United States only the sky waves were heard, while troop exer-

cises could not be picked up at all. Even after the subsequent co-or

dination or British and American operation procedures there were still 

many characteristics which made it easy to distinguish the units of each 

Arrrry. They used different operating signals and different abbreviations 

for identical service branches and units. In phone communications dif-

rerences in enunciation provided the most striking contrast. Translators 

did not find it difficult to master both 11English11 and "American" liter-

ary, colloquial, and military styles, as well as slang expressions. 

Special dictionaries and glossaries of idiomatic phrases ~re supplemented 

from current intercepts. 

!.n the United States proper the activation of divisions and other 

units could be followed alJllost perfectly. Their stage of training cou:t.d 

be ascertained £rom transfers to various camps. Their degree of combat 

readjness and their impending shipnent overseas became evident from the 

assignment or APO numbers. These APO numbers were then careful:cy followed. 

If they appeared in connection with an eastern port, for example, New 

York, it was clsar that the unit concerned was to be shipped to Europe, 
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'Whereas western port designations, for example, San Francisco, meant 

shipient to the Pacific. 

American units were recognized soon after their arrival in the 

British Isles by the previously lmavm APO numbers, and their subsequent 

whereabouts cou1d be traced rrom clues similar to those provided by the 

British units. Thus, all major American units were currently identified. 

A special source exploited by German communication intelligence 

was the transmission of officers• promotion notices. The typical message 

(in clear text) began as follows: "The President intends to promote you 

to ••• Tio you accept?" 'Ihese "promotion messagesn supplemented our 

locator files and enabled us to draw various inferences. If the unit 

of the officer in question had been previously known but its present 

station had not been traced, a promotion message transmitted, for instance, 

to Iceland would thus provide the Germ.ans with its location. 

In the spring or 1942 a new transmitting technique was introduced 

in American long-distance communication (both domestic and foreign) that 

dried up this excellent source of German intelligence. The Euskirchen 

station, which was charged with cryptanalysis of this traffic, solved 

the riddle within one week, however, by means of tape recorqings and 

systematic analysis. It was .finally discovered that the process used 

was a rapid system of wireless telegraphy which differed from the usual 

* method by the number of current impulses. This was the 11Radiotype" 

* [Tr: Referred to as 11War-type 11 in the original. 11Radiotype 11 is a 
six-:i.Jnpulse teletype system developed by International Business 
Machines and used temporarily by the U.S. Armed Forces.] 

nethod. A tremendous number of military and business mea:sageB were :soon 
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intercepted. Arter a short while the receiving ope::.. ..ttors were able to 

"read" the message tapes as rast as Morse code. Fortunately, after a 

pause of one week, military nessagas in clear text became more frequent 

for a time. This mistake was not discovered by the Americans until 

later, at llhich time they began to encipher these mechanint!.lly trans-

mitted messages. Since it was no longer possible to solve them, work 

on these messages was discontinued. 

German experience with these mchanically transmitted massages was 

the sBJ11e everywhere, especially in the case of the Army Ordnance Office. 

The transmitting techniques could be mastered easily, unless the messages 

were encrypted in a reliable, preferably mechanical, cipher. 

In the swnrner of 1942 the British introduced new radio techniques, 

which were also widely adopted by the Americans. At El Alamein the 

British captured the entire equipnant of the intercept com~ attached 

to the German Africa Corps. As will be explained at length in the 

section on Africa, they recognized their former mistakes and quic~ 

corrected them on all :fronts. However, these new methods were not in-

traduced everywhere simultaneously, but at first only in Africa. German 

intercept troops in western Europe were thus able to adjust themselves 

:i.n time. German communication intelligence now encountered considerably' 

more difficulties in evaluating the trai':f'ic. Call signs and frequencies 

were changed at irregular intervals, which made it impossible to re cog-

nize inter-net relationships. It required some time and considerable 

exper:lmantation before other distinguishing characteristics enabled 

German traffic analysis and direction-finding units to overcome these 
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difficulties. The numerous, in.formative messages in clear text dis-

appeared. One of the best sources of intelligence were the careless 

transmissions or the RAF, over whose radio discipline the British~ 

apparentl;y did not exercise arry control or supervision. 

The landing operation at Dieppe in August 1942 provided not only 

the Allies but also German commanication intelligence with some inter-

eating lessons, successes, and failures. 

The preparations for this operation were complete:cy concealed from 

German radio intelligence. The participating Allied units observed 

exemplary radio silence up to the actual landing. This procedure was 

the cor.rect one and later resulted in the same degree or Burprise during 

the landings in North Africa and during the invasion of Normandy. 

Even after the landing at Dieppe, with its ensuing radio traffic,, 

German radio intelligence did not :i.mmediate'.cy recognize what was going 

on. The first intercepts were received with good signal strength by 

Tb.a H~ Fixed Intercept Station. Somewhat later the station in Etretat 

heard some extreme'.cy weak signals which .failed to reveal the general 

situation. The Hague station had no data regarding their precise direc-

tion but, because of the strength of the signals, believed that fighting 

was going on in the Netherlands. With this in mind, it inquired at the 

local arrr:ry- headquarters, where nothing was known. OB West had not been 

notified. The report was transmitted very inefficiently from the attacked 

units through the long chain of command to OB West. By the time that 

the nature and location o.f the event had been clarified in this irregular 
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manner, German communication :inte1ligence was once again working system-

aticall:y. The intercept.ion of all messages from Dieppe was central:cy-

controlled from St. Germain. Enemy messages became more numerous and 

in£orinative until around noon, then remained at the same level for a 

while, only to become fewer with the disengagement 11hich took place in 

the late afternoon, and then disappeared entirely during the cross-

Channel evacuation. OB West could be in!ormed more rapidly about every 

phase of the fighting through radio intelligence than through the com-

munication channels of the field units. Encrypted messages were solved 

even during the course of the attack. However, the numerous code names 

for targets, terrain features, and the like, could not be interpreted 

during the brief course of the operation. Conspicuous in these codes 

was the frequent mention of colors. Captured documents subsequently 

revealed that these indicated beachhead sectors. Since this procedure 

was repeated during later landings, any mention of colors came to mean 

i;o German communication intelligence.: 11 llmninent danger of invasion. 11 

ivben the term "withdrawal" was openly mentioned at Dieppe at the begin-

n:ing of the disengagement, it became clear that this was not an attempt 

at invasion but that it was an operation with limited objectives with 

respect to time and space. 

The fact that German propaganda put the venture in a different 

light is immaterial. iVhen the Propaganda Ministry finally asked for 

the numerous messages containing requests for help in order to use them 

in the press and on the radio, all the cryptanal:yzed messages "Were 
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omitted and texts in the clear were paraphrased to prevent the enemy 

from ga3tJjng aey clues as to our intelligence results. Thus, German 

intercept operations were bound to appear far less eftective than they 

actually had been. 

x. Africa and the Near Ea&t (1941 - 43) 

In March l.941 the German Africa Corpa •as giwn one intercept 

platoon, which was soon enlarged mto an intercept company to which 

were assiglled English-language cryptan~sts from the intercept command 

station. The company was e.quipped llith receivers and direction-rinding 

instl'Ulll.ents suitable ror use in a tropical climate. The ,personnel had 

had experience in intercepting British traf'fic ever since the CB.111Pa~ 

in the West and therefore knew the "Weaknesses of the British radio 

system. During operations against the United KingdOJll the Germans 

a:tTived at- the conclusion that the British were underestimating the 

successes of German cormnu.ttication intelligence, and this becaYDa even 

more obvious in Africa. &re, in mobile desert warfare, radio 'Wafs the 

only possible form of communication - a medium as dangerous as it 'Was 

valuable -- and the British used it more careless}¥ than ever. A clear 

and accurate picture of the opposing British Eighth A:rray with regard 

to al1 the details of its com.position, the origin of its divisions 

(South Africa, India, and so forth), and its morale and plans, was 

rapidly gained as the result of the mistakes described in the precedina 

section. These mistakes included clear-text :t'adiotelephone and telegraph 

messages mentioning geographical data, the names or individuals, unit 
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designations; the f'ailure to mask such terms proper4'; and the use 0£ 

extreme4' simple ciphers and routine call signs. The in:t'ormation which 

the intercept company of' the Africa Corps gathered was ma:inly of the 

short-range intelligence type, supplemented by long-range intelligence 

carried out by the Commander of Communication Intelligence (Four) in 

the Balkans, who operated against British forces in the Near East. Ger

man intelligence in Africa also had some exceptionally lucky breaks, as, 

for example, when it was able to report on impending British operations 

after sol.ving messages sent by tbe American 11aison officer. 

In the swmner or 1942 a German su1'rlarine operating in the eastern 

.Mediterranean captured a ship on 'Which was found a complete set of radio 

codes used jo:i.nt'.cy" by services or the British armed forces in the Jled

iterra:aean theater from G!t.bralter to Egypt. The security of radio 

communication in this area was a matter of vital concern in safeguarding 

the British supply line. The subnari.ne, which had been assigned to other 

tasks, was 1Jnmediate'.cy" recalled after reporting this valuable prize. 

Pecause it was then possible to deCJ:7pt rapid'.cy" all British radio com-

munications using these codes, German countermeasures at sea and in the 

air were especia1ly successful for the next two weeks. Then this tra.f'fic 

ceased entirely. The British had become suspicious and did not resume 

radio operations until si:x: weeks later, after couriers had been able · to 

deliver new codes throughout this far-flung theater of operations. 

The excellent results obtained by cammnication intelligence pro

vided Field Marshal. Rommel with accurate and welcome information, on 
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which he could base his bold and varied tactics. His· peculiar tal.en; 

for gaining unexpected success in armored warfare, where radio cOJllilnlDi

cation played a vital role, had already brought him a number or start

ling victories as commander or a panzer division in the Campain in tbe 

West. I.n the desert Rommel encouraged this new method o£ tactica1 re-

connaissance, especial]ar since the results o.f' German air reconnaissance 

were limited by British air superiority. To facilitate the detailed 

evaluation of in.formation by the intercept company, Rommel• s chie£ ot 

sta£.f' always had two .f'ield tnmk circuits at his disposal to handle 

incoming telephone and teletype traffic. During all his inspection 

trips to the front Rommel was personal.17 informed by radio about all 

important results obtained by radio intelligence. It 'fllBY' be assumed 

that the British did not employ arrr radio intelligence of their own 

against the German Africa Corps; at least they did not succeed in 

solving Rommel's codes. Tb.us, German radio intelligence was able to 

work unsuspected by the British. 

By means of these modern techniques Rommel was able to cs.rry on 

a masterly kind of desert war.fare as long as eneJW superiority- was not 

overwhelming. Just as the ameers or the Caliph had once led iiheir 

swif1; cava.lr,y armies by personal example and trumpet aigna1a, ao Rommel 

now led to victory iihe "ligh~ oaval:ey'" of his armored reconnaissance 

troops and the •mav.r cavalry• or his tanks. In thisttleater Rommel. 

also JD.ade use of rad;to deception by- having severa1 radio stations 

slJmllate large forces tar to the south 1n the desert and suggest an 
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encirclement. On repeated oceasions radio intelligence was able to 

observe that the British were taken in by this stratagem, and that ap

parent~ without any confirmation by their reconnaissance plane a they 

sent tanks and motorized artillery, once even an armored division, to 

oppose the fictitious enemy. On one other occasion, howewr, German 

radio intelligence was unable to detect a British armored division 

which had advanced ~ar to the south, since it had observed absolute 

radio silence for several weeks, as was subsequent4' confirmed b7 a 

captured regimental commander. 

One interesting observation by this compan.y was the interception 

of appeals for assistance and water sent by radio to the British Eighth 

Arrey by the German Communist Battalion commanded by Ludwig Rerm in the 

desert fort or Bir Hacheim, south or Tobruk. 

In front of El Alamein the intercept company was able to report 

the reinforcement or the British forces and their preparations for an 

attack with which the German-Italian forces could not possib4r cope. 

The intercept company and its evaluation center 'Ere imprudent'.cy" sta

tioned :far in advance of Rommel' a headquarters and only a few ld.l.ometera 

behind an Italian sector of the front which was aubsequentq penetrated 

by British tanks in late October 1942. 'While defending itself the 

compcmy lost more than a humred dead; the company commander was seri-

ous4' wounded and died :in a Cairo military hospital. Because of the 

SDrprise achieved by the tank attack, there was no oppQrtunity to destroy 

the valuable intercept tiles. Thus, the enemy captured the German

records of intercepted British Essages and codes, the analyses prepared 
' 
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by the German intercept service, as well as German and Italian radio 

schedules and ciphers. 

Radio Cairo reported: "The distinguished Capta:iJl Seebohm has been 

seriousJ,ywoUilded and is a prisoner o! war. We are much obliged for 

the extensive anount o:r excell.ent matfJriel we have captw:ed. u The Brit

ish reaction to the capture of the German intercept receivers has been 

mentioned elsewhere. In a very short time the British corrected their 

Jl1lllerous, cost~ mistakes, after they had become ~ aware o:t their 

damaging effects. This applied not on~ to the African theater, where 

the German command lost its reliable sources of intelligence, but also 

to alli'uture British and American operations in North .Africa, Italy, 

and France. other sections 0£ this study describe hOW' German communi-

cantion intelligence was for the most part capable of' overcoming even 

these difficulties after a period of experimentation, during which 

results diminished, and how, in the heat 0£ combat or when opposed by 

less disciplined units, the enemy repeated the same mistakes over and 

over again. 

The successes of the German radio intelligence units under Rommel 

before El Al.amein might well be considered as products 0£ short-range 

intelligence. The main efforts of German long-range intelligence as 

well were directed toward the east, 'Where momentous events appeared to 

be imminent. The German forces in Egypt were dangerous)Jr close to the 

Suez Canal. The southernmost German elements in Russia stood in the 

northern Caucasus and were advancing southward. Coverage of the 
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situation in Egypt, Palestine, Transjordan, Syria_. Iraq, and 1¥'utral. 

Turkey, therefore, appeared of prime importance to the Germans. The 

possibility of an All.1sd land:ing on the western or northwestern coast 

of Africa was virtuall.1' disregarded. Only the Dakar area seemed to be 

of interest, inasmuch as an unusual amount of American radio traf.tio 

was observed there, as will be mentioned elsewhere. 

I.n addition to the intercept company assigned to the Panzer Arrlf3" 

* or Africa, the intercept units mentioned in the section on the Balkan 

* [Tr: Formed in June 1941 as Panzergruppe A.trika to control the 
Panzerkorps Atrika (Africa Gorps) and Italian units. Became a 
Panzer Ar111y at the close o:r 1941. Entered Tunisia in the lf:i.nter 
of 1942-43 and was destroyed there the :following May.] 

Campaigns covered the above-mentioned areas from stations extending 

.from El Alamein, to Crete, Athens, Salonika, Kavalla, and Burgas. These 

units operated under the Commander of Canmunication Intelligence (Four) 

in Athena, who was SU.bordinate first to OB Suedost (Southeast) in 

Salonika, later to the commander of Arary Group F in Belgrade. (OB 

Suedost was simultaneousq commander ot Ar'l'lf1' Group E. ) (See Chart 6) 

Except for the results obtained .from observing the British Eighth 

Artlry, German radio intelligence had little success, inasmuch as nothing 

important could be intercepted except British· command massages, 'Which 

could not be solved. German radio intelligence worked together with 

its Italian counterpart against the British. This co-operation was 

extreme~ cordial, but furnished few results of any importance. Turkey 

was covered in collaboration with the Bulgarian intelligence service. 
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Turkish radio operations and crytographic systems were extremel:y pr:im

i1;ive and in no way met minimum standards of security. Radio intelli

gence f'nrnished the usual information about the organization of the 

Turkish !rn\v', its mobilization plans, and ahiIJIVitnts o.f Allied military 

matfsriel, espec~ aircraf't. The raceiving uni ts were informed :in 

advance by" radio or the arrival ot the shipnants. This information was, 

however, o:r no importance from the standpoint of German military- opera-

tions. 

The proposal to supplement radio intelligence operations, then 

directed' exclusive'.cy' against the east, by a chain of intercept stations 

directed toward the south and extending approximatel:y from the Balearic 

Islands to Sardinia, Sicil:y, and Crete was rejected, since Anglo-American 

landings in Africa were believed out or the question because of tbe 

vulnerability- of Allied suppl:y routes to subnarine attack. In addition, 

there were supposed'.cy' not enough intercept units available tor such a 

precautionary measure. 

French colonial radio traffic, with its .fixed links in Morocco 

and Algiers, was :intercepted by the Orleans Fixed Intercept Station, 

which was subsequent:cy- transferred to Montpelliar. This traffic, in

el.uding ciphers, as well as that handled by lower echelon units, pre

sented no unusual difficulties. As was the case 1n France proper 1n 

1940, colonial radio communication provided reliable c1ues to garrison 

locations and unit strengths. The lmawn types of radio traffic in North 

Africa continued to f'u.nction normal3'r until the Anglo-American landin~s., 

tlm.s providing no indication that a landing was :imminent. 
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Long before the Allied landings in French West and Northwest 

Africa, German radio intelligence intercepted messages emanating from 

a large American air transport and supply organization in Equatorial 

Africa. The .formation and developnent or this organization cou1d be 

followed in detail. It consisted of two east-west lines operating from 

coast to coast with lateral links and branch liiles to the north. In-

formation was thus secured regarding the establishment and operation of 

bases in central Africa, the arrival of air and sea transports from. 

America at points a.long the west coast, transport .flights across Africa, 

and the loading of freighters. The intercepts provided no direct 

indication of an impending landing. Nor were such concluaions apparently 

drB.11!1 by the Western IntelJ.igence Branch or the .Armed Forces Operations 

Staff on the basis of these striking intercepts concerning such a large-

scale supply operation. 

The Allied landings in French Wast and North Ai'rica on 7 November 

1942 came as a surprise because of the secrecy afforded by radio silence. 

The unpredictable sky wave radiation on the short wavelengths,, preferred 

by the British and Americans for military traffic, was responsible for 

accidental success on the part of German radio intel.ligence. The inter

cept stations in Norway, the Netherlands, and France which covered the 

WAst, chiefly England,, picked up almost all Allied DBsaages following 

the landing and were able to work without the assistance or direction-

findinr:; stations to the south, since a sufficient number of'· localities 

were mentioned in Allied messages. On the first day of the landing 

the Bergen (Norway) Fixed Intercept Station received the 11¥3saages w:ith 
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good signal strength. Bergen immediately recognized the:Lr importance 

and reported them to St. Germain. Since the traffic resembled that 

used at Dieppe, especially with regard to the use of colors to desig-

nate beachhead sectors, there was no- longer a.ny doubt that a landing 

had occurred. 

Even during the first few hours the landing forces were reporting 

11no resistance, 11 and the like. It was apparent therefore that the 

.F):>ench did not resist the landing bu.t in fact assisted it in soma places, 

whereas Vichy continued to re.port stubborn French resistance tor days. 

In spite of or because of the long distances, the signals in 

question were also well received in the St. Germain area, even including 

traffic between regiment and battalion, since the short wave1engths 

W&re used almost exclusively. A large volume of messages was received, 

which was not surprising in view of the strong Allied forces connnitted. 

There is nothing new to be said about enemy radio procedure at that 

time. In spite of all attempts at uniformity American traffic could 

still be distinguished from the British. The former was generally 

characterized by greater carelessness. Field codes and ciphers were 

solved and a large number of carel.ass messages in clear text appeared 

once again. 

German radio intelligence gathered information about the following 

points: all beachheads, the neutralization or desertion of French 

troops, the progress or the advance into the interior, some of the 

advance routes and objectives, supp~ problems, co-operation between 

air and ground units, the.order of battle o:f the landing forces and 
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their tactical organization during the advance. After the arriTal of 

the first elements of General von ArniJn.1s Fifth Panzer Arrq, reports 

were heard trom armored reconnaissance elements about German positions, 

movements, and engagements.. Added to these were the usual details, 

such as names of officers and reports on casual ties, armamant, and 

equipment; in short,, the entire course of events was .followed in detail 

by a branch of German communication intelligence that actuaJ.'.q was 

assigned an entire]¥ di.f.'.ferent mission on another front. It is hardly 

an exaggeration to say that during at least the first phase of· this 

campaign almost one hundred percent of the Germ811S 1· information about 

the enem;r in this new theater was provided by communication intelligence. 

The next step was to forward this information to the German forces 

in Africa without undue loss ot time. At that time OKH approved the 

essential .features of' the once-rejected plans for establishing a theater 

of operations (OB Suedweat) and the requisite measures were swi:f'tly 

taken. First, an army intercept company, supported by a Luftwaffe com

mo.nication intelligence unit, was sent to Taormina in Sicil.1', and 

later, for technical reasons, to Marsala at the western tip of the 

island. There the company operated quite successf'ul4", since it was 

c1ose to the front and the Americans still failed to observe radio 

discipline. This unit rendered valuable service to the German command. 

In February 1943, the position o£ Commander of Communication 

Intelligence (Seven) was created with an evaluation center in Rocca 

di Papa, south ot Rome, under OB Suedwest (Field Marshal Kesselring), 

whose headquarters was in nearby Frascati. 
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According to Chart 6 the Commander of' Communication Intttlligence 

(Seven) was in command or the following units: the remnants of' the 

former intercept company which had been attached to the Panzer Anrry 

of AfriQa, together with the local Italian communication intelligence 

canpaey, for operations against the British Eighth .Army; one comnmni

cation intelligence company in Sic~ for observing the British First 

Anrry in Arrica; and the Montpellier station in France for intercepting 

French traffic in Africa. The latter unit was subsequently used at 

Rocca di Papa for other duties. The Cormnander of Communication Intel

ligence (Four) in Athens continued to direct his attention toward the 

east. r.n addition, surveillance of partisans d.n the Balkans was carried 

on. 

Direction-finding operations against Africa wre organized as 

follows: D/F Network A: Headquarters in Sicily. Stations in Sardinia 

and Gabes, North Africa. Objective: 

British First Arfgy. 

D/F Network B: Headquarters in Gabes, North Africa. Stations 

in Sicily and Crete. Objective: British 

Eighth Army. 

D/F Network C: Based at Rocca di Papa and Montpellier. 

Duties: to check D/F operations and to assign 

missions connected rlth the anaqsis of' D/F 

data to networks A and B, or to :individual 

D/F sta:(;ions. (See Chart 6) 

In the wide-spread operations o:r these units under the Commander 
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of COJDDillilication Intelligence {Saven), safe and rapid inter-unit com

munication was just as essential to their effective operation as are 

commnnication media in general to all using agencies. Because of the 

nature of the theater of operations, radio communication was 0£ the 

greatest :importance. This was true of comnm.nication across water and 

desert, and also of that in It~, "llbere wire communication was restricted 

to the north-south trunk circuit, which was frequently interrupted. 

Since short-wave transmitters were required for such great distances 

and since the Army- did not possess a sufficient nwnber, the ?a-watt 

short-wave transmitter used by the NaVT was considered pref'erable and 

accordingly was procured. Its operation is shown in Chart ?. In ad-

dition to the communication circuits shown in this chart there were also 

special radio nets serving in the extensive direction-finding system• 

The Luftwaffe provided the Commander of Communication Intel.ligence with 

channels in the microwave {"decimeter") circuit between Sicily and 

Tunis, which was extended southward by an open wire line to the inter

cept company near Gabes. Similarly, the Iurtwaf'f'e furnished other 

channels by lending its radioteletype line between Rome and Sicily to 

Army conmru:nication intellige~ce. Since the evaluation centers also 

needed the original texts of' radiotelephone and telegraph JDBssagea1 

these were forwarded by the daily Rome-Sicily courier planes and the 

courier plane which came from Africa every two days. 

In early March 1943 the Germans nre awaiting the attack 0£ the 

British Eighth Army against the Panz.er Army o:f Africa and its Italian 
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cornponents, which had withdrawn along the coast all the way from Egypt 

to the Gabes area. However, there was no clue as to when the attack 

would begin. Then on 13 March the following message was picked up from 

a British battalion: "Remember to observe radio silence until 2200 

hours 16 March. 11 The COIIIJllander o:r Communication Intelligence inuned

iate4" reported this to the chief of staff of the army group, adding 

the question: 11Does this indicate a major operation?11 When a s:i.Jn:i.l.a.r 

mssage was picked up the following night, Kesselring was awakened, 

whereupon he flew to Africa in order to examine the defense preparations 

and to brief his commanders. The attack began, as predicted, on the 

evening of 16 March, and found our troops prepared to defend themselves. 

Because of the favorable results obtained by communication intelli-

gence, its relations with all Army and Lu£twaffe headquarters were 

excellent. For example, at a conference in the headquarters of OB 

Suedwest, the Commander of Communication Intelligence reported a British 

message just received which revealed that there was a considerable traf

fic jam in a certain wadi (dried-up river bed), the location of 'Which 

could not be determined by cryptanalysis but cou1d be surmised, since 

several columns were blocking the wadi. Kesselring radioed orders for 

planes to reconnoiter this wadi. Air reconnaissance confirmed the 

intercept while the conference was still in progress, and a short time 

J.a.ter a report was received that the troop concentration had been 

suocessf'ully bombed. 

One day, because or a breakdown in tactical signal communication 
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and the resulting le.ck or reports, the operations officer (G-3) for OB 

Suedwest was without any information concerning the latest front-line 

developnents. Communication intelligence was able to shew him its own 

accurate situation map, llhioh had been compiled exclusive'.cy :f.'rom inter

cepted reconnaissance reports made by Allied units. 

other intercepted messages affected military discipline, as, :for 

example, when the British stated that they could observe the course of 

the German positions southeast of S£ax because the German troops were 

not using any cover or concealmant 'While entrenching. Another message 

gave the exact number or German vehicles because their windshields ware 

not camouflaged and reflected the sunlight. 

Errors in int_erpretation also occurred. However, such :instances 

were rare, since all unconfirmed 1.'Gports were given with reservations. 

For example, prior to the invasion ot Sicily a British massag& f;pbk$ of 

a successful landing. Since only one direction-finding team was avail

able, only one bearing could be taken. Tb.e reading suggested a point 

on tl'le southern coast of Sicily. As was s'O.bsequently revealed, no land-

ing on Sicily had taken place, but a landing &xereise had been carried 

out on islands o£f the Afric2.D. coast which lay in the path of the 

bearing taken. This ex:i;:erience made the intelligence analysts more 

cautious in their judgments. As a result, one of ·i;hem did not :Umnedi

ate:cy report a landing on the Italian mainland, f':rom Sicily, because 

be believed that this, too, was a training exercise. In this case, 

however, it waa the real invasion. 
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The Cownunication Intelligence Commander's request to save the 

intelligence company in Africa from impending capture and thus preserve 

it for future action by transferring it to Ita~ was turned dawn because 
, 

of Hitler's order that no men or equipnent were to be evacuated from 

Africa. Thus, only a small part of the valuable personnel and radio 

equipnent could be saved. The conduct or the personnel of the company, 

with whom radio contact was maintained until- the arrival o:r the enemy 

tanks,, was excellent. They reported that they had destroyed all valuable 

ma'i:Ariel, and that every man was aware of his duty after being captured. 

XI. Sicily and Ita~ (1943 - 45) 

Since enemy air superiority seriously hampered German air recon

naissance during the fighting in·Sici:cy- and southern Italy, coJlllllW'lica

tion intelligence played a more and more important role. One corps 

commander summed up this trend by saying he no lo:qger needed an intelli

gence officer (G-2) for compiling reports on the enellzy' situation, since 

the only available sources of in:f'ormation were the intercepts furnished 

by communication intelligence. 

In the course of the numerous landings during the following months 

the enemy was again able to achieve surprise by maintaining radio 

silence. In between landings,, however, German communication intelligence 

was able 'to gain information that was instrumental in countering these 

landing a. 

During the .fighting in Sicily an intercepted message, revealing a 
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planned minor landing on the northern shore of the island, was trans-

mitted not on~ to OB Suedwest and to~ Hube, which was then fight

ing in Sicily, but also to the intelligence officer of Luftwaffe com

mander, Field Marshal von Richthofen. The intelligence af'ficer did 

not report this message immediately but waited until the regular staff 

meeting, which was held later. Consequent~, the Luftwaffe was unable 

to carry out counterattacks in time. Richthofen was furious and im-

mediately ordered that in the future all such reports should not go 

through channels but should be sent direct~ to him or his chief of 

staff' and simultaneous~ also to the Lu.t'twaff'e field agencies concerned. 

During a similar but bigger landing, which was supported by naval artil

lery, another message intercepted by radio intelligence resulted in the 

timeq and effective bombing of· the eneJey"1 s ships offshore, which com-

palled him to call off the operation. 

During the fighting at Enna in Sici~ a German war correspondent 

picked up a broadcast concerning radio intelligence and its successes 

in Sici~ which had been foolishl;v' sent out by German civilian stations. 

After only a f'ew days the conduct of the Allied radio operators revealed 

that this indiscretion had not escaped the enemy's attention and that 

he was taking countermeasures. 

The Germans were ab:j..e to withdraw the radio intelligence company 

stationed near Marsala in Sicily to the Reggio area without loss of 

personnel or equipoont and without interrupting operations. Later, the 

same company could carry out additional leap-frog moves to the Salerno 

and Rocca di Papa areas. 
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In contrast to the former decentralized method 0£ employing radio 

intelli.gence units, a more efficient policy of centrali~ationwas now 

instituted, and this radical thoueh effective change in procedure was 

continued up to the end of the war. This centralization was id keeping 

with the geographic .features of the Italian tmater, as well as the 

more conventional type of warfare carried on there. The long peninsula, 

bounded on both sides by the sea, reduced the opportunities £or local 

direction-finding operations. In addition, reception was unfavorably 

influenced by the Apennines and later the Alps. Instead of enemy nank 

attacks, the Germans expected enemy landings on the east and wast coasts, 

such as were later carried out on a large scale at Salerno and Nettuno. 

With shorter distances to the target areas, operations could be kept 

under close control with the help of gC'od communication. Having been 

selected as the ideal method, centralized communication intelligence 

intercepted and evaluated all types of traffic at one place, from which 

the information was forwarded to all interested agencies over short 

lines of conmmnication. The evaluation personnel of the companies worked 

together with the personnel of the evalnation center, thus increasing 

the latter 1 s efficiency. 

The companies were stationed from three to nine miles apart, en-

gaged on];y in intercepting and formed part of a large intercept center 

that was controlled by those in charge o.r evaJ.uation. The Commander 

of Communication Intelligence maintained personal contact with OB 

Suedwest (ArDzy" Group C) and with the Tenth and Fourteenth Armies. In 
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the vicinity of various corps headquarters short-range intelligence 

platoons were stationed, which co-operated 'V'lith the respective corps 

intelligence officers. Here, too, a solution for short-range intelli-

gance problems was found that subsequently served as a model for other 

theaters. 

The problem of quic~ informing front line units of all intalli-

159nce reports concerning them was solved in other theaters by drastic 

decentralization whereby small teams ware located in the vicinity 0£ 

division starts. The time-consuming route through the chain or command 

was thus avoided. In Ita~, horfeve~, centralized intercept methods 

could work with greater technical efficiency, and a large evaluation 

cente:r could provide better results, in view of the many languages spoken 

by the ene1!JY• Thus, all tactical futelligence information of importance 
' 

to the. lo~~r echelons was encrypted in a special cipher and broadcast 

by a powar!ul station, with the exception of secret operation reports, 

which were forwarded through the customary channels. These radio warn-

ings saved many lives,, esrecially among artillerymen, and were gratefully 

recei"Yed by all. They general.ly referred to German positions and move-

ments recognized by the enellzy', and hence to impending air or ground 

attacks, as well as ene~ orders or requests for artillery fire. The 

German troops were thus able to avoid the attacks in time. 

After German radio intelligence had previously reported messages 

from the Italian Navy indicating Italy's approaching defection and the 

sailing or its tl.eet, it confirmed the accomplished tact or Italy's 
... 

defection at the end of July 1943 by means of an intercepted British 
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radio report. 1'he headquarters of OB Suedwest, together with the units 

of cOJIDIWlication intelligence, were deprived of their land lines to 

Germaey because the rebels had occupied Rome. In addition, they were 

confronted by several Italian elite divisions which displayed a. hostile 

attitude. As was later disclosed through soma remarks made by Churchill, 

there existed the danger of an Allied airborne landing for the purpose 

of' eliminating the headquarters, a plan which was canceled at the last 

moment. Until the situation could be brought urder control. by German 

troops, the Commander of Communication Intelligence had to occupy a 

fairly extensive defense sector with a large part of his personnel in 

order .:to protect the headquarters, while specially selected men carried 

on the work of radio intelligence, so important at this particular time. 

Despite the circumstances, they were able to .f'urnish some valuable reports. 

Although there was not a sufficient number of planes available, OKW 

ordered the immediate transfer by air o:f the entire comrmmication in

telligence organization to Array Group B stationed along the southern 

slopes of the Alps. The order was rescinded because or Kesselring's 

objection. 

In early 1944 the German defense forces were opposed by the British 

Eighth and the American Firth .Arsnies umer the 15th Arrrry Group. These 

troops were composed of British elements from every part of the Empire~ 

Americans (both white and Negro), French (Moroccans), Poles, a Jewish 

brigade, Brazilians, and Italians. Even Tul"ks were expected to join 

them in the end. This variety of nationalities .frequent'.cy' con.founded 

the short-range intelligence teams of the divisions, since they could 
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not have translators for each language. Such teams were, tberef ore, 

less illlportant in ItaJ.\y than in other theaters and the.ir work was largely 

replaced by the broadcasting of radio warnings. 

In evaluating the results obtained by German communication intelli

gence in this theater during the last year of the war i'li should be noted 

that the enemy signal personnel had learned' in the course of the war to 

respect German communication intelligence. The Germans now had to 

strain every effort to detect and exploit the inevitable weaknesses in 

Allied radio communication. Messages 'Which offered litt1e prospect of 

success were now given secondary consideration. These were cbie.r:cy-

command messages from division to higher headquarters. Main emphasis 

was placed on .front-line traffic foi-ward of division. The difference 

between long-range and abort-range intelligence had gradually disaP-

peared, since the former relied more and more on the information obtained 

by intercepting enemy radio traffic in the forward lines. 

In Italy the British and .Am9ricans had co-ordinated their radio· 

techniques to such an extent that there were hardly' any differences to 

be noticed. Apart from pronunciation and subject matter their respective 

transmissions coul.d. be distinguished only by a tew operating character

istics and some differences in troop designations. It was simpler to 

recognize uni ts which did not speak English. The French used their old 

peculiar methods and were .fair:cy easy to identify, while the Brazilians 

offered no difficulties at all. 

In all cases it was possible to obtain inf'ormation from mistakes 

made by the enemy. The sending of massages in clear text,, which wel"e -. . . 
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often unnecessary, furnished unit designations, terraiD. data, and 

officers• names. Attempts to disguise operating signals and grid co

ordinates were still unsuccessful. The cryptographic systems used by 

the higher echelons continued to resist an~sis, but maI\Y' field ciphers 

could be broken. In this connection it should be acknovrl.edged to the 

credit o:r the Allies that on'.cy' a few o.f these messages in field ciiphers 

reveal.ad events of tactical or strategic :importance, at least not di-
• 

rectly. On the other hand, it was frequently possibl.e to draw conclu

sions. Only the French went their awn way in cryptographic matters, 

and their systems could be eas~ solved. They used a SID.all cipher 

device, probably·or Swedish origin, the reSlllts 0£ which were not dif

ficult to sol've. It was even possible to break the large French cipher 

device under certain circumstances. The cryptanalysis section of the 

comnnmication cl.earing center in Italy worked out a procedure which 

enabled the evaluation units in Ita'.cy' to solve diff'icul.t mechanical 

ciphers. '!'he French employed in addition so-called "worm ciphers" 
* (Wurm,schlueesel) , Which were also regul.arl,y broken. 

* (Tr& A cryptographic device by which the key to the general system 
was determined by arbitrarily selected passages in some inconspicuous 
book carried by the agent, such as a popular novel. It was called 
11worm11 because the key passages in question began suddenly in some 
apparently irrelevant part of the text, like an earth worm appearing 
above the surface of the ground. It continued for a certain specified 
number of letters or sentences and then stopped.] 

', On the lfhol.e, however, enemy radio communication was so good that 

German radio intelligence was confronted by a crisis :1n March 1944, since 

1 t had become almost impossible to ascertain Allied intentions in tine. 
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It had also become difficult to recognize the order 0£ battle during the 

'W:ithdrawal and transfer of' units, and changes in command. But then, 

as subsequently happened in France, the Allied air forces cama to the 

rescue. 

Intensive study or intercepts covering a fairly long period dis-

closed a definite relationship between preparations £or o££ensive oper

ations and the assigmnent 0£ air liaison officers to front line divisions. 

Assau1t divisions which did not have an air liaison officer were assigned 

one, 'While other divisions were assigned a second one. The air liaison 

nets were easy to intercept, since the system used was of a lower quality 

than that employed by the British and American ground forces. This 

knowledge in turn enabled the Germans to predict accurately when eneley' 

attacks would begin. German Array interception .of the Allied strategic 

air force revealed the points of main effort of reconnaissance flights, 

and target areas, l'ihich helpe.d to clarify the eneJey"1 s over-all plans. 

Some trivial details furnished information to communication intel.-

ligence, as is shown by the following examples: An impending attack 

against German defenses in the Naples area was detected in time because 

a small supply unit mentioned that rum was to be issued on a certain dq. 

Since it was known that the British issued rum to their troops before 

an attack, it was possible to warn the German defenders. 

The following remark was heard over an American net: "Italians 

can oncy be used as wai tars and postcard salesmen. 11 This who~ super

fluous message, supplemanted by D/F data, con:f.'irmed the presence of an 
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The following was heard from a British station at Lake Connnachio: 

"The German troops are retreating in a hurry and even the Italians are 

advancing. 11 The presence of the British unit was already known, but 

this message confirmed the first employment of Italians in combat on 

the Allied side. 

The radio operator of a Franch unit described his anticipated 

amorous adventures in Naples. No French units had previously been de-

teated at the point from 'Which he sent his message• 

The Canadian and Polish divisions were known as assault troops. 

Their appearance at the front and the narrow segments of the line oc

cupied by them were additiona1 indications of an impending attack at 

that point. 

It is difficult to understand why the Allies, at least during 

position warfare in this theater, failed to mask their offensive ground 

operntions by maintaining radio silence just as they did during surprise 

landings. ·Unlike the situation in the desert, their telephone lines 

in Its.1\y were certainly adequate for this purpose. As was the case in 

Russia, this carelessness was probably due to a feeling of absolute 

superiority. Nevertheless, the manner in which enemy radio operations 

"iie:r;e conducted offered the weaker defenders much information which cost 

the attackers losses which could have been avoided. 
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Chart 8 

ORGANIZATION OF RADIO INTELLIGENCE UNITS UNDER OB WEST 

(A) At The Start Of The Allied Invasion Of France, June 1944 
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Following the spring of' 1944 German conmmnication intelligence in 

Italy and France noticed a shift in heaV7 enell\V concentrations from the 

Mediterranean area to England. .American and British elite divisions, 

which had previously been observed in southern Italy or elsewhere in 

the Mediterranean theater, appeared in the British Isles. The following 

is an example or German intercept work during that period: An .American 

airborne division (the 82d?) had been reported .for quite some time in 

southern Italy when it suddenly disappeared. About three weeks later 

over a hitherto unidentified net in England there was transmitted a 

reference ·to the search for a soldier against whom a girl in the United 

States had instituted paternity proceedings. The shipment number of 

this soldier tal.1ied with the code designation used by the missing air-

borne division. When communication intelligence reported this finding 

and suggested that the airborne division might have been transf'erred 

to England, the Armd Forces Operations Staff' replied facetiously that 

the division had most likely been transported by submarine, but that no 

transports of this kind had been observed near Gibraltar. Nevertheless, 

the new radio net was put under special observation for any character-

istics of this airborne division, and indisputable evidence or its 

presence in England was soon secured. It subsequently turned out to 

be one of the first invasion units to be reported. 

The J110thods employed in intercept operations against Great Britain 

did not change substantially during the last eighteen months or the war. 

Chart Sa enumerates the German radio intelligence units which were 
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available in 1944. A subsequent comprehensive evaluation prepared some 

time after the start of the Allied invasion showed that approximate~ 

ninety-five percent of the units which landed in Normandy had been 

previously identified in the British Isles by maans of intensive radio 

intelligence. Thus, one may conclude that the information provided by 

communication intelligence was quite adequate and that the German Suprema 

Conunand was in a position to calculate the strength of the enemy forces. 

Locator cards, regularly issued by the communication intelligence control 

center, contained precise information about newly organized divisions, 

and th.a appearance or disappearance of radio traffic from and to speci

fic troop units. The intercepted radio activity during the numerous 

landing exercises .f'urnished a picture of the projected invasion proced-

ure. It was impossible, however, to obtain any clue as to the time and 

place of the landing. The radio picture did not change noticeably until 

the last day before the invasion. All previoa.sly known and observed 

types of traffic continued as usual.. No radio deceptions were recognized. 

No kind of radio alert was observed before the landing. According to 

later reports the first wave sailed on short notice. 

The Allies scored a great surprise on 6 June 1944 by the imposi-

tion of radio silence. A:ny different action would have been a grave 

b1under not to be expected of an enemy who had had five years of varied 

wart:im exp:irience, both good and bad, with German communication intel-

ligence and who have a long period o:f preparation was now ls:unching 

the decisive battle of the war. 
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The German radio intelligence organization in the West had been 

prepared for the invasion during the preceding months. Its actual be-

ginning, therefore, brought no special changes. The entire organization 

was so well integrated that it could handle the additional work-load. 

Gradualq all monitoring 0£ unimportant areas,, such as Ireland, Spain, 

Portugal and Brazil, was discontinued in order to save personnel and 

equiprient and to relea$$ all available men f'or intercepting the traffic 

of the Allied .forces that had landed. Since the eva1uation data had 

been distributed to all units, it was possible to transfer the inter

cepting of new radio traffic :f.'rom. one unit to another at short notice. 

This was only possible> however, because all the units had thorougacy 

trained and experienced personnel. Breakdowns in the comm.and net caused 

by enemy air attacks reduced the spted with which intelligence results 

were tr"ansmitted, but this difficulty was overcome by a pre-arranged 

plan which was put into effect all along the line from the unit furthest 

£orward back to the communicat.1..on intelligence control center. 

Af'ter the initial landings, long ... range intelligence at .first pro

duced only minor results. This was e:xplained by the fact that the Allies 

did not wish to o.ffer any clues to enemy- radio intelligence and therefore 

restricted their radio communication. Moreover, the short distances 

Within the beachhead areas probably permitted the issuance 0£ verbal 

orders and reports. In addition, the enemy was able to use telephone 

connections, which were not disrupted by any Luf'twa.f'fe interference. 

The expansion of the beachheads resulted in the transmission of so many 

radio messages that a £a:Lrly clear picture of' the enemy situation was 
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speedily obtained. An even greater wealth of information was provided 

by short-range radio intelligence and divisional combat intelligence. 

The signal officer tor OB West moved his short-range intelligence G))Il

P8IJY" to Seventh .Army headquarters near Caen to improve short-range in

telligence operations. The reports on the situation emanating i'rom 

communication intelligence about forty-eight hours after the begirm:l.ng 

of the invasion listed most of the eneJDY' divisions and included data 

on the enem;.v arnw group then in command. 

'Db.e postwar press gave much attention to the opinion expressed by 

General Jodl, the Chief 0£ the Armed Forces Operations Starr, who said 

that a second landing was expected north of the Seine and that therefore 

the German reserves and the Fifteenth Arn:w stationed in that area were 

not immediate:cy committed in a counterattack. The information obtained 

by comrmmication intelligence did not support this assumption. The chief 

of the control center of Conmmnication Intelligence West was asked to 

express his personal opinion on this matter during a conference of the 

Western Intelligence Branch. He said that a comparison of the number of 

units already recognized with those previously identified :in Great Britain 

permitted the conclusion that most of the Allied farces had already been 

landed and that the remaining ones were insu££icient £or a second landing. 

Any still uncommitted units would be needed to .feed the current battle. 

This opinion was shared by the Western Intelligence Branch, bu.t was in 

contradiction to that of the Armed Forces Operations Staff'. The esti-

mate of the situation was given some validity by the fact that a short 
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time after the beginning of the invasion a British landing era.ft had 

been captured near Boulogne. However, it seemed obvious that this 

enemy craft had lost its way. 

'When, during the first days after the beginning of the invasion; 

the Allies created the impression of a second airborne landing by drop

ping dummy paratroops over Brittany at night, comrmmicati.on intelligence 

offered evidence to the contrary because of the can.plate absence of 

enemy radio traffic in the alleged landi:og area. 

It should be noted that unfortunately not only in this instance 

but throughout the war General Jodl, as well as Hitler himself, .fre

quently showed a lack of confidence in communication intelligence, 

especialJ.y if the reports were unfavorable. However, orders 'Were issued 

as early as the ti.ma of the Salerno landing that all favorabl.e reports 

should be given top priority and dispatched immediately, regardless of 

the time of day. Moreover, COJmmlllication Intelligence West was required 

to furnish a compilation of all reporta unfavorable to the enemy derived 

from calls for help, casualty lists, and the like. When, during the 

first days of the invasion, .Amrican units in particular sent out 

massages containing high casualty £1.gures, the OKW was duly impressed. 

In contrast, the estimate or the situation Pt"epared by the Western 

Intelligence Branch was absolutely realistic and in no way colored b;r 

optimistic hopes. 

As already Entioned, short-range radio intelligence and combat 

intelligence provided such an abundance of information that even in 
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Normandy any attack o:t division strength and greater could be predicted 

one to five days in advance. The .American field cipher device wais 

compromised. To be sure,, messages enciphered by this system could at 

first be solved on'.cy' after a delay or from two to tour days. Late:t' cm,, 

when more data had been gathered, only a few hours were needed. The 

British cryptographic service was unchanged: llhile the Army was as 

~f'ficient as ever,, the RAF continued to be careless. Here, as in Italy,, 

coin,munication inteJ.li€ence maintained routine interception or the 

messages sent by air liaison o£ficers attached to British Arsry head

quarters,, 'Who thereby revealed the intentions of the enemy command. 

There was no cryptographic co-operation between the Anrr:r and the RAF, 

nor was there any unified control in this field. 

The following example shows how combat intelligence was carried out 

by the communication intelligence team 0£ a division. Early in August 

1944,, west or Thury-Harcourt, the Bri:tiish 5th Armored Division' attacked 

in the sector or the German 277th Infantry Division,, which was camnanded 

by the author. The short-range radio intelligence team rendered excellent 

service. 

The following is a description of a. typical day of combat observa-

tion: In the earl;y moming there was heavy ground fog and little fighting. 

At about 1000 hours the weather cl.eared and several enemy recozmaissance 

planes appeared,, which reported in 1Abe clear to the division air liaison 

officer all. German movements in villages, in established positions, on 

roads,, and at certain terrain features. The gridded map used by the 

Btii t.i.sb £or reporting terrain features had previously fallen into German 
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hands. In the German experience British artillery would open tire on 

these objectives before launching the attack planned for that day. 

Commanders in the target areas were immediately- warned of the expected 

artillery attack by telephone· or motorcycle messenger. Twenty or thirty 

minutes after the air reconnaissance - the time required b;r the British 

artillery for preparation - concentrations of several hundred rounds . 

each were delivered at a rapid rate of fire against the reported objec-

tives. Similar warnings· or artillery attacks could be issued through 

the broadcasting facilities. After this introduction to the combat ac

tivities of' the day, the enemy tank crews began to chatter about their 

preparations, reconnaissance results, and attack objectives. As soon 

as the a~sembly areas of' the British armor were recognized the division 

artillary Ngimant concentrated its fire on these points. The enemy 

usually reacted immediately- with messages such' as 11Fritz has seen us. 

Call off the attack for today and return to your 1nitia1 assemb'.cy" areas. 11 

The stupendous fire delivered by the :Allied naval. artillery in · 

conjunction with the artillery or the divisions and corps in the beach-

head, 'Whose suppzy of ammunition seemed inexhaustible, as well as the 

effect of carpet bombing, created a "radio psychosis" among the German 

troops. They believed that every tap on the key of a .field radio was 

being pin-pointed by small ene:nry direction finders and that this was 

the reason for the enemy tire. Consequently, German radio activity w~s 

discontinued. It took quite sOJJB time to persuade the troops that, :in 

view of the large number of German transmitters employed at the :front, 

enemy direction .finding could not possibly be as effective as they feared 
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and that the enemy fire, moreover, was equal'.cy' heavy at all points. 

It is remarkable that the comparatively weaker concentrations of 

fire delivered by Germans had the same psychological e.ffeot on eneJBY 

troops, as was revealed by captured documents. The British troops, 

also, believed that all their radio emissions were being plotted by 

direction finders. Actuall:y they 110re unaccustomed to the sudden con-

centrations of tire in battalion or regimental strength which the 

Germans delivered Without adjustment £:ire in order to prevent detection 

by £lash and sound-ranging instruments. Captured documents revealed 

that the British attempted to dispel this same apprehension on the 

part of their troops, which, from a technical standpoint, was unwarranted. 

As in the Italian theater, the German divisions were gratei'u;L £or 

the warning messages which immediate~ conveyed to them arq relevant 

:information obtained by radio intelligence. Even today q,uite a few 

Garman artillerymen 'Will tell how this system saved their lives. 

The Canadian, British, and .Amrican zones of action could be 

readi~ distinguished by the characteristics described earlier in this 

study. The plans for the Allied break-through at Avranches and details 

concerning the battle of the Fa].aj_se Pocket were kn01'?1 through radio 

intelligence. 

ifuen the communication intelligence units were forced to keep on 

the ~ove during the later phase of the campaign their awn communication 

nets were jeopardized. Just as in the case of the command nets, dis-

ruptions were frequent, and the information obtained from radio intelli-

genoe sources decreased steadi'.cy". This was particularly true during 
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the retreat of Aruw Group G following the Allied landings in southern 

France. In p1ace of the corrmmnication intelligence unit previous]¥ 
' 

stationed in that area, the German organization in Italy covered the 

advance of the enel!Jy forces from the south ot France. Its reports were 

transmitted to OB West and to the Western Intelligence Branch. On 

several occasions enemy radio messages revealed that German units had 

been cut off by the Allied advance. In such instances 1Jmnediate 'at-

tempts were made to. re-establish contact with the encircled .forces. 

In spite of low personnel strength and disrupted signal communi-

cation, German communication intelligence proved capable of covering 

the Al.lied forces' advance to the Bhine by reporting the appro:idmate 

composition and strength of the enemy units as well as the bOUildaries 

between forces of different nationality. Battle-tested divisions were 

more careful in their r.adio operations than new ones. The .Americans 

generally observed lass radio discipline than the British, and thus pro

vided a better source of information. During the first excitement of 

the invasion, both the Americans and the British often transmitted in 

the clear. The Canadians, 'Who .formed the numarical:cy weakest landing 

contingent., supplied quantitative'.cy' the least inf'orma.tion. Among the 

American forces, Patton's arJJ13' was the easiest to observe. 

The u.s. Seventh Army, advancing .from southern France, of:t:'ered the 

greatest di.fficulties, since it maintained exceptional radio disciplirs 

and cryptographic security. It could be plotted only by intensive D/F 

operations. This fact may perhaps be attributed to the Seventh Anq' s 

previous combat experience in Africa, Sicil,y, and southern France, 
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where its .forces had learned to deal with German conmnmioation intelli-

gence. In any event, the Seventh Arars' i'tlrnished an interesting example 

of a major canmand 1s having trained its subordinate unit commanders and-

signal officers to observe such a high degree of radio discipline that 

the sources of enemy intelligence "Were restricted to a miniJlmm. 

Another American ArtlJY', possibly the Third [sic], could be easi'.cy' 

observed,, because its messages "Were transmitted in a careless manner and 

because it used very primitive ciphers below division level. In addi

tion to revealing valuable tactical information, this artlf1' gave wa:y its 

passwords to the Germans twenty-four hoilrs in advance. 

Messages enciphered with the am.all American cipher device could be 

easiJ.¥ solved, since many of' these devices were in German hands, so 

that ten or twelve messages sufficed for a solution. 

The Free French Army's movements could be observed without di.f'.f'i-

culty. Its radio system had hard'.cy' improved since 1940, not even with 

regard to the ciphers, llhich were easily solved. The gateway through 

which Ieclerc1s division had entered Paris became known to the Germans 

from an intercept even before the capital was actually occupied. The 

British airborne landings near .Arnheilll :Impressed the Germans with the 

necessity 0£ devoting more attention to the higher frequencies. 

When the front lines were stabilised along the West Wall and the 

Vos,ges Mountains, five communication intelligence companies and several 

headquarters uni ts were withdrawn from the shortened Eastern Front and 

transferred to the West. (See Chart Sb) 
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w·1th the assistance of tha previously employed units the new:cy-

arrived ones soon became adjusted to operations in the western theater. 

They proved e speciall:y usefu1 in long-range interception to which they 

had been accustomed by years of experience -in Russia. Their comparison 

of the two theaters was of great interest. They believed that :inter-

cepting, evaluating, and solving British and American radio messages 

presented fewer difficulties than those they had encountered in Russia. 

Their contention was that the Russians used better methods to render 

their traffic secure, sent fewer messages .in clear text, maintained 

stricter radio discipline, and posed a greater problem to German di.rec-

tion finders than did their Western Allies. 

A new kind of intercept operation was carried out in the region of 

* the Upper Rhine by ultrashort wave detachments, which hitherto had not 

* [Tr: A literal translation of Ultrakurzwellen, the precise limits 
of which within the radio spectrum are not known. The term 
possibly embraces all frequencies above 30 megacycles.] 

had enough receivers. In the Baden-Baden area, on the western edge 0£ 

the Black Forest they heard e:cemy armored t.ra£fic as far fI.Way as the 

Western Palatinate and Saarbro.eckBn, and from the Feldberg (in the Black 

Forest) they intercepted messages from the Colmar-Uulhouse area. The 

resu1ts were forwarded ll'ithout delay to the interested divisions by 

means of a collective call arrangement such as was employed by Sl'Iey' 

group and army headquarters. Because of the method of propagation used, 

the German transmissions could not be picked up by enemy short-range 

intelligence units, for instance those operating at the eastern edge 

of the Vosges Mountains. 
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In order to prevent the dissemination of communication intelligence 

resu1ts to unauthorized agencies, the radio warning service employed 

thre'e different cryptographic systems, one for the army group and arm:i.es, 

another for the corps, and a third one for the divisions. Each higher 

echelon was also acquainted with the system used by its subordinates. 

Even during the .fighting along the West Wall, in fact until the end of 

the war, the results gathered by short-range communication intelligence 

teams attached to newly activated or reorganized divisions mre always 

in proportion to the interest sh.awn. by the respective division cownanders, 

the intelligence o££icers, or the signal battalion commanders. All the 

divisions which took an active interest in e££icient short-range intelli

gence operations were remarkab'.cy" successful against an eneJey" who was 

becoming more and more careless. 

Especi~ interesting was the information obtained by commanication 

intelligence during the Ardennes offensive. Be.fore the German surprise 

attack it was evident that the enenzy- was not cognizant 0£ the German 

preparations, since the assembled armies - the Fil'th and Sixth Panzer 

Armies - observed radio silence. COllD'.llllllication intelligence clearly 

recognized the composition and low strength 0£ the .American units in the 

sectors which were to be attacked. The eneDtV had not fortified his lines 

or placed any reserves in· readiness. On the morning of D Day, 16 December 

1944, a message in clear text from the u.s. First Army stated that the 

Germans had overrun the .American positions and caught the troops by 

siirprise "while asleep. 11 Then followed reports of U.S. withdrawals and 

information about the .:furthest points of advance reached b;r the German 
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armored spearheads, as well as reports of heavy losses. 

Soon afterward, German radio intelligence scored another great 

success 'Which, though it cou.l.d no 16nger be exploited operation~,, 

might have led to heavy American l.osses. 'fhis was the result of a ser

ious blunder on the part of the Americans. A few days after the offen

sive began, a new net of the American military police was picked up. 

It was established beyond a doubt that MP units with radio transmitters· 

had been stationed at al.l important road crossings, in fact, along all 

main rear area tra£f'ic arteries. They reported all major troop move

ments so that German coJJJDillDication intelligence was able to ascertain 

very quickly that troop units were being transf'erred to the Ardennes 

break-through area from all zones of action, except the French. The 

MP's used an easily broken cipher intermingled with a good deal of clear 

text - probably for the sake of speed -- and thus provided the Germans 

not only with information about the composition of' U.S. troops but also 

an .accurate picture -- by mentioning advance guards,, march velocities, 

and column lengths -- 0£ the time when the German thrust eou1d be expec-

tad to meet with increasing resistance. It ll'B.S also perfectly clear to 

the Germans that these relll.forcements were not made up of makeship 

emergency uni ts, but that the Americans were throwing in compl.ete rorma-

tions, fo.cluding even some elite armored divisions. By so doing they 

indicated how conf'ident they were that the Germans would no longer be 

in a position to attack those parts of the front £rom which these troops 

had been withdrawn. 

This phone and CVf tra:t'fic provided additional valuable information 
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later on, for example, when radio intelligence was able . to predict the 

transfer .of a u.s. armored division to the L:iltge - Aachen area twenty-

four hours in advance. 

German.communication intelligence continued to function smoothly 

in the West during the subsequent cour~e of events up -to the end of the 

war. The Germans always knew well in advance about eneIJC". concentrations, 

such ·as .the one at the Remagen bridgehead, and about the direction of 

intended armqr thrusts. They had no difficulty in discerning, for ex

ample, where and with which divisions·General Patton intended to strilce. 

The ene:ar.y gradually abandoned caution with the result that many massages 

of a highly classified nature were sent in clear text. The intelligen~e 

officer of ~ Group West, as well as Field Marshall Kesselring, esti-

mated iihat the int'ormation obtained by their communication intelligence 

amounted at that time to 95 percent of the German enemy intelligence, 

inasmuch as air reconnaissance was thtn a thing of the past, very few 

pris0ners 119re captured, and agents c~uld no longer get "behind the SDJDij' 

front. 

Because of the growi_ng German :impotence on all fronts; the ·command 

was unab).e to exploit the results or rormnunication intelligence in~ 

proportion to its gre~t value. Becaupe of the overwhelm:t.ng Allied Su

periority :µi manpower and ma~riel dutine the last years or the war, 
' 

the value of German conmrunication :1.-ntf lligence was large~ theoretical. 
~ 
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(The events in ·the area of Army Group South are described by Col

onel F.andewig, formerly Commander of Iritercept Troops fo~ that arnzy- group.) 

The vastness of European Russia, its dearth of good roads, t...lie 

great distances which had to be .traversed, the lack o:f high-capaci·t;y 

long-distance commercial teletype circuits, as i,mll as the short.age of 

military telephone apparatus and cables, compelled the Soviet Army to 

make a far greater use o:f radio communication than was necessary in the 

armies of the highly industrialized Western countries. 

Dur:i.ng 1941-42 German radi.o intelligence concentrated mainly on 

long-range operations, which in .spite of many difficulties provided the 

German command with important i.ri.rormation about the enemy. 

With the conclusion of pre ... wei.r intelligence operations, the task 

of observing Soviet radio traffic was assigned to the Commander.of In

tercept Troops East in Posen. J\.fter the Polish Campaign he was put in 

charge of the three permanent i:dtercept stations at Warsaw, Koenigsberg, 

and Breslau, and after the Campaign in the West, the 3d, ?th, 9th, and 

18th Intercept Companies were pit at his disposal. He and all his inter

cept u~1i ts were placed under J.:rtv.y Group B (subsequently Army Group Center) 

when it took .conunand of German torces in the East in July 1940. 

, . In May·'l941; during the co~se of the. military preparations aga:inst 

Russia, the eastern border of' o4rman-dominated territory was divided 

into three al'IJ\Y .group areas, ddignnted North, Center and South. The 

intercept urd-ts were placed lind~r the, command of the respective army 

·· ... ~ .I.·. 
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groups in whose area they were stationed. The intelligence information 

obtained up to that time was turned over to the new commands. 

According to instructions, the efforts of the intercept units were 

to be directed chiefly at ascertaining the organization and distribution 

of .forces of the Soviet Anrry and Air Force in European Russia west of 

the Ural Mountains. The missions of this intelligence were to be as 

.follows: 

a. Analysis of Operating Techniques 

b. Ane4rsis of Net Structure 

This wa~ to reveal the relationship between the COJllJJland nets of 

the military districts and their occasional overlapping with the nets 

used by the corps in the fie1ds. In addition, it was to .t'urnish espe-

cially important information on the organization of corps and division 

nets, some of which had been revealed when the Russians occupied 

Bessarabia. 

c. Cryptanalysis 

This phase was to deal w:L th the solution of all .field ciphers 

which were encountered ( chie:fl,.y groups o..r two or three numbers) and 

with methods for solving higher-echelon ciphers (generally groups of 

five numbers or letters). On the basis of the cryptanalyzed material 

an extensive card index was compiled on personnel and 'Uilit designations. 

d. Final Evaluation 

This operation was to be concerned w1 th the top-level organization 

of the Soviet Armed Forces, Arrey, and Air Force. 

As a result of the interception of air force ground conmnmications 
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detailed information was available on the structure and strength or the 

Soviet Air Force. In£ormation was obtained, for example, about types 

o:r aircraft, armament, and equipment. With regard to the structure or 

the Artny, however, the status o.f its reorganization, the distribution 

o:r its forces, and its preparations for border defense, the i:b.telligence 

pictlll'8 was quite incomplete. 

Intercept coverage of Asiatic Russia produced rather meager results 

and the more distant parts of the armament production area could not be 

covered at all. 

The intercept equipnent then available to 'the Germans was no match 

for the great distances involved. The German intercept units stationed 

near the western borders of the USSR from the Baltic to the Black Sea 

could not reach far into the interior of the Soviet Union. Long-range 

direction-.t!lnding operations with short-w~ve equipnent were not effec

tive until 1942. 

The picture of the enemy situation based on radio intelligence 

differed substantial:cy- f'rom information gathered from other sources. 

Tb.is was especial~ true of intelligence pertaining to the SO'rlst Air 

Force. Lack or :i.ntormation on the. Soviet Arrrry did not, however, lead 

German communication intelligence to make the dangerous mistake of un

derestimating the Russians' strength. 

The following narrative refers exclusive'.cy to radio intelligence 

operations carried out in the area of Anrry Group South, oamnanded by 

Field 1'8rshal vonRUndstedt from June 1941 to November l.942• Because 

of the lack of records it is impossible to set down an exhaustive survey 
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of this period. However, an estimate or Soviet Army radio traf'fic will 

be attempted by describing a few special missions i:indertaken by German 

radio intelligence on this front. In this connection it will be neces

sary to refer to the operations of the three intercept companies em-

ployed in this area. (See Chart 9) 

When the German invasion began, the following :intercept -units were 

operating in the area of Army Group South: 

The 7th Intercept Company, on the Pruth, facing east, operating on 

a base line from Galats to JasfrY'• Its mission was radio intelligence in 

the path of the Eleventh Army. 

The 3d Intercept Company, on the eastern border of occupied Poland, 

facin~ southeast between Rzeszov and Ilodavka on the Bug. It was respon-

sible for intelligence ahead of the Seventeenth and Sixth Armies. 

'Elle 57th Intercept Company was en route from the Balkans. · It ar

rived in Rzeszov on 2a June after the start of hostilities and first 

had to be reorganized and to beccme oriented to the intercepting of 

Russian radio traffic. Th.us, it was not completely ready to go into 

operation until July. It was then ordered to carry out radio intelli

gence missions in the path of the Sixth Army, thus releasing the 3d 

Intercept COlilpany to the Seventeenth Army. 

These companies had _insu..ffici.ent personnel and equipnent for the 

task of covering the large areas assigned to those armies. Th& command 

responsible for these allocations had been informed: or this discrepancy 

before the missions were assigned. 

On 2 June 1941, therefore, Army Group South ordered intercep'!; 
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operations to be restricted to a zone of action bounded in the north by 

the Pripyat Marshes and extending as f'ar east as the Dnepr River. This 

would include only that traffic emanating from the Odessa and Kiev mili

tary districts. For the t:im being OKH refrained from assigning arJ9' RI 

missions which were more far-reaching than this. 

On 22 June 1941, immediately after the German Army had made contact 

wi.th the Russians, the latter lif'ted all radio restrictions. The volume 

ot messages rose so sharply that it was reasonable to conclude that the 

Russians had been taken completely by surprise, if' not by the attack 

itself, then at least with respect to its timing. Long encrypted mes

sages al.ternated with dispatches sent in the clear. These :made it pos

sible to sketch the rough outline of the radio picture, esi:ecia.J.47 in 

front of the Seventeenth and Sixth Armies. The Germans could then draw 

conclusions - though at first unreliable - about the number of Russian 

divisions opposing them and cou1d identif'y the numerical designations 

0£ corps and divisions. Since the Russians continued to use codes and 

ciphers which had already been broken, some of their messages cou1d be 

cryptanalyzed at once. The more dif.ficult ~stems did, however, pro

vide sui'.ficient text for new attempts at a solution, which were begun 

immediately. 

The first German impression of' Russian traffic was that, when 

suddenly surprised by a difficu1t situation, the enemy was unable to 

maintain adequate radio security,, although this became even more neces

sary than before. 
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On the second day of hostilities, sif:nals were intercepted 'Whose 

points of origin were plotted east of Lvav. The interpretation of this 

radio activity was of great significance to the German command. At 

i'irst, the signals consisted exclusively of emissions resulting from 

tuning adjustments. The Russians used frequencies outside the range 

of any radio set ·or which German signal intelligence had definite know

ledge as or that time. The intercept team detailed .to':invest~gate 

these sienals picked up a number of poorly disguised designations, such 

as 11TK11 (tank korpus [sic]). The name of a certain lieutenant colonel 

of the armored forces was mentioned. In addition, brief check-calls 

were marie by subordinate stations, all of which indicated the assembly 

of & mechanized force probabl,y consisting of three divisional units, 

two of which were armored and appeared to be of the same type, judging 

from the characteristics of their radio traffic. This interpretation 

was adhered to, although it was doubted by the German comm.and, which 

considered it improbable that mixed motorized rifle and tank brigades 

hitherto recognized had been reorganized so suddenly into regular-type 

&rmored divisions and were coupled with a motorized rifle division to 

1.'orn1 a trianeular corps. The interpretation suggested by radio :i.ntelli-

qence was confirmed, however, :L11 the course of the engagements that 

conanenced in the Lvov area immediately after this information had been 

:i.Ptercepted. 

In the course of the ce.mpaiq;n Russian tank units frequentl\v gave 

themselves away by faulty radio cOlI!ltIU!lication before beginning to attack. 
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German intercept personnel pounced on the es:gecially careless requests 

for .fuel which were radioed by Soviet tank units. Not until the middle 

of 1942 did the Germans find it more difficult to intercept them. 

In the path of the Eleventh Army the presence and intentions of a 

'strong enemy force assembled near Belgorod-Dnestrovskiy in southern 

Bessarabia were accuratezy reported, a success 'Which, in this case, 

was due exclusively to effective cryptanalysis. 

The newly-arrived 5?th Intercept Company quickly changed over from 

observing Yue;oslav and Greek traffic to the interception of' Russian 

colTOT!Ul'lications. Its mission was to observe the Russian defensive build-

up west; of Kiev in July 1941. Chiefly by means of direction finding 

it followed the gradual withdrawal of these forces across the Dnepr. 

Then, for the first time, it became impossible to solve messages handled 

by corps and division nets, because the enemy had finally changed all 

his cryptographic systems. 

By concentrating both intercept companies in the Kasatldn-Belaya 

Tserkov-Uman area ,in the path of the German Seventeenth and Sixth Armies, 

the strength of the Russian Twelfth Army in particular was revealed by 

its r.sdio communications as well as by the direction-finding operations 

focused on it. There was an especially hi~h yield of clear-text messages 

durin[. the battle of the Uman pocket in mid-August 1941· The utter 

confusion on the part of the Russian radio nets, which was reminiscent 

of the traffic intercepted at the e11d of the Campaign in the West, 

spelled an impending collapse • 
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Captured documents not only confirmed the results obtained by 

radio intelligence evaluations but also provided valuable supplementary 

information for traffic analysis and message evaluation procedures. 

Captured radio equipnent provided additional information about the fre

quencies used by the Russians, and the cryptographic material which had 

fallen into German hands facilitated the work of the intercept control 

center in solving the difficult Russian codes. Quite revealing was the 

interrogation of Colonel Karmin, the captured commander of signal troops 

of' the Russian Twelfth A:rrtq. The RI results obtained during the two 

months prior to his capture, which were discussed with him, :indicated 

that Russian radio traffic was very vulnerable to German interception 

because of the gradual deterioration o'f: their radio discipline in ad

dition to other factors. A previously-made observation was confirmed, 

name]J,, that the not too intelligent R_ussian radio operators at division 

lewl and below could handle only simple ciphers. On the other hand, 

the complicated systems used by the intermediate and high connnand ache-

J.ons, 'Which were handled by spacial cryptographic staff officers, were 

reasonably secure. 

When the Germans captured Kiev, the Russians surprised them by the 

use of radio-contro11ed mines, which were actuated by tone-modulated 

carrier waves. The intercept personnel, being fully occupied with their 

reguJ.ar intelligence missions, did not recognize these impulse trans-

missions. They were first identified by radio operators of the German 

Sixth A:rray. A special intercept platoon was attached to that army to 

observe these signals, so that maans might be devised for jamming the 
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f'requencies used. Jamming transmitters were taken from the corps signal 

battalions and turned over to the special intercept platoon. After 

WQ1Y -days of unsuccessful attempts they fina~ succeeded in neutra1-

iz:ing the detonating impulses. The discovery of these impulse emis

sions led to the suggestion that a special unit be organized to inter

cept them in order to protect the troops against this kind or weapon. 

OKH was unable, however, to adopt this suggestion because of the short

age of intercept personnel and equipment. 

After reaching the Dnepr the three intercept companies were sta

tioned side by side alone the base lines Kiev - Cherkassy, Cherkassy -

Dnepropetrovsk, and Dnepropetrovsk - Nikolayev; advance intercept sta-

tions 11'9re moved up to the bridgeheads at Kiev, Kremenchug, and Zaporozhye. 

On 15 September 1941 the arJey" group assigned these units a new intelli-

gence mission, which comprised the area embraced by the line Kiev -

Voronezh - Rostov - Kharson with the main effort directed at the Donets 

Basin. Included also were the Crimea and the Kuban area on the southern 

£1ank. It was urgent4'" necessary to find out 'Wbether and how the enemy 

was organizing his defenses east of' the Dnepr, l'lbether reserves were 

being brought up, _and 'What changes had taken place in the command struc

ture. Moreover, the radio traffic of the Black Sea fleet was to be 

observed. OKH supplemented this mission by ordering very-long-range 

intelligence oper.ations against the western and southern regions of the 

Caucasus adjacent to '.l!urkey and Iran. Certain newspaper accounts stated 

that, between 1ate August and mid-October, OKH had clearly recogn:i.zed 

the administrative nets or .four Soviet armies which were in the process 
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of activation in the area east of Moscow. Those reports appear to have 

been exaggerated. In any case, findings such as these were not brought 

to tha attention of Army Group South at that time. 

Then on 2 October 1941, the German attack from the Dnepr bridge-

heads was resumed, the Sixth A.+m:f was advancing toward Kharkov, the 

Seventeenth Army was moving in the direction of the Donets Basin, and 

the E:t'.eventh Ar'llf3' was turning southward from the Lower Dnepr toward the 

Crimea. At the same time Panzergruppe Kleist - later the First Panzer 

Army --: was advancing on Rostov. All the vmile, the area under inter

cept observation became so much larger that the 7th Intercept Company 

had to be reinforced and divided into three units so that it could cover 

the Crimea and the Donats area, as well as carry out the OKH order for 

very-long-range reconnaissance. This measure was an emergency solution 

characterized by all the deficiencies inherent in improvisation. The 

Arrey Group South area could no longer be covered adequate'.cy. The Anq 

Group's request that a fourth intercept company be assigned to the First 

Panzer Army was not granted. 

As a result of the new intercept operations, which had been :initi

ated from the west bank of the Dnepr, the impression soon arose that 

the enemy radio traffic was becoming steadier, a symptom which obviously 

pointed tv a reorganization, and preswnably to a stiffening of Soviet 

resistance. The chief characteristics 0£ the apparent reorganization 

were the absence of any corps headquarters, as suggested by the direct 

radio links between army and div-.i.sion headquarters, and appearance of 

11.fronts, 11 which corresponded to the German army groups. 
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During October 1941 the Sixth and Seventeenth Arinie s and the F:lr st 

Panzer Army reached the Donets and the Mius and took Kharkov and Rostov. 

For the purpose of covering the extensive Kharkov area, where the most 

stubborn resistance was encountered, the 57th Intercept Company was 

retained at army group headquarters in Poltava and its D/F teams were 

assigned the area between Loxovaya and Sumy. The 3d Intercept Company 

was moved up to Slavyansk, where it carried out its direction-finding' 

operations on a line from Mariupol on the Sea of .Asov to a point west 

of Izyum on the Donets. Coverage of the enemy area as far east as the 

Don between Voronezh and R~stov was thus reasonably assured. The ?th 

Intercept Company, operat:ing with the Eleventh Arrrzy- against the Cr:iJnea 

on the base line Kb.arson - Osipenko (subsequent~ S:iJnferopol - Osipenko), 

continued to assist in observing the Rostov area, insofar as its mission 

against the Crimea and the Kuban area permitted. 

During the German advance from the Dnepr to the Donets a reJ.iabl.e 

picture of the composition of the Soviet forces on the forward part of 

the army group front was produced from an evaluation of the Soviet radio 

traffic, which had once again been revived. 

Up to the middle of November 1941 there were two distinct focal 

points against which the 57th Intercept Company was ordered to direct 

its 1ong-range intelligence operations, nameq the area embraced by the 

line Kharkov - Belgorod - Valukhi - Izyum, as well as that east and 

southeast of Rostov. Whereas it was impossible at first to obtain a"l13' 

rel.iable information about the .t'ormar area, radio nets were recognized 

in the latter area which, being tightly organized, enabled the Germans 
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to ascertain the assembJ...v of several divisions. 'l'ha radio picture 

thus gained, however, did not correspond in any way With reports from 

other sources, according to which only weak forces were stationed near 

Rostov, which even the enemy contemptuously referred to as a go].m 

armiza (stripped ~). It seemed peculiar that cryptanaJ:yzed inter

cepts should mention the numbers of divisions which had been destroyed 

in the previous fighting. Their reactivation under previous designa

tions was doubted by the German command until it was coni'irmed :in 

combat. 

About the same time, the sky wave emissio111s of' a radio net oper-

ating on the short wavelengths were picked up. This net apparent4" did 

not maintain close contact with military headquarters but seemed to 

operate essentially bet-ween armament factories. Its clear-text; messages 

mentioned division designations in the 400 series and above of which 

there was no previous record. At first, OKH considered this a Russian 

deception, since it believed that such large-scale activations were 

unlikely, reckoning on the asstUD.ption that .from every million popula

tion one could form but two divisions at full wartime strength. Since 

European Russia had a population of some l.60 million and Asiatic Russia, 

about 30 million, no more than 350.divisions, therefore, coul.d be acti

vated. Soma 330 divisions (260 ri:t'la and motorized rifle, 50 tank, and 

20 cavalry divisions) had already been engaged by the Germans. It could 

be assumed that there were 40 divisions behind the front and 20 divisions 

in the Far East and Caucasus. However, the existence of divisions 

bearing designations in the 400 series was actu~ confirmed later in 
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In late November 1941, trai'.fic in the Rostov net indicated that 

there were ten stations in the net. Even though one could not be sure 

that ten £ull divisions were involved, since some of the intra-net 

relationships -were not at all clear, it was nevertheless evident that 

a troop concentration was under way such as had not been seen .for quite 

some time on the Eastern Front. It was, there.fore, reasonable to 

conclude that a Russian attack was imminent. At the same time new 

traf'.fic was heard from the vicinity of Yeysk on the Sea of Azov. How-

ever, after careful surveillance, this traffic was interpreted as a 

deception measure because of its incoherence. On 28 November 1941 the 

Russians attacked Rostov, after Artr1y' Group South had ordered its evac

uation and the withdrawal. behind the :Mius of the southern wing of the 

First Panzer Army. 

Because of the great distances, ranging from 500 to 600 miles, 

radio intelligence against Transcaucasia and the Black Sea fleet failed 

to produce satisfactory rE>auits. In an;y case, the interception of 

short-wave training transmissions from the Tiflis military aistrict 

revealed the presence of additional reserves :in this area. Moreover, 

army staffs were detected in both Tiflis and Kutais. On the other 

hand, coverage of Allied tral'tic originating in or near Iranian terri-

tory was incomplete. Coverage of British traffic originating in Iran 

was especially fragmentary. 

It was impossible to detect in time the Russian preparations for 

an attack on the eastern Crl.l!Ba, which was car~ied out in conju..lction 
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with a landing in Feodosiya. 

At the end of the first year of the war it was clear that the 

Russians had made progress in their transmission security and had begun 

to correct the defects which had developed during the first engagements. 

In January 1942 OKH ordered the c~ders of intarcept units 

attached to army groups to ef'fect deceptive measures by commencing 

large-scale radio transmission along the entire front. However, be.fore 

results could be expected, the enetey" attacked south of' Kb.arkov, between 

Slavyansk and Balakleya. Here, in contrast to the situation around 

Rostov, German radio intelligence could not predict the Russian attack 

because of its !ailure to detect the assembly of enemy forces. Heavier 

Russian radio traffic during the penetration which the Germans halted 

near Lozovaya once again supplied the intercept service with the mater

ial necessary to the fulfilment of i~s mission, despite the fact that 

the 3d Intercept CCYr.1pany connnitted near Slavyansk had been inoperative 

for a fairly long period of tillle. Since this company had to be utilized 

as a combat unit, it was forced to discontinue its intercept operations. 

As soon as the immediate danger was over, the company was pulled back 

to Stal.inc, Where it resumed its intercept operations. 

Immediately at·ter the enenw penetration was sealed off, Russian 

radio traf'fic decreased and was characterized by the same high degree 

or security which prevailed before the attac~_. However, the Germans 

notioert with surprise that this activity was restricted to the general 
I 

area 8.round 'Kharkov. Go~AA~uently, the Short-range intellifence unite 

were once mCJI'ft brom~ht to maximum strene-th w:i. thin the means available. 
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The belated reorganization of the German intercept service long-range 

and short-range RI units - the latter by assembling the short-range 

intelligence platoons of the divisions into companies which were su.bor-

dinate to the cowmmication intelligence commanders at army group head

quarters - gradually got under way. By perf'orming a laborious and 

piecemeal job the German intercept units eventu~ succeeded in plotting 

three enemy forces north and south of Kharkov: near Voltshansk, ten 

to .fifteen rifle divisions, three cavalry divisions, and five tank 

brigade~; in the Lozovaya - Balakleya area, ten rifle divisions, :more 

than .five cavalry divisions, and at least ten tank brigades, presumably 

under the command of General Koniev; near Slavyansk, five additional 

mechanized uni ts, apparently reserves, whose individual strength could 

not be ascertained. In view of the disproportionately large number of 

mobil.e forces consisting or tank brigades and cavalry divisions, a new 

Russian attack on both sides ot Kharkov was to be expected. No clues 

were available for predicting the timing of the attack or whether its 

objective was to be limited in scope. Throughout this period the 

Russians maintained relatively strict radio discipline. This may be 

said of the Russian attack east of Voltshansk, the attack from the 

Izyum salient south o:f Kharkov, which commenced on 12 May 1942, the 

German counterattacks from the Slavyansk - Barvinovka line northward 

to Balakleya, during which enemy :forces west of the Donets were en-

circled and destroyed, and the elimination o:f the Russian penetration 

near Voltshansk. 

Russian radio traffic during the final stage of the :fighting in 
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the Cr:imaa was far less disciplined. A:rter the Germans had occupied the 

peninsula with the exception of Sevastopol, 'Which was no longer of 

interest .from a long-range intelli~ence point of view, t~ ?th Intercept 

Company was moved north in early June 1942 in order to increase the 

coverage of the Kharkov area. Abandoning its long and medium-wave 

direction-finding operations for the t:i.Jle being, the company was employed 

for intercept purposes only, after experimnts had shown that reception 

of short-wave signals from the Kuban and Caucasus areas was more i'av-

orable, or at least of equal quality, at a greater distance from the 

objective. The 3d Intercept Company stationed at Stal.ino was given the 

task or covering the area east of the lower Don. 

Radio intelligence produced hardly arry results during the German 

attack across the Donets in July 1942, the objective of which was to 

reach the Don between Rostov and Voronezh. The Russian divisions 

appeared to be withdrawing, during the course of which movement radio 

silence was maintained. At that time it was not even possible to iden-

tiJ:)r the stations in the higher-echelon command net, the observation of 

'Which had hitherto always yielded good results. Russian radio traffic 

on the northern Don front seemed to be under the supervision of a 

particularly capable individual. 

The Sixth Arrrry was making preparations for an offensive against 

the corridor between the Don and Volga in the direction of Stalingrad, 

'While the Seventeenth Army was pulled out of the front and assigned to 

the newly arrived headqu._arters of A:nrry Group A under Field Marshal. List. 

This Sl'll\V group was supposed to seize the Caucasus. That zone of the 
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Don front which had previously been held by" the Seventeenth ArJl13' was 

taken over by the Hungarian Second Artlf9' in the north, the Italian 

Eighth kJ:rJrry in the center, and the Romanian Third Army in the south. 

The three last-mentioned armies had weak long-ra.ngaRI units, whose 

efficiency varied. The Hungarians were capable of per.forming llm:i.ted 

independent missions, whereas the Romanians coul.d not be entrusted 

with arry- such missions. 

The Romanian Fourth Army adjacent to the right wing of the German 

Sixth Arary had no communication intelligence unit whatever. The Hun

garians, Italians, and Romanians were unf'amiliar with short-range oper

ations and lacked any understanding o.f inter-army co-operation in the 

pursuit of radio intelligence missions. The Italians were inclined to 

theorize about radio intelligence results instead of subjecting them 

to careful analysis. Characteristic of their methods was the fact that 

they made it a practice to use Russian prisoners of war as radio inter-

capt operators. 

To achieve greater security the 57th Long-Range RI Company was 

stationed behind the Hungarian and Italian .Armies in Novyy Oskd1, with 

a D /E' base line along the upper Don. The 3d Long-Range RI Company was 

moved up to the vicinity 0£ Kamanskaya and ordered to cover the area 

1n the path of the Germ.an Sixth and the Romanian Fourth and Third Armies • 

The 7th Long-Range RI Company was moved close to the new headquarters 

or Army Group South in Starobelsk. Its mission was to cover either the 

northern or the southern zone of advance, according to how the enemy 

radio picture developed. As the resu1t of repeated requests, the 26th 
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Long-Range RI Company, which had so far been held at the disposal of 

OKH, fina~ arrived at Mariupol and Taganrog, from 'Where it was to 

cover the Kuban and Caucasus areas exclusive~. The newly--organized 

short-range companies are coJDmitted in the Sixth Arrq sector. 

The nelf mission was in accordance with the orders issued in Jul.1' 

and August 1942 by the two arm;y group headquarters, which did not limit 

the depth of the intercept area. As soon as Army Group A assumed 

command in the south, the Commander o.r Communication Intelligence (Six) 

was to take. charge ot the 3d and 26th Long-Range Companies, as well as 

o:r the short-range RI company of' the Seventeenth Arrq. 

During August the solution of a large number of the Soviet crypto

graphic s7stems enabled the Germans to plot the disposition of the 

Russian divisions de.fending the east bank of the Don bet'Ween the mouth 

of the Kh.oper and Voronezh. By mid-September, chief~ through short

range intelligence resu1ts, the Germans were mrare of the disposition 

of Russian forces on the new~-formed StaJ.:Lngrad front along the Don -

Volga Corridor. After reaching Stalingrad the Germans were .t'amiliar 

with most of the Soviet divisions defending the east bank of the Volga. 

In view of past experience, such comprehensive results had not been 

expected. 

In October 1942 the Germans uncovered the formation of a strong 

Russian i'orce on both banks o:r the Khoper. According to a garbled 

intercept, the far-reaching strategic objective of this force was Rostov. 

On 19 November the Russ:tans began to attack across the Don. 

Equa1ly timely was the interpretation from tra.:t.'fic analysis of the 
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movements which, in mid-November, led to the encirclement of tJle German 

Sixth A.rray. At that time the communication intelligence' camnander sub

mitted a detailed report summarizing his observations to arntr grOllp 

headquarters, where it was approved and forwarded Via OKH to OKW. The 

contents of this report revealed the threatening develoIJDent in all 

its ramifications. The report, which was lost at the end of the war, 

attributed the deterioration of Russian radio security primar~ to 

their growing feeling of absolute superiority. 

From the beginning of the Russian campaign until the reverse at 

Stalingrad in 1942-43, Gernian radio intelligence operations against 

Russian communications was carried out under the most difficult circum-

stances. As already mntioned, the personnel and equipnent available 

'M3re entirely disproportionate to the magnitude of the intercept missi:on. 

It was impossible to cover the target area either in depth with bare~ 

a hundred receivers, or lateral:cy "With three long-medium wave D/F base 

lines and one short-wave long-range D/F base line. Inadequate intercept 

cOlmllUilication facilities, which were not improved until late 1942 when 

the communication intelligence commanders were supplied with their own 

circuits, made it difficult to co-ordinate intelligence activities and 

to exchange solutions among individual units. The vastness of European 

Russia, the indescribably difficult terrain conditions, especialJ;y after 

the beginning of the muddy season (rasputitza), and finally the unusually 

low temperatures, which occasionally halted the work of the D/F teams, 

interfered with the efficiency of operations. 
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The evolution of Russian radio traf'fic during the period under 

review proves that the military leadership was endeavoring to :improw 

the security of itq radio comrmmication. The Russians' ability to use 

electrical and mechanical devices to attain a high degree of transmis

sion security shoul.d not be underestimated. However, it required quite 

some time before the Russian field radio operators became adjusted to 

such complicated innovations. 

TM Russians were very much aware of the potential ei'fectiveness 

of enell\Y radio intelligence. This was evident from the n1JD1Srous inter

cepted conversations in which the parties, probably fearing that viola

tions wou1d be overheard and reported for administrative action, called 

each other1s attention to security regulations or when one party broke 

off the conversation because or such violations at the other end. 

While servillg as conmdssar with Budenny1 s cavalry 8:l'J'ey" in 19201 

Generalissimo Stalin observed the defects of the Russian radio service. 

It was he who is supposed to have given :impetus to its improvement and 

to have subsequently insisted upon the necessity of strict radio disci

pline. The work of German radio intelligence grew even more complicated 

by virtue of two drastic changes in the Russian radio service during 

\Vorld War II.. The first change occurred as ear:cy as 1 April 1942, when 

Army Group Center was suddenly con.fronted with entirely new crypto

systems and call signs, and noticed that the authentication groups 

which had hitherto facilitated our traf'fic analysis had been discon

tinued. This was probably because the methods then employed by German 
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radio intelligence and the "entering wedges" spotted by the cryptans.l.-

ysts had been betrayed by a deserter from an intercept unit. The changes 

brought about by this incident led to a major setback in German intel-

ligence results. The next crisis in German communication intelligence 

followed the loss of Stalingrad, when the Russians captured intercept 

files. At that tine the Germans intercepted Russian instructions con-

cerning the restriction and supervision of radio traffic. 

During the Germen withdrawal. from Rostov to the Mius, in the winter 

of' 1942-43, a Russian motorized corps broke through the German lines. 

The gap was closed and the enemy was trapped. Plain-text Russian dis-

patches reporting a shortage of gasoline were intercepted by the RI 

team of the 23d Panzer Division. "What am I supposed to do?n asked the 

conunander of the pocket force. 11Break out at the same point vdlere you 

broke through, 11 was the answer of superior headquarters behind the 

Russian front. All available German forces were placed in ambush at 

the former break-through point. Nobody got through, and the Russian 

unit was wiped out. 

In March 1943 the German 129th Inf antr,y Division - then comnanded 

by the author of this section of the study -- withdrew from the Volga 

near Rzhev to the Smolensk - Moscow highway near Yartsevo, during the 

course of the so-called Bu:r:ralo Movement of the Ninth Array. Every day 

the division's RI team reported the approach of enemy troops to the 

successive German delaying positions as well as the enenw• s organization 

and strength, physical condition after exhaust:ing night marches, intended 

rest periods, loi<istical problems, the Russians' estimate of the German 
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situation, and their plans in general. In the light or this reliable 

first-hand information intercepted from eneJl\Y" sources, the Germans 

were abla to examine their dispositions, reinforce their units at 

crucial points, place their reserves at the right points,, and, above 

all1 concentrate their fire on the most valuable targets the enemy so 

carelessl\Y revealed to them, and make the proper distribution of the 

availabls ammunition on a day-to-day basis. 

In February 1944 the 23d Panzer Division was given the mission or 

,..sto9ping heavy Russian attacks on Jassy. On that occasion some T341 s 

broke through the German lines and concealed themselves in the close 

terrain'- They sent such messages as "our tracks are broken" or "turret 

damaged," whereupon the German RI team inquired: "''What is your location?" 

As soon as they indicated their location, the tanks were destroyed by 

the Germans. 

In September 1944, a Russian corps was in a precarious situation 

northeast of Grosswardein. The RI team of the 2'.3d Panzer Division 

intercepted a poorly-encrypted DB ssage ordering a Russian-Romanian 

regimental combat team to attempt to break out al.ong a certain road. 

Elements or the division thereupon prepared an ambush in the forest on 

both sides of the road and completely' wiped out the breakout force. 

Appendix 8 gives the full story of the :intercepts madey by tbe RI 

team of a German infantry division during the course of' one day 0£ attack. 

Within the scope of this study it is not possible to give more than 

th.qse few examples to show the important role played by communication 

intelligence in the direct conduct of battle. '1.'here ware :innumerable 
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instances where the Russians jeopardized their military operations by 

the manner in which they conducted their field radio communiuation in-

asma.ch' as the Germans had the means for appropriate countermeasures in 

this theater. 

Along the entire Russian front the reports from commun:i,cation in-

telligence were considered as information from reliable sources. 

In the autumn o:r 194.3 the author, then chief signal officer at the 

headquarters of Army Group Center .. received every day intercepts of CW 

and voice transmissions from which it was clearly evident that in 

hundreds of instances German prisoners were being murdered within a 

short t:ime after their capture. In each instance a Russian regimental 

~or division staff officer complained that no prisoners had been turned 

over to headquarters and requested that at least .Qlll. man should be spared 

from being shot or otherwise JI[lll'dered so that he could be interrogated. 

A truly shocking picture of the Asiatic combat methods used by the Russiansl 

'When in the autumn of 1943 German forces, encircled near Cherkassy, 

succeeded in breaking out 0£ the pocket, their overjoyed commander care-

lessl:y told propaganda officials about the tremendous help ha had re

ceived from communication intelligence both while in the pocket and when 

breaking out of it, inasmuch as he was able to direct movements and 

conduct operations on the basis of intercepted Russian orders. Although 

this statement was publicized in the press and radio in the same im-

prudent manner, it did not have the disastrous consequences which had 

been feared for a time. Up to the end of the war the intercepts made 

by the RI teams on the Russian front remained an important source of 
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in:f'ormation tor the tactical commanders. 

The last major achievement of German radio intelligence in Russia 

was the coverage of the gigantic preparations for the Baranov 0£.fensive 

during the first days o:t 1945. Even though the information submitted 
'• 

to higher headquarters did not lead to the logical tactical, strategic, 

and political decisions, communication intelligence cannot be blamed 

£or the subsequent events. Once again the usual pattern of Russian 

radio communication unveiled itself' in front of the eyes of the German 

spectators who were condemned to impotence against the inexorable fate 

which was plunging them into the abyss. German communication intelli

gence, b;y' then an instrument capable of distinguishing the finest nuance, 

perceived once more all the unmistakable signs of' an impending offensive. 

First,, the arrival or army engineers and the deployment o.t artillery, 

heavy mortar, and rocket launcher units which prematureq revealed the 

points of main effort of the inevitable concentr~tions of fire. Then 

the sparse higher....melon. traffic, which only traffic analysis and D/F 

plotting could evaluate and which indicated the trans.fer of d1vision 

after division, corps after corps, and army after aI'l!IY', and revealed 

the structure of the ".fronts." Fina~, the gigantic proportions of 

the forces poised :tor the attack were discernible from the abundance 

of tactical OW and voice massages, which could be easily broken, it not 

read simultaneously with interception. Once again the front-line divi-

sions and tank units concealed their presence by imposing radio silence, 

which was not observed by the GHQ and NKVD units. Once more the combat 

reconnaissance teams, which at an early moment had bean placed at forward 

points, disclosed the Russian long-range objectives in their radio traffic 
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w:i:th the "f'rorxt"beadqua.rters. .ill these small pieces •re put together 

to form a gigantic mosaic, which General Gehlan, the Chief ot the Eastern 

Intelligence Branch, presented to Hitler and General Guderian, the Chi.et 

of' the Ariq Genera1 Staf'.t, during the f'irn dqs ot J8D'flarT 1945 With 

the asl!l\ll'ance that, according to the observed transf'era of' command pests, 

the storm would break on 12 Januar.r. 

Late in August 19441 after the collapse of Anq Group Center, :which 

had reau.lted from· 1.50 Russian rifle and 45 tank divisions ha'ri.ng opposed· 

42 German divisions at a ratio of strength o:t 4.511, the Russians con

trolled three large strateg:Lc bridgeheads west of' the Vistula, at Bara

nOY 1 Pulav, and llagnusaeT. Ear:cy- in September came a lull in the .f'ight

ing, llben the available Russian forces lacked sufficient strength t.o 

consolidate 'Ghese three bridgeheads into Cl8 and to continue the of.ten-

ai"f'8 in the direction of' the German border. A.t the beg:fnn1ng·ot October 

German communication inteJ.ligence had definite clues that the Russians 

119re getting ready to resum the offensive from the three bridgeheads. 

Daring SepaJlber the picture had been great~ obscured by the tact that 

th.87 had switched to the defensiw. During November the arriva1 of tour 

1'1911' 8rJllT groups, two opposite the East Prussian border and tll'o between 

Modlin and Baranov, was observed. Points of main effort wre being built 

up in the latter two areas from which thrust• in the direction rf1 Baranov -

Silesia - Saxeny and Pu.la,,,. - Warthegau - Berlin were to be e:xaouted. 

BT 9 Januacy the disposition of strength be"118en Russian and German 

toroea had devaloped into a ratio ot llsl tor intantry, 7:1 for armor, 

and 2011 tor ar"tilleey. A.t the points of main effort the Russian.a had 
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massed 400 guns per mile 0£ frontage. In this area the Germans were still 

able to supplement the results of communication intelligence by air 

reconnaissance, which provided information on the arrival ot motorized 

and tank units as well as data on the assembly- of' artillery forces which 

moved up during the hours of darkness. 

When the storm final.~ broke on 12 January, the defense forces in 

the front lines, their superior headquarters, and the Chief' of the Arrq 

General Staff' were not surprised by the fury of the assault, the Russian 

points of main ef'f'ort, or the directions or their attacks. 

Prior to that, Hitler, who refused to admit the superiority of his 

hated enemy, Stalin, had told General Gehlan that his information reminded 

him of' the ravings of a madman. Hitler was convinced that he was a 

genius who could ignore the timeless laws or warfare which permit a 

military leader to make major decisions solely- on the basis of a cl.ear 

and realistic estimate of the situation. Such an estimate ma.st talm 

into account all U'te.rnal factors and must stress realism and accuracy 

in the appraisal of one's own resources as well as those of the enemy. 

Hitler's disregard of' the latter factor was perhaps due to the tact that 

his intuition had helped him to estimate accurately- the real military 

potential and fighting abili.ty of his initial enemies, the Czechs, Poles, 

and French, with greater accuracy than did many of his military advisers 

who had based their judgrvant on their World War I experience. To an 

intuitive estimate of' the situation before the first shot was .fired, the 
intelligence 

regular peacetime/media, including communication intelligence, could make 

only modest contributions. Once the first overt act of war had bean 
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committed and a certain period of initial adjustment was over,, German 

communication intelligence was able to furnish the mili.tary leadership 

wit~ a wealth of reliable information 'Which was appreciated by the 

General Staff and senior commanders in the field. 
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Chapter Four 

kppraisal of Radio Copmmnication in Belligerent 

Armies Connnitted in the European Theater 

Although radio played only a minor part in the enemy's military opera-

tions, German communication intelligence was able to obtain much information 

which influenced the course of many an engagement. The author feels all 

the more qualified to express an opinion because he has more than thirty 

years of practical experience in radio communication and because his 

appraisal has been confirmed by other German experts in the field. In radio 

communication, as in other spheres of military endeavor, the old doctrine 

that effectiveness is more important than security retains its validity. 

Any analysis of the radio communication of the three leading Allied 

lJOl'rers during the recent war must answer the followinE?. three questions: 

1. Hm' sound vrere the initial Allied procedures i.n the fields 

of radio communication and cryptoeraphy from the point of view of security? 

What improvements did the top-level signal and intelligence officers 

introduce durin~ the war, in order to comply with the intrinsically diver-

gent objectives of effectiveness and security? vVhat measures did they 

take to enforce operatine procedures all the way down to the lmvest-r.anking 

radio oper~tor whose transmissions were subject to interception by the 

enemy? What mistakes were made by these policy makers? -- These 

questions pertain to the methods adopted by Allied radio communication 
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2. What tactical use did the Allies make of radio communica-

tion? Ho\Y effective was this medium and how sa!'e was it, considering 

the fact that its security cannot but be limited? -- These questions 

pertain to radio operations in the field. 

3. How effective and secure was radio communicetion of the 

individual ~rrns of the Allied ground forces, of the other services 

which co-operated ;ti.th the ArlrG', of those organizations which were not 

under Arnzy- jurisdiction but were employed in the theater of operations, 

end finally of those Allied n2tions with whom the three Great Powers 

fought shoulder to should3r: -- These questions are concerned with radio 

corununication in a theater of oparations arid at the highest level of 

the military and political cOl!".mand. 

I. 'the RussiJ!ll..Afm 

Russian radio connnunic~tion tn i~orld \;"ar II had overcome the defic

ciencies with which it was afflicted during the First World War and the 

subsequent 11.evolutionary "liars up to 1920, namely the use of excessively 

primitive cryptosystems. During the occupation of eastern Poland in 

1939 Russian radio operations were in the hands of prewar personne1who 

t1aintained a high standard. As 13arly as the time of the Russo-Finnish 

winter \Var of movement, which required a great deal or flexibi1ity from 

both signal officers and radio operators, a certain relaxation of radio 

discipline made itself felt, as a result of which security was jeopardized 

and the enemy was given access to secret information. This deterioration 
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in security became more pronounced attar the German invasion o:t Russia, 

when the f'luotuating situation at the tront made it impossible to ex

ercise strict control over radio communication. These dif'ficulties 

assumed even greater proportions when the Russians lost their best radio 
~ 

operators together with the flowt:lr of their peacetime Arrrly. They were 

unable to train new personnel to the same degree or proficiency, es

pec~a~ after they suf'fered additional losses in 1942. The sudden 

abundance of' radio sets which were delivered to them during the subse

quent ye~s induced the Russians to sacrifice quality to quantity. Up 

to the end of the war the Russians were incapable o:t remedying this 

dilutive process. 

On the whole, Russian radio conmmnication was well conceived and., 

though somewhat inflexible as judged by western European standards., 

proper:q adjusted t·o the level of intelligence of the average radio 

operator. The Germans soon discovered that their opponents used simple, 

conventional call signs which enabled them to indentit.r quic~ the 

stations of a given net. The Russians' use of authenticators also 

facilitated the work of German communication intelligence. As ear:q 

as 1 April 1942 the Russians completel;r revised their radio procedures 

with the result that their secur:t.ty was tightened. German radio intel

ligence results thereupon decreased proportionately. 

The Russians continued to improve their cryptosystems, so that their 

high-echelon radio communications showed continuous progress with regard 

to security and could be solved only because the same systems were used 

along the entire .front and the number of intercepted messages was 
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therefore vary large. In any event, it is only just to acknowledge 

that the responsible toP-level Russian officials were successful in im-

proving their radio communication throughout the duration of' the war. 

The Germans observed that the Russian command repeatedly corrected 

the deficiencies by strict supervision and probably also by the threat 

oi' commensurate punishment. In addition to radio agents and numerous 

partisan radio stations, the vecy strictly supervised infantry and ar

tillery units of the divisions in the line demonstrated excellent radio 

and cryptodiscipline. Among the tank forces adequate enf'orcemant of 

radio discipline was frequently observed in the case of' those units 

whose commanders and signal officers pursued this objective with the 

necessary vigor. German communication intelli~ence was inef'f'ective 

whenever Russian units'followed operation procedures to the letter. 

The observance of' radio silence as a security measure is in a eat-

egory of its own. Realizing its ef'f'ectiveness in achieving surprise, 

the Russians imposed radio silence each time they committed strategic 
• 

reserves and tank units. After they had achieved absolute superiority 

over the Germans, they no longer paid any attention to such minor de-

tails. They made little use of_ strategic radio deception. Great sur-

prises, such as those achieved at Rostov, Moscow, and Stalingrad, were 

limited to instances in which German radio intelligence information .was 

not believed by Hitler, who insisted that the Russians were using deception. 

II. The British Army 

British radio communication was the most effective and secure of 
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all those with which German connnunication intelligence had to contend. 

Effectiveness was based on World War I experience in radio procedure 

and cryptology, in which the British Army learned :many a lesson from the 

Navy. The higher-echelon cryptosystems of the British were newr com-

promised in World War II. The radio operators 119re well trained and 

performed their work in an efficient and reliaple manner. Nevertheless, 

there were also some defects. Feeling safe because or the security of 

their cryptosystems, the British negl.ected to take into account the op

erf.lngs which their radio communication left to German traffic anazysis. 

Plain-text addresses and signatures contained in otherwise seoure'.cy' en

crypted :messages revealed the make-up of the British mts and thereby 

also the tactical interrelationship of units in which the Germans 119re 

interested. The stereotyped sequence in which stations reported into 

their nets indicated the structure or the chain of command, while British 

field ciphers were too simple and did not provide adequate. security over 

extended periods of time. Either the British overestimated the security 

of their own systems, or underestimated the capability of German com-

munication :llltelligance. The same was true of the radio traffic of 

British armored units, which used such simple codes and so much clear 

text that the Germans arrived at the conclusion that the British were 

unaware of their field radio conmrunications' being observed. 

In spite of impenetrable higher-echelon cryptosysteros, excellent 

operating procedures, and efficient personnel, the security of the 

British radio communication in the United Kingdom during 1940--42 and 

especially in Africa in 1941-42, was so poor that, for instance, until 
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the battle or El Alamein Field Marshal Rommel was always aware or British 

intentions. It was Rommel who repeatedly emphasized the predominant 

sign!ricance or radio intelligence reports in mald.ng an estimate of the 

enemy situation. 

In this connection it may be pointed out that by no means all German 

field commanders recognized the utility of radio comminication and intel

ligence. Many of them were quite prejudiced against these technological 

innovations. This may help to explain why the performance o:r some :field 

commanders and their subordinate units so conspicuously surpassed or 

fell short of the general average. They were the ones who either delib-

eratel:y or unconsciously simplified or complicated their mission by mak-

ing f'ull use of or neglecting the facilities which were at their disposal. 

What surprised the Germans was that the many tactica1 successes 

scored by Rommel as the result of his unusually profound knowledge of the 

enemy situation did not arouse the suspicion of the British and lead 

them to the realization that their awn carelessness in radio communica-

tion 1mS at fault. 

According to British statements the moat important booty captured 

during the break-through at El Alamein were the German intercept records. 

A quick analysis of this material. opened their eyes and led them to 

introduce immediate ref'orma. The correction or the mistakes they had 

made over a period of' several years and the thorough reorganization of 

their radio communication did JIIUCh to improve their security. 

Whereas the RAF failed to adopt the superior radio operation pro-

cedures of the British Army and Navy, other Allies who subsequently 
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entered the war, especially the United States, introduced the proved 

British methods, much to their advantage. Only France £ailed to do so, 

much to its disadvantage. 

During the last year of the Italian campaign the exemplary conduct 

oi' :the British, with their weal.th of experience, confronted Germ.an com-

munication. intelligence with a variety of problems. In this s1orrer and 

more orthodox type of warfare strict control by the British achieved a 

high degree of radio discipline and was able to eliminate most of' the 

national idiosyncrasies that characterized their radio communication. 

The standard or security in the Italian theater was extremely high. 

J.II • The US Army 

American radio communication developed very mu.ch along British 

lines. Up to 1942 domestic military traffic in the United States and 

that carried on by the first units to be transferred to the British 

Isles, revealed certain distinctive features, such as APO numbers, of-

f'icer promotion lists, and unit designations and abbreviations which 

were at variance with their British equivalents. German communication 

intelligence had no difficulty in driTing wedges at points where these 

features occurred and in compromising the security of .American radio 

communication. The manner in which the US ArTJJy handled the traffic 

showed that its radio operators were fast and experienced. Th.a cmnmenta 

made in the preceding section pertaining to the British cryptosystems 

are also valid for those of the Americans. The use of field cipher 

devices complicated German radio :intelligence operations, even though 

their oryptoaecurity was far from perfect. 
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'l'he .Americans deserve credit £or the speed with which they adopted 

British operating procedures :in 1942• They mu.st have recognized the 

progress made by their Allies, particularly after El Alamein. The Ger-

mans observed a continuous process o£ co-ordination aimed at eliminating 

the easily discernible differelle$s between British and American proced

ures, except f'or linguistic differences llhich could not be erased. How

ever, the radio discipline observed by British and American units alike 

while they were stationed in the United Kingdom deteriorated rapidly and 

reached the very limit of' minimum security requirements as soon as US 

troops entered combat.. The abundance or radio sets with 1'hich American 

units were equipped tempted the inexperienced US divisions to tranmn:tt 

far too many CW and voice messages 1n the clear. They thereby provided 

the German command with many clues regarding the tactical situation and 

US intentions and enabled German cryptanalysts to solve many an American 

cryptosystem. This criticism pertains particularly to the :i.ni'hial en

gagements in North A:frica, and to the subsequent actions in Normandy and 

France in general, and to a lesser extent to those in Italy. In spite 

of the training during combined exercises in the British Isles, the 

security o:r Amer:j.can radio cormnmication was extremely poor.. Daring the 

later s'tiages of the war the quality and security or radio communication 

was far from uniform in all the American am:i.es. There were some armies 

whose radio traffic could hardly be observed, with the result that the:ir 

intentions remained a secret. other armies, either dellberate:cy or 

unwitting~, denied themselv919 the benefits 0£ radio security. Needless 

to say, in spite or their obvious superiority, 'lihis deficiency proved 
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The .commtmts made with regard to radio silence and deception in 

the section dealing with British radio communication apply aqua~ to 

that of the .Americans. 

Apparently there existed no centralized US radio command agency 

responsible for raising the average performance to the quality and secur

ity standards set by the most disciplined units, or for keeping in check 

the arbitrary and unsatisfactory operating procedures of certain armies. 

Incidentalzy, the conclusions at which the Germana arrived on this sub

ject were confirmed by MP radio operations during the Ardennes offensive. 

In this :instance all established rules were violated and, given a some

what less unfavorable distribution of forces, the final outcome might 

have been veey- different, since the German top-level command had complete 

information on US plans and operations. These happenings were in 

paradoxical contrast to the otherwise exemplary security measures taken 

by the Americans. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the Americans' higher-echelon 

nets were just as secure as their British counterparts. Tactical net 

o:peration should indeed have measured up to the required security stand-

ards. .Actuall:y, however, over-all security was compromised by the many 

openings give to German communication intelligence by insufficiently 

discipli?ied lower-echelon units. That a maximum of security could have 

been achieved was demonstrated by the efficient radio operations of the 

US Seventh Army during the last year of the war, when the results ob

tained by German communication intelligence operations in the path of 
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this ~ dropped to an extremely low level. Unif:isd control and strict 

supervision would surely have led to greater security among the US forces 

in general. 

IV. The German Army 

The German Army no doubt also made mistakes. In cases of extreme 

urgency Ge:rman operating procedures permitted the sending of plain-text 

messages, after a written authorization from the tactical commander had 

been obtained. Inadequate training of replacements, especiaizy field 

radio operators, led to the same mistakes and breaches of discipline as 

on the opposing side. 

The great increase in the number and types of sets issued resulted 

in a deterior~tion of the effectiveness and security of German radio 

communication. Attempts were made to prevent serious blunders by moni-

toring the nets of divisions and higher units. 

The second question raised in this analysis was given due attention 

by the Germans. The Chief of Army Signal Communication convinced the 

Army General Staff of the necessity of imposing radio silence in the 

assembl\Y areas before the start of offensive operations. He also pro-

hibited all practice traffic within newly-arrived units and relied on 

the peacetime training of the :itadio operators and the technical sound:n..ess 

of the cryptosystems. After surprise had been achieved at the begirming 

of an operation, radio traffic was immediately resumed with the usual 

efficiency. As soon as the tele]iione lines became available, either 

when the offensive ground operations came to a halt or 19ilen it became 
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necessary to switch to the defensive, most of the German radio nets con

sistent:cy- closed down. 

In World War I the German Ministry for Foreign Affairs ref'used to 

adopt the radio communication procedures of the Arll\V despite the .fact 

that the latter had far more experience in the matter. The authori-

tarian German government in the last war was equally unwilling to co?Tect 

procedural deficiencies ofnonmilit&l'1' agencies. In theory, the powers 

vested in the Chief of Armed Forces Signal Communication under the Na-

tional Defense Act, enabled him to exercise strict, unified control over 

radio conrnunication and cryptosecurity in time of war. Howe:tter, he was 

unebl.e to make any use of these powers, since in actual practice OKW 

oould not prevail over the more powerful SS and National Socialist Party. 

The unilateral actions and blunders committed by the radio communication 

agencies of these organizations seriously compromised German security. 

Up to the end ot the war the Germans were therefore unable to set up a 

unif':l.ed control agency and to eliminate the most obvious deficiencies. 

They did, however, though quite late in the war, succeed in standardizing 

their cryptographic methods, using as a basis the procedures of OK.W, 

'Which reflected the longest experience and offered the highest degree of 

security. 

v. Others 

The o-yer-all effectiveness of combined radio communication will 

always be determined by the weakest link in the chain, since it is this 

one which offers enemy observation its first opportunities to secure 
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information. The .first time this .fact became apparent was d~ the 

Norwegian campaign. It was true in all :lllstances where the French1 who 

adhered to their own system, participated in combined operations, such 

as those in North Africa, Italy, and £i.na]4r France proper. The trans

mission· and cryptosecurity of French radio communication was below 

average before the war and in 1940. The comp1ete revelation of the 

Franch troop dispositions in the Weygand Line as the result or unneces

ary radio communication was a terrible blunder on the part of the top-

1evel aigna1 cOJDl'll.and and the French General Stat!. 

General Fellgiebel, the first Ghia£ of German Army and Armed Forces 

Signal Communication, 'Who was a radio and intercept expert, commented 

after the campaign. in the West in 1940: "I had always hoped to see the 

day when tangible proof o£ the e'tteotiwness of radio intelligence oould 

be given by counting the number of enemy divisions right off a map. 

This has now actually happened. South of the Aisne and Sonune thirty-six 

enemy divisions were reported by RI, and exactl.y thirty-six of them 

110re actually round to be there, in the very areas 'Where they had been 

plotted." 

'l'he fact that the French ware still using their 1940 mathods four 

or five years later and that they did not adopt the superior British 

ones as did all. the other Allies, indicated a lack of progressive think

ing and faulty individualism which compromised the security of the 

French military command, not to mention tb.a'la of their AJ.J..ies. 

It was probably because of former close ties vd th the French, that 

the performance of Czech radio communication was below average. 
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In keeping with the general charaoteristios of the Pol.es,, the radio 

communication of the Polish Artq was over-organized. By overemphasizing 

security to the detrimnt of effectiveness, the Poles dug their awn 

grave. By the same token,, during the later stages of the war radio 

operations of Polish partisans and resistance groups attained a high 

level of transmission and oryptosecu:rity. 
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Chapter Five 

Radio Intelligence Activity of the German Armed Forces 

High Connnand ~ Conclusions 

The communication intelligence units or the three services co-oper

ated closely during joint operations, such as the German campaigns in 

Norway, Africa, Italy and other theaters. The Navy had special RI units 

which observed foreign naval movements and maritime traffic in general. 

Similarly, the Luftwaffe organized a radio intercept service to observe 

enemy air tr attic. Both the Navy and Luf'twaff'e RI agencies co-operated 

closely with the respective radar systems for the purpose of directing 

German submarine and air attacks and of intercepting the corresponding 

enemy countermeasures. 

It is no secret that the British soon made up for the initial ad

vantage held by the Germans in the field of radar and then retfined un .. 

disputed leadership. )(any will remember Sir Stafford Cripps 1 stateqnt 

that the British radar system was more decisive for the outcome of the 

war than the atom bomb • 

The new German schnorkel submarines which were WD/F proof" came out

too late. The intercept service of the Luftwaffe provided information 

for the air-raid warning system in Germany. In most cases Luftwaffe in-

tercept units were able to follow enemy squadrons during their entire 

flight, from take-off to landing, largely on the basis of interplane 
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c1>nversations. These transmissions were heard on the ultrashort wave-

lengths. 

During \Yorld War II other German agencies carried on cDlllJllWlication 

intelligence, but their achievements cannot be compared with those ot the 

Armed Forces. The Cryptographic Branch of the .lrmad Forces Signal Com

munication Group which was statf'ed mainly with Arm,y personnel, was respon

sible for developing and testing cryptosystems and tor observing diplo

matic and other international radio traffic. There were two reasons why 

this mission, which exceeded the scope or the ArlD;y' and Armed Forces 

assigmnents, was turned over to a military agency. 

First of all, the llinistey for Foreign Affairs did not have any 

corresponding service, and so the more experienced military- took over the 

observation of diplomatic communication channels. Following the misfor

tunes experienced by German diplomacy in tbs field of cryptography' during 

\1'orlci Vlar I, \he military and diplOlllatic services co-operated closely. 

This co-operation continued until the end or the war. The wealth of' 

material produced by the observation of this high-level radio traffic 

provided military personnel with ample opportunities for practice in 

cryptsna~sis. This was the on~ worthwhile material which provided a 

suitable basis for analyzing extreme]¥ difficult cryptosystems and which 

could aid in the developnent of new cryptanaqtic methods. The personnel 

engaged in interpretation also scored notable successes. 
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1.n the CryptograJidc Branch: there wre 1ihirty-seven °desks0 for 

an equal number ot countries; they wre responsible for intercepting 

and solving messages to and from virtual.11' every country :i.n t.be world. 

The Russian diplomatic codes •re the most impregnable, and the Russian 

desk was there.tore the most unproductive. The more advanced a nation, 

the more dif.ficu.lt:las confronted the German cr)'Pbanaqsts :i.n their efforts 

to break its codes. However, there was no unified control owr US crypto

security, so that the Germans 1f8re abls to accomplish routine solution 

of messages to and from one of'tic:taJ. American agency in Switzerland. 

Cryptan~d intercepts 'llhose contents wre important were dissem

inated 'to a small mnber or top-lawl officials as "reliable intorma

tion. 0 Those destined for Hitler were transmitted by- teletype crypl;o

gram and subn:i:t;ted to him without delay. 

In contrast to other countries, German communication intelligence 

was not subordinate tot.be counter:lntel.11gence secret service, but re

mained a part of the signal. communication organization except tor a 

brief period .trom approximately l928-3S, when the cryptographic functions 

were assigned to counterintell.igence. Communication intelligence bad 

its origin in and was dewloped °b1' the signal communication organization. 

Under Signal auspices it was in an optimum pos:1. tion to improve its oeypt;o

systems and to benefit from the latest advance :ln radio technology. Old 

as it mq be, this .fUndamenta1 queS'fiion of command channels is still the 

su.bjeot of dispute. The. achievements of German cormnunication intelli

gence :In World· War n may speak in favor ot the German type of intelli

gence organization, which i-eliewd the Arl1f¥ Genera1 Si;aff of direct 
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connn.and responsibilities and technological. probl.ems. Co-operation be

tween these two agencies was close and the Staff was provided with the 

desired inf'ormation in finished form. 

However that may be, modern statesman and military leaders wi1l make 

ample use of CODllllUnication intelligence to obtain information. On the 

other hand,, they will strive to protect their own country• s radio comrmm-

ication from mistakes and failures by imposing strict control and sur-

veillance and by drawing up well-considered agreements with allied 

nations in order to provide a maximum degree of security. In all coun-

tries there is a need for maintaining the security of certain military 

and for.eign policy decisions, lest their ef.fect be comprQJllised from the 

outset. 

/sf Albert Praun 
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APPENDIX I 

Historical Survey of German Iiadio Intelligence 

(1918 - 45) 

I. 1914 - lB 

In 1914 the German Army had no units for t~ observation of enemy 

radio traffic and its radio equipnent was inferior to that of the far 

more advanced Russians. During the Battle of Tannenberg, a chance 

occurrence led to the interception of plain-text messages sent by the 

Russian Second Army, in which the commanding general, Samssonov, re-

vealed his intentions by having orders to subordinate corps transmitted 

in clear text in order to avoid any delay and errors inherent in encryp-

tion and decryption. The revelation of these enemy orders proved to be 

an unexpected boon to the German command. Hmvever, because of an :indis-

cretion on the part of the German newspapers, the Russians soon realized 

what had happened. The rigid enforcement of secrecy and strict use of 

cryptographic systems in the ensuin~ operations soon dried up this pros-. 
pective source of intelligence, but the steadily improving intercept 

organizations Vihich·employed mathematicians as cryptanalysts, first in 

the Austro-Hungarian and ~ater also in the German Army, eventually broke 

all the Russian ciphers. Subsequently, German cryptanalysts often solved 

messages before their proper .addressees could receive and decrypt them. 

Poorly trained Russian operators frequently requested the transmitting 
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station to repeat its messages, which had already been received by super-

!or German operators, solved by experienced cryptanalysts, and submitted 

to the German tactical commanders .f'or use in planning their countermeas-

ures. 

The Russian cryptosystems continued to be compromised throughout 

"iforld YI ar I, so that the Chief' cf Staff of the Commander in Chie.f in 

the East, General Hof.f'rnann, was later able to write in his book The War 

of Lost Opportunities (Der Krieg d@r versaeumten Gelegenheiten) that 

•thanks to this intelligence medium every hussian offensive was revealed 

be.forehand to the German "command during the entire course or the war." 

Corresponding blunders Ytere committed in the \"lest by Germen cavalry 

units transmitting plain-text radio messages which the French called 

1'1:andtz telegrams" (1Larwitztel.egr8l!Wl8)• In this instance the reason 
'• 

r.or transmitting in the clear was that, because of the precipitate mobil

ization of these cavalry units, the cryptographic material which the 

General Staff' had prepared £or distribution did not arrive in tine, and 

thus the radio stations had to move into the field without it. 

Another serious blunder 0£ German radio communication aroused world 

opinion during the same war. This was the so-called "Zimmermann note," 

which the German Ministry for Foreign Affairs sent. to 11.exico, urging 

that country to take hostile measures against the United States. This 

slip was decisive in turning the US against Germany. Up to the end of 
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the war, in spite or repeated warnings :Crom the military, the German 

diplomatic agencies inexcusab~ overestimated the security or their prim

itive cryptosystems. The highly efficient British intercept service was 

able to break the messages sent by the big station in Nauen to the det

rdment or the effectiveness of German diplomatic and military policies. 

During World Ylar I the observation or British ship movements by 

German Army and Navy intercept llllits provided essential information tor 

subnarine warfare. Because or the high quality or the British Army's 

crypt"ographic systems, its radio massages 'Vl8re often not solved until 

it was too late. In some instances the solution or other enemy systems 

also required several weeks or ewri months. Nevertheless, the Germans 

derived certain tactical advantages, even .f'rom the belated solution of 

intercepted messages, not to mention the progress made in the art or 

cryptanalysis. 

As early as 1915 special German radio stations attempted to jam 

transmissions from the crude, damped-wave apparatus carried by British 

air observers, who used the Korse code. These attempts were unsuccessful, 

because the signals transmitted by the airplane were always stronger 

at the observation battery's receiver than were those sent out by the 

jamming stations. Consequently, the jamming stations soon switched 

over to the intercepting or enemy requests tor fire against German bat

teries, whereupon they warned the latter before they came under attack. 

Opposite the French sectors or the front the smm system was later ued 
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by small intercept units attached to various German corps. Here, too, 

the enemy was unable to maintain secrecy, because the devices used for 

concealing designated targets were too simple. 

In 1Yo.rld ~4ar II the life of- many a German artilleryman was saved by 

the same type of warning service, which by then was used on a large scale 

both in Italy and France. 

::then the American Expeditionary 1''orce arrived in France in 1917, it 

displayed utter Gerelessness vrith regard to signal discipline. Its tel.a-

phone security in the trenches was so poor that Derman wire intercept 

efforts proved highly effective in contrast to the lack of results obtained 

along the British and French sectors. Since telephone communication was 

readily available, radio traffic was at first of only secondary import

.once. i'larned by their more experienced Allies, the Americans gradually 

raised their own security standards to the same level which the Germans, 

French, and British had achieved as the result of dire experience. 

In 1928-29 Soviet military authors raised the question uhether inade-

quate radio security had been one of the reasons for Russia's defeat in 

World War I. Some fanatics even maintained that this deficiency was solely 

responsible. The discussion of this subject ceased in 1930, apparent'.Ly 

upon a hint rrom 'above. However, the Russians had every reason to weigh 

this-problem. Even in 1920 the radio and cryptographic discipline of the 

Red Revolutionary Army in the war against Poland was so inadequate that 

the Polish intercept organization under the direction of French instructors 

had no difficu1ty in observing all Russian movements, especially those or 
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3udenny' s Cavalry A:rmy, which was advancing from the south. This enabled 

General W~ygand to obtain valuable information for his decisive counter-

attack. 

The World War I achievemen-ts of German radio intelligence wh~ch ini-

tially was improvised and later systematically developed, made it appear 
* . 

necessary for the Reichswe}!!_ to utilize this experience and, in spite of 

.---- -·---------·------
/!rs The Germ.an National Defense Establishment (an army of 100,000) ·pro

vided for by the Versailles Treaty;}' 

-·. -------·--------~------- ------------
all restrictions, to provide such facilities as would encourage and promote 

this activity. 

2. 1918 - 36 

The military clauses or the Versailles Treaty provided that the seven 

infantry and three cavalry divisions of the ~swehr, whose strength was 

limited to 100,000 men, would be allowed seven division signal battalions, 

each comprising two companies, one of which was to include an intercept pla-

toon. In addition, the Germans were permitted to assign signal personnel 

to schools, garrisons, and headquarters and to maintain twelve major mili

tary radio stations at Koenigsberg (I), Stettin (II), Spandau (III), 

Dresden (IV), Stuttgart (V), Muenster (VI), Munich (VII), Frankfurt an 

der Oder (l}, Bresla.u (2), Kassel (3), as well as at Nuernberg and Hanover. 

The Roman numerals in parenthesis designate military district headquarters; 

the Arabic numbers, cavalry division headquarters. The Treaty did not, 
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however, provide tor en.y cmmnunioation intelligence unite. 

Realising that intelligence was of particular importance to an anrJ 

restricted with respect to strength a.ud equipment;, the GermaJ) militaey 

leaders decided at an early date that the radio intelligence operations 

initiated during World War I should be continued and further developed 

within the tramft'ork of available means. These actinties were ghen the 

official designation Intercept Service. 

!he above-mentioned sta'tions employed. highly qualii'ied operators• 

whoH tiu was completely taken up with 'their routine duties. These sta

tions were therefore selected tor radio in:telligence operations. During 

the second halt of 1921 the officers in charge or the stations were issued 

specific orders to guard certain foreign radio channels. The stations in 

Jluenater, Hanover, Kaasel, Stuttgart, Buernberg, and Kunich intercepted 

ohief'ly British and French traffic. while those in Stettin, Spandau, 

Breslau. Dresden, Frankfurt an der Oder. and Koenigsberg observed primarily 

Polish. Russian, and Czechoslovak traffic. The advisor to the senior. signal 

officer on the staff of each of the two corps headquarters at Berlin and 

Kassel was in control of communication intelligence operations. These two 

officers reported directly to the Signal Inspectorate of the Reich81f8hr 

11inistq whenever they had obtained information of special interest. 

At first the Germans merely intended to gather information about 

foreign military procedures as a basis for traffic analysis, including 

such elements as frequencies. signs. prosigna, operating signals. hours 
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of operation, traffic handling proce.dures, and apparatus in use. Only 

gradually did their analysis embrace an evaluation of internet relation-

ships. No provision had yet been made for text analysis, i.e., the trans-

lation of foreign language messages in plain text and the solution of en-

crypted ones. 

After a short while the number of intercepts grew S-' large that they 

could not all be processed. The two principal disadvantages of the then 

current procedure were the lack of a unit to perform preliminary screenin~ 

at the receiving station and the employment of personnel for both radio 

and intercept duties. In 1921.i. it was therefore planned to establish spe-

oial intercept stations, whose personnel were to specialize in the intercep-

tion and evaluation of foreign radio communication. 

In 1925 intercept stations were established at Koenigsberg (I), Frank

furt an der Oder (III), Breslau (IV), Stuttgart {V), Muenster (VI), and 

Munich (VII). The personnel strength of each station was one officer, three 

noncommissioned officers, fi~een male 8l1d five fem.ale radio operators, and 

three translators. The stations were gradually equipped with sensitive re-

oeivers covering a frequency range of from 100 to 3.000 kc. Their opera-

tions were to be kept completely separate from those or the radio stations, 

13.D.d they were located in different buildings. (See Chart 1) 

Because of the low personnel strength. uninterrupted around-the-clock 

listening schedules could be maintained on only three or four of the receiv-

era. The training schedule called for the best intercept operators to be 
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trained as analysts, while the translators were first to be used on plain-

toxt messages and were then gradually to be trained in solvine silnple 

oi~hers. The commanders of the intercept stations were to maintain contact 

with the counterintelligence agencies at military district headquarters. 

Each intercept station was to cover certain countries according to 

established priority ratings. An area which was given top priority, was 

covered by at least two stations, which exchanged their results. Intercep-

tion was no longer confined to military traffic but was extended to all 

radio communication, except naval, for which the German Navy had established 

its own conununication intelligence agency. The Army became more and more 

interested in diplomatic radio traffic, since it provided the only material 

for the anaJ.ysis of difficult cryptosystems. 

The Germans continued to place emphasis on the observation of the radio 

traffic of foreign armies for the purpose of ascertaining their organiza-

tion, strength, and distribution of forces. In this connection the observa

tion of foreign maneuvers assumed great significance, and D/F training was 

accentuated in order that a detailed picture of these manuevers might be 

pieced together. 

All permanent intercept stations had originally been issued a recent 

model of the Navy-type direction finder. In 1928 they were equipped with 

loop-antenna sets which could be used in the field. They surveyed for D/F 

station sites near the borders and made radio compass calibrations at reg-

ular intervals with the aid of mobile target transmitters. Foreign maneu-
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vers were observed by stations along the base lines thus established. This 

procedure was fully effective in intercepting higher-echelon messages -- in 

general dovnto and including division level -- whereas the tactical infor-

mation obtained from lower-echelon units was at first inconclusive. 

After 1928 the attention of Ger:nan signal experts was focused on the 

observation of short-wave traffic. and a study of the effectiveness of short 

waves at all hours of the day and night, as well as under different weather 

conditions was initiated. 

From 1930 on efforts were made to plot medium-wave transmitting stations 

operating between l.ooo and 3,000 kcs. In 1931 automatic hi$h-speed recep-

tion was introduced employing wax disk, tape, and other sound recorders. 

The Signal Inspectorate established a cryptographic section which was 

incorporated into the Counterintelligence Branch of the Reichswehr Ministry. 

A central intercept station was attached to the Cryptographic Branch. The 

position of evaluation officer at corps headquarters was abolished. The 

Cryptographic Section took charge of the intercept stations, assigned missions, 

acted as central evaluation agency. and was responsible for the solution of 

the complicated oryptosystems that could not be solved at intercept station 

level. 

The observation of maneuvers from fixed base lines led to the idea of 

using mobile equipment for intercept operations. In 1930 the Cryptograph~o 

Saotion requested the Army Ordnance Office to develop special trucks for 

radio receiving, D/F, and evaluation units. This equipment was delivered 
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to the sic;nal unit of the Artillery School. The first teats conducted ~ 

the new units, which f'ormed one intercept platoon, took place at the same 

Hine that experiments were being conducted with mediwn-wave sets having a 

5-watt output and a frequency range of 950 to 3,150 kc. The tests ·proved 

that intercept units were able to keep up with the fast-moving action of 

a meeting engagement, provided the necessary com..'i\lllication net for relaying 

the results could be established. 

The intercept platoon was issued additional equipment and its strength 

was increased to form a company, whose table of organization was as follower 

two medium-wave intercept platoo~s, one lon~-wave intercept platoon, a mes-

senger section, a communication team, and an evaluation team.. The medium-

wave platoon each had one intercept team, one target transmitter, and three 

D,IF teams. The lonr,-wave platoon had three intercept teams, one target trans

mitter /1 and three D/F tea.ms. The long-wave intercept platoon was to observe 

higher-echelon traffic. For this purpose the three intercept teams had to 

be in close proximity, while the long-wave D/F teams were distributed over a 

100-125 mile base line, in order to obtain azimuths which would approximate 

rieht angles as nearly as possible. The medium-wave intercept platoons were 

to be distributed along shorter base lines, with their intercept teams &t the 

same location as the D/F teams. All teama were to be echeloned forward so 

that they could intercept tactical radio traffic. In addition to their 

function in radio compass correction. the radio sets issued to each platoon 

were used to dispatch orders and to report urgent information to higher 
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headquarters. The T/O strength of the company was 10 officers (including 

civilian evaluation personnel with assimilated rank) and 250 enlisted men. 
the 

When/experimental intercept company was first tested. it was attached 

to a corps headquarters with the mission of observing units which were oper-

ating under simulated combat conditions. Without solving any messages. the 

company was able to plot the entire higher-echelon and the essential ele-

manta of the lower-echelon command structure solely by observing the traffic 

between the various stations. 

3. 1936 - 39 

When Germany decided to rearm in 1936. twelve corps and thirty-six 

divisions with a proportionate number of GHQ units were organized. The inter-

oept units were at first among the latter. Top-level planning was concerned 

with increasing the number of fixed intercept stations. forming additional 

mobile intercept companies. and clearly defining the mission of both the 

fixed and the mobile intercept units. 

Since each military district headquarters had its own intelligence 

agency. it seemed desirable to add an intercept unit. especially since their 

activities complemented one another. The logical solution would have been 

to set up one fixed intercept station at each new military district head-

quarters. Moreover, the unification of the services under an armed forces 

high command was in the planning stage. and such a command agency could not 

function properly without an intercept organization. The implementation of 

this plan would necessitate the establishment of fixed Armed Forces intercept 

stations. whose Primary function would be to obs~r~e diplomatic radio traffic 
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and thereby relieve the existing stations. 

Mobile intercept companies were to be integrated into the strategic 

and tactical ground and air reconnaissance units (the army and division signal 

battalions of the Army and the long-range and close-range reconnaissance 

squadrons of the Lu~waffe). The intercept companies were to receive their 

peacetime training by covering foreign maneuvers and similar activities. To 

accomplish their mission they needed the data compiled by the fixed inter-

capt stations. particularly that derived from traffic analysis. The question 

of whether fixed intercept stations should be converted into mobile companies 

in the event of mobilization was answered in the negative. although it was 

to be expected that the workload of the fixed stations observing a potential 

enemy country would gradually diminish a~er the outbreak of hostilities. 

However. it was precisely durinE the periods of tension, such as prevailed 

during the assembly and concentration of forces, that the information fur-

niahed by the fixed intercept stations would be indispensable, since the per-

sonnel of the intercept companies had not completed their training and were 

not ready for full-scale operations. 

Since the mobile intercept teams forming part of the experimental inter-

oept company had achieved their best results in dealing with higher-echelon 

traffic, the initial plans called for the formation of intercept companieB 

for long-range radio intelligence. At least one intercept oOl!lpany was to be 

included in the T/O of each army headquarters. The solution of the problem 

of tactical or short-range radio intelligence was po9tponad for the time 

bt1ing. 
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The immediate full-scale implementation of these plans was delayed 

primarily by the shortage of personnel. Th.e loc.ooo-man R.,i~S)!~!:, hE..d 

only a restricted number of radio intercept operators. They were, however, 

highly qualified?as a result of the then-current twelve-year enlistment 

period. It was doubtful whether personnel with only two years of service 

could.master the duties of intercept operator. During only the first year 

of service it was altogether impossible to transform recruits into reliable 

operators. Since the .~, unlike the Luftwaffe, was not authorized to 

extend involuntary periods of' service, the solution was adopted whereby an 

unusually high percentage of permanent civil service workers and non-cora-

missioned off-icers with long terms of enlistlnent was employed. 

In order to train the personnel needed for the newly-activated units, 

an intercept training company was temporarily established within the 

framework of the training and experimental center of the Army Signal School. 

This company and the fixed intercept stations provided the personnel needed 

for activating the first two intercept companies, which were trained for 

operations er erin~ western and eastern &.trope respectively. In 1939 the 

intercept training company l'las transformed into a training platoon, whose 

principal a.ssigmn.ent was to test new interoept apparatus. ny the outbreak 

of the war seven companies had been e.ctivated, t.hree of which (t.he 9t.h, 26th, 

and 57th Intercept Companies) were traived for observing the traffic of 

western Europe, arid four (the 3d, 7th, 18th, and 56th Intercept Companies) 

for east and southeo.st European eovera.f;e. 

Durin@.: t.he activation of these mobile units, e. ne\'r fixed OK';, station 
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was established at '!reuenbrietzen, and the fixed Army station at F'rankf'urt 

an der Oder was moved to Jueterbog. Another OKW station was opened at 

Lauf', and three OKH stations at F.usum, Euskirchen, and -- after the annex-

ation of Austria -- at Tulln. Preparations for transferring the fixed 

Army station at Koenigsberg to Kranz were underway. All fixed stations 

were greatly expanded with respect to both personnel and equipmant. Their 

new T/O strength was twenty-five officers and civilians, fifty noncom

missioned officers, and seventy-five male and fem.ale operators. The D/F 
were 

sites near the border, which hitherto had merely been surveyed,/occupied 

by teams and put into service a.s advance intercept and D/F stations under 

the cover designation of "radio security posts." The fixed stations 

together with these radio security posts, now operated an average of 

twenty intercept installations, each of which operated at least two D/F 

stations. 

Af'ter 1936 individual intercept companies had been attached to corps 

and army headquarters during German maneuvers. The judgment, previously 

arrived at, that the gathering of tactical intellieence was beyond the 

capacity of intercept companies was confirmed, and it was found that they 

were fully occupied with long-range intelligence operations. In order to 

observe the radio traffic within opposing division 'areas, a platoon for 

medium and short-wave interception and for medium-wave D/F was attached to 

each radio company which was part or a oorpa sign.al batta~ion. These 

platoons, however, obtained poor results. Their failure was due to the 
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difficulty in giving the personnel proper trainin~. in providing them 

with essentie.l evaluation date., and in keeping t.hen1 in practic-s.. L!Jrt4ov-gr» 

tl:ere was still no method for expediting the transmission of information 

to division headquarters, so that it would arrive in.time. 

Division commanders had to be provided ?rith tactical radio intelli-

gence which would complement their combat reconnaissance. To this end 

each division signal battalion was assigned one commU11ication intelligence 
to 

platoon which was /rorm part of the radio company. These platoons were· 

equipped with receivers designed pr:in1.&.rily to intercept ene:rny voice traf.fio, 

e.nd vri th equipment for intercepting telephone conversations. The lmpossi-

'bility of testing them under wartime conditions made it impossible to go 

beyond the stage of inittal organization. .l!Jmployment against German signal 

communication provided no criterion for estimating the difficulties which 

woulu be encountered in intercepting foreign-language messages. The effi-

ciency of t.hat operation depended entirely on the availability of linguists, 

who had to be given extremely careful training in military terminology. 

Deficiencies which had already become apparent in the corps intercept pla-

toons were equally difficult to eliminate• Real improvements in the per-

forr..ance of short-range communication intelligence could be introduced only. 

under the pressure of direct enemy action. 
or 

From the former Cryptographic Section/the Reich81'!_~!1!, Ministry emerged 

two new ag&ncies: the Cryptographic Branch of OKW• which included speci-

alists from the ?Javy and Luftwaffe,, and the Evalu'ltion Control Center of 
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Ol<Jl, which vras formed as 8l! iudependen.t unit vdthin the Signal Inspec-

torate in the General Army Office. The Cryptographic Branch of OKVl was 

responsible for co-ordinating the radio intelli~ence activities of all 

three services and m.aintaining contact with the Counterintelligence 

Branch, which had become part of OKVI. The Evaluation Control Center 

was in charge of all Army intercept activities and made its service avail-

able to the .Army General Starr. 

Duri11g the construction of the West Wall in 1938, an intercept bat-

talion was formed on an experimental basis. It consisted of three mobile 

con1panies, one fixed station, and an evaluation center which was directly 

subordinate to the battalion sta.f:f'. The mission of t.he battalion was to 

observe the large-scale maneuvers, which the French A~ was ex~cuting in 

the Chalons-sux--~ne area, in order ·to ascertain whether French forces 

11\ere being moved up from there to Gena.any' s v•estern frontiers and to obtain 

complete coverage of ·the French border areas behind the k1aginot Line. To 

cope vii.th this assignment each n:obile intercept company \Vas subsequently 

organized to consist of one evaluation,one intercept, one D/F, and one com-

munication platoon. 

The evaluation platoon continued to be responsible for traffic and 

cryptene.lysis, the results of which wer!' improved by the introduction of 

new techniques derived from recent experience. 

The intercept platoon, comprising thirty receivers for the lo.ng, 

rredium, short, and ultrashort wavelengths, established a main intercept 
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station and set up advance posts in accordance vdth the requirements or the 

situation. 

The D,/F platoon was issued eight long-n:ediUill wave loop antenna sets. 

(The highly-sensitivegoniOJDeter was gradually replacing the old loop-type 

sets.) The platoon then established four stations with two D/F sets per 

station. thus permitting each one to keep up with enemy movements by leap

frog commitment of its teams. A D,/F control system had been introduced. 

enabling all the direction finders along the base line to be brought to bear 

simultaneously against any enemy transmitter plotted by the main intercept 

station. The station at conipany headquarters was responsible for maintain

ing contact with the individual teams. Each D/F station was issued a 

transmitter. so that it could report its findines to the evaluation platoon. 

This same set was used as a target transmitter for providing radio cow.pass 

data for the other teams. 

The communication platoon was a service unit comprising a motorized 

messenger section and a wire team. The latter layed lines connecting the 

teams with the D/F ~CS at company headquarters, installed a remote control 

circuit for that Ncs. put in lines connecting outlying D/F posts with the 

"' higher-echelon conmand net and the Reichspost , and provided telephone and 

lfrr The German government postal, telephone. and telegraph agenoi/ 

teletype connections between the intercept company and superior headquarters. 

Attempts to establish intra-company microwave links had not been very suo-

cesstul. 
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Intercept operations against the French met with unexpected diffi-

culties. They apparently made full use of their wire lines and exercised 

extreme caution in radio communication. The personnel ~nga~ed in evalua-

tion and interpretation were faced with the ever-present problem of deter-

mining whether radio silence indicated the absence of enemy forces in the 

target area or a carefully disguised assembly of forces. It required the 

utmost alertness on the part of the D/F teams to distinguish the traffic 

within the target area from that which originated outside it. This was 

all the more essential because the cryptosystem.s which were encountered 

at first could not be solved, and thus there were no clues for determining 

the location of units. If the difficult cryptosystems were to be solved, 

a sufficient volume of messages had to be intercepted. This was achieved 

by e111ploying more than one intercept compaxiy with a correspondingly larger 

::ium.ber of receivers, which covered a very wide frequency range. Unavoid-

able errors made by individual operators could be corrected through delib-

erate double coverage of the same channels by different units and through 

a comparison of the results. 

German communication intelligence finally succeeded in establishing 

beyond doubt that no large-scale man~vers were taking place in the area 

under observation. This information could be obtained because the French 

failed to change ciphers often enough. 

During these intercept operations an attempt was made to use the RI 

platoons of the German divisions then deployed alone the West Wall for 

tactical short-range intelligence, particularly in intercepting the (ground 

wave) si~nals emanating from French fortress units near the border. The 
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attempt was successful in two instances when skilled linBuists acted as 

intercept operators. 

A condensation of the results obtained by all the intercept units was 

submitted by the evaluation center to the Arrrry General Staff, to Army 

Group Headquarters 2 at Frankfurt am Main, and to Frontier Fortification 

Headquarters at Kaiserslautern. The results were subsequently confirmed 

by other sources of information. 

These experimental operations alone; the French border formed the basis 

for subsequent procedures used in wartime. In drawing conclusions the 

G9rman planners did not overlook the fact that these operations were carried 

out by fixed stations, which experienced little difficulty in controlling 

the intercept units. and in reporting their results. Obviously, mobile 

operations during an advance or attack would present far greater problems. 

This point in particular led to the decision to issue more trucks to the 

intercept companies, so that their operations would not be interrupted for 

a single moment during a change of position. ~oreover, although intercept 

operations along the West Wall favored a lateral disposition, the possible 

advantages of echeloning intercept units in depth had to be studied in the 

light of a war of movement. In the field of higher-echelon radio intelli-

gence it was decided to establish an evaluation center at each army group 

headquarters. Each center was to analyze the results obtained by the 

intercept units operatine within that army group area. The problem of 

forwarding the information in time was not underestimated. but was con-

sidered possible of solution. 
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In order to make tactical radio intelligence more effective, plans 

were considered for detaching the RI platoons from their respective divi-

sions, organizing them into companies, and placing them under the comman-

der of the intercept battalion. When attempts were made to introduce 

this measure, its advocates could not override the objections to the delay 

in the transmission of information held to be indispensable by the divi-

sion cOlDlllanders. Consequently, although the formation of equally effi-

cient long-range and short-range RI units appeared logical and desirable 

even at that time, it was not accomplished. 

4. 1939 - 45 

At the outbreak or war the intercept organization of OKH consisted of 

the following agenciess 

a. The Evaluation Control Center at OKH with its subordinate 

fixed Army intercept stationsJ 

b. The evaluation centers attached to each of the three army 

group headquarters with their subordinate mobile intercept companies; 

c. The communication intelligence platoons at division head-

quarters; 

d. One single intercept replacement company, in which only 

basic RI training could be given. 

The Polish campaign fully revealed the difficulties involved in em-

ploying intercept units in mobile operations. Ho satisfactory solution 
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had been found to the problems of transmitting intercepts obtained by 

long-range intellisence from the intercept compahy to the evaluation cen

ter and of dispatching urgent information from the evaluation center to 

the headquarters concerned. Essential elements of information gathered 

by the intercept companies often reached only the army commanders in 

whose territory they were operating and not the evaluation center. The 

activities of the Evaluation Control Center and the fixed intercept 

stations on the one hand, and the evaluation centers and mobile intercept 

companies on the other were not co-ordinated. In the matter of effici-

ency and operat:ing procedures certain differences between individual units 

became apparent. In the inttlrests of a consistent, i'rell-balanced intel-

ligence p~cture the~e differences had to be ironed out. Once acain tl::n 

co1rar.unic£1tion intelligence platoons at division !'leadquarters \vere unable 

to obtain any satisfactory results. The Evaluation Control Center at OKH, 

which had remained in Berlin, had not succeeded in establishing uniform

i.ty among all the intercept units. 

During the concentration of forces in the ~·rest, the positions of' 

Commander of Intercept Troops \'Jest and East were therefore created. They 

v;ere in charge of the evaluation centers, fixed intercept stations, and 

mobile intercept companies within their •sphere or interest. Their newly

i'ormed staffs nere given the mission of standardizing the operating 

procedures of all subordinate units. 

F'or the campaign ae;ainst Denmark and Norway only one intercept pla

toon vras transferred from the units deployed in the West. 
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Shortly before the beginning of the Campaign. in the West another 

step was taken in the direction of decentralization. The positions of 

Commander of Intercept Troops West and East were abolished. Each nrmy 

group headquarters was assigned its own commander of intercept troops 

o.nd evaluation center. They vrere responsible f'or the intercept companies, 

fixed intercept stations, including those ~hich had been nade mobile 

temporarily (initially onl3• the Euskirchen station) within the army group 

area.. During the campaign age.inst F'rance this organi.t:P.tional change 

proved entirely satisfactory with regard to long-range i:ctelligence, whereas 

tactical intelljgence could achieve only lil!lited results. Orders issued 

by one army group, consolidating the RI platoons of its divisions into 

one company ca.tr.a too late to become effective. 

During intercept opera.tions against Great Britain in 1940-1~1 the first 

attempts were made to employ mobile D/F units in plotting the sources of 

short-\•rave signals. 

One intercept platoon, subsequently reinforced to forn a company, 

was assigned to the German Africa Corps in .March 191~1. 

Similar arrangements were m.nde for the German C8.ll•paign in the Balkans. 

For the campaign against the Soviet Union each of the three arm;y 

group headquarters was assigned a commander of intercept troops, who was 

jn charge of two or three mobile intercept companies. The new arr:ry group, 

which was collD'llitted in l~ on the southern wing for the offensive into 

the Caucasus end Kuban areas, had its av111 intercept units under a respon-

sible collllll.ander. During the sa:m.e year the first fixed Adcock D/F net was 
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established alone the Krnnz-Rzesz&w base line. It covered the entire 

Russian front and rcmair-ed under the jurisdiction of the Evaluatjon Con-

trol Center. 

In 1942. durin~ the Russian campaign. the plan to organized dis-

tinotive short-ranee intercept units wns finally realized. At the same 

time, the intercept service was redesignated communication intelligence. 

From the personnel and equipn·ent of the communication intelligence 

platoons, which vrere reduced to combat intelligence teams, each nrnw 

formed one short-ranee intelligence company, which was r•laced under a 

ncwll·-established comr.:unfoation intelligence battalion staff. This staff 

in turn was subordinate to the commo.nder of the cormnunication intelligence 

re£i~ent at array group headquarters. To the latter's staff were assigned 

one comr..unication intelligence platoon for special jnter~ept operations and 

one coJ?D.lUnico.tion section equipped with short-wave transmitters e..nd tele-

type terminals. Ifo changes vrere made with regard to the evalt,ation center. 

The r/o of the short-ran~e communication intelligence company called 

for 7 officers and 300 enlisted men. \vho were equipped with ilr.pr.oved wire 

intercept apparatus lllld radio receivers primarily for intercepting phone 

traffic on frequencies abovo ;,ooo kc• as well as portable short-wave. 

short-renge D/F equiprr.ent which had been recently developed. The T/O 

speciffoally included. an evaluation +.eam. a messenger section, a wire 

(oOJ!!Ir.unico.tion) tea.r.i.. a radio (communication) team, a radio intercept pla

toon, three intercept-i/F platoons, and a wire intercept platoon. The 

radio intercept platoon had one radio (communication) tea.nt and three 
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intercept teams. The intercept-D/l<' platoons oOJT.prised one eval~aticn 

team. one radio (communication) team, three intercept teams, and th~e& 

D/F teams. The 'V'rire intercept i;:latoon consisted oi' six intercept teams. 

Tho standing operating procedure was as follows: Disro~arding 

corps and di·iisicn bounearies, the company usually ctationed its eVt1.lu-

ation center near a corps comr.iP..nd post, together with the radio intercept 

Jilatoon which was equipped with about thirty receivers but l:ad no D/F 

toe.ms. The principal mission of this platoon was to bridge the gap betvraon 

long and short-range intercept operntions. 

'l!he three interoept-D/F platoons, which vrere equipped vri th fUteen 

recei vero and three D/F sets ench, were moved as far form1.rd as the situ-

ation permitted in order to be within effective ground wave range of the 

enemy field sets. The D/F base line of the individual platoons was :oot 

to exceed six to ten miles. Moreover, ea.oh platoon hnd its oVln sr.iall eval-

uation unit stni'fed vri th cryptographers, who did not ene,;age in cryptanal

ysis proper but decrypted messag.es w:l.th the help of ool".plete sets of 

oryptanalytico.l sol11tions. lnt.ercepta made by advance platoons were to be 

reported without eelay directly to tho staffs and units concerned, efter 

which the data was reported to the into~oept company headquarters. 

The wire intercept platoon employed its teams either as a unit, or 

individually, or as members of mixed units with the mission of uncoverin~ 

new possibilities. 

The intercepts obtained by all platoons were compiled by the compnny 

evaluation centor1 and the information was transmitted to communication 
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intelligence battalion headquarters at army. All available means of com-

munication were used for disseminating the information vdthin the army 

area, including the higher-echelon and tactical nets, as well as the inter-

cept company's own comr.:.unication facilities. 

Althourh this was contrary to their origi~al mission, elei~ents of 

the short-range intercept companies soon had to be diverted to combatting 

r•artisa.ns and radio agents in the rear areas, since only these c~nnies 

had equip~ent suitable for locating the enemy stations. In order not to 

jeopardize tactical short-range intercept operations at the front, special 

* radio counterintelligence units were formed for the rear areas and put 

..--
l.fr: This term is used to render the German ~-a_Ewehr, for which 
there is nppo.rently no suitable En,;lish equivalent. The author uses 
this expression to refer to radio intercept operations a[,ainst partisans 
ctnd enefu'Y ~ents in rear areas, the zone of interior• and occupied 
countries,!/ 

under OlG'I jurisdiction. 

The fixed intercept stations had eitl-1er been transferred from their 

prewar locations to i;h.e theaters of operation -- to \"iarsaw, 'fhe Hague, 

Strasbourg, Bordeaux, and Athens or else disbanded and used for the 

activation of mobile long-range intelligence companies. The fixed stations 

at liusum and Euskirchen were the only ones to rmaain at their peacetime 

location. The Euskirchen station,, which was temporarily motorized during 

the k"'rench campaie;n and had moved to Harde lot near Boulogne • later 

returned to ~uskirchen,, where it was chiefly en[aged in very-long-rml{;e 

interception of United States traf'fic. 
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The distribution of conn':lunication intelligence staffs and units after 

the reorganisation we.s as follows: Servinf: OI<H there was an Evaluation 

Control Center. a fixed intercept station. and a long-range D/F platoon. 

At ar.uzy- group level the Commander of Intercept Troops had v.nder his pontrol 

an evaluation center, a fixed intercept station, a lon~-range intercept 

company, and an intercept platoon (a-t army group headquarters) • The com-

munication in-telligence battalion staff at army headquarters controlled a 

long-range intercept oorupany within the army area and a short-range com-

, pany within the subordinate corps areas. A short-range intercept ·teem.was 

assigned to each division but was not in the chain of' comm.and, vmich 

began at om. 

The development of radio-guided, rocket-propelled missiles in 19'.i4 

led to the formation of a special radio inte~li~ence unit. .An intercept 

company was organized within the radio battalion of the Long-Distance 

Rocket Division to receive the impulse waves of V-2 missiles for the pur

pose of measuring their velocity, providing release of the propellant cut

off, and perfecting control by pilot beam. In addition, the missile was 

observed in flight by i"adar control and the impact point was ascertained 

by radio D/F. However, the most important mission of' this company was to 

determine the location of any enfm1¥ station that atteu.pted to jam the 

impulse waves of the missiles. 

The fixed intercept station atHusum discontinued its long-range 

activities at this time and assumed responsibility for the systematic 
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observation of all impulse radio sir;n.als which could be picked up at that 

point • 

Soon after the begi:r.ninf of the Allied invasion of France and during 

the German withdrawal from western Europe,, it became evident that the 

Gerw.an comnunication intelligence units enlploycd in this area were too 

vreal:::. Arsrcy Groups G in southern France and H in the Netherlands had no 

communication intelligence commanders,, and most of the army headquarters 

were without communication intelligence battalions. such as the ones 

which were available to their counterparts in Russia. where they had proved 

very effective. The weakness of the Germen communication intelligence 

units in the West prior to the Allied invo.sion could be e:xpla:ir..ed as the 

price which had to be paid for buildin~ up the more urgently-needed in-

tollir.:ence ori;aniza.tion in the East. but now that the western European 

front was no longer static immediate steps had to be ta.ken to re:.mdy this 

situation. In the autumn of' 191.14. the Army Chief' of Signal Connnunico.tion 

transferred a number of communication intellig~nce hoadquarters end com-

ponies from the Russian front to western Europe in order to support and 

otrenr,then communication intelligence in this' critical area. They were 

plnced under a "Senior COJ:!li'..ander of Cmnr.nmication Intelligence" attached 

to Of:s West. 

was 

In additicn. the position of Cenornl of Communication Intelligence 

created in the a.utm.'lll of 19li!i under the Chief of Army Signal Communi-

c1.1tion. Aside f'rom being a tri1ute to the steadily increasing importance 

of coJlll:.Uilt~ation intelligence in warfare. the creation of this position 
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oerved the purpose of raising the general standards of performance. The 

newly-appointed general and his staff were to co-ordinate communication 

intelligence activities, accelerate the exchange of essential in.i'ormation, 

and bring about a steady improvement in 'the ~ver·all efficiency of opera-

tions by assuming control over training, personnel assigmnenta, and the 

development of new equipment. The General of Ccmmunication Intelligence 

VlB.S placed in charge of the Communication Intelligence Control Center, 

'Which collected, processed, and disseminated information of importance 

destined for Ritler, OKfi, and the Eastern and Western Intelligence 

Branches of OI<H. 

Centralized control over short-range intelligence performed by 

individual companies provided the corps and army headquarters with more 

reliable and comprehensive tactical information about the enemy capabil-

ities than had formerly been obtained by decentralized operations at di-

vision level. However, this information reached the division headq~arters 

too l~te to be useful in the conduct of operations. Even with the quick-

est processing methods, the new and more extensive organization functioned 

in such a way that too much time was required to relay information throu~ 

the tactical evaluation center to the combat sector concerned. In view or 

the increase in the number of enemy sets using voice and the JllUltitude of 

openings their users granted to the Germans, the front-line divisions 

decided to organize improvised short-range RI teams with the personnel and 

cquip~ent of their O\'lll division signal battalions. These te8l!ls soon scored 

astounding successes ar.ainst enemy -voice traffic. All that was needed 
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to achieve such success were a few radiomen with portable receivers, some 

good linguists, and an opponent who, whenever the fighting amounted to more 

than just position warfare, gre\'1 so excited that he committed breaches of 

radio discipline which could be immediately exploited by German artillery 

fire. This was true of the Russians, the British, and the .Americans in 

equal measure. 

In most instances, infantry divisions employed six to eir,ht receivers. 

Some armored divisions intercepted Russian voice co:mmunicatior~ even while 

moving to new combat posts. 

For the sake of completeness mention should also be made of the oper

ations of those wire intercept teams ~1lich at first belonged' to the short-

range communication intelligence platoons of the divisions and were subse

quently part of the short-range intelligence companies. They were finally 

returned to divisional jurisdiction and moved up to the forward-most line. 

In position warfare against the Russians these teams produced valuable 

information at certain points, especially when, during a withdrawal to a 

new position, they were able to leave behind ground intercept circuits in 

the area that the enemy was about to occupy. In such instances they ob-

tained information from enemy conversations dealing with intended oper-

ations and movements, thus enabline the combat forces to take immediate 

countermeasures. On the whole, hovrever, the employment of such teams was 

impractical, because it required a large number of hif,hly-skilled person-

nerwithout furnishing commensurate results, either qualitatively or quan

titatively. Whenever the situation called f'or or permitted the use of such 

teams, they could always be improvised with the assistance of a few 
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li~ists. This was particularly true in cases where the Germana were able 

~o tap lines which the eneniy continued to use before he finally imposed 

security measures. A ff!IW such instances occurred also during World War II, 

including occasional, briefly-successful attempts to deceive the other p~ 

on the line and thereby obtain answers to questions. To illustrate this, 

one mie;ht mention that the Germans were able to exploit an opportunity for 

tapping French telephone lines in the outpost area of the West Wall and 

listen to the conversations of an outpost-guard•. In a more signii'icant 

case they tapped an inadequately protected trunk circuit out of Warsaw dur-

ing the siege of that city in 1939, and.intercepted the conversations 

between the Polish oomn.a.nder and his subordinates in the different defense 

sectors. 

No l'lire intercept teams \Vere employed during the German retreat from 

1·:astern il!urope. On the other hand, during 'hhe confusion of the final 

W'eeks or the war the Germans, fighting \rl thin their OV'm borders, made ex-

tensive use of vmat might be called telephone intelligence. Postal tele-

phone workers, public officials, and privs.te persons were requested to give 

information about the enemy in occupied or contested areas over ci·.rilian 

long-distance telephone lines. Whereas in eastern~ the Russian ar-

mored points were immediately followed by signal troops, which occupied 

telephone exchanges, thus gaining control of the circuits, the .A.~ericans 

were quite derelict in taking over phone facilities promptly. For this 

reason the Germans were usually able to obtain information about .American 

move.~ents during a per.iod of several hours after a city or town.had been 
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captured. The ract that this carelessness did not result in heavy casual-

ties was attributable solely to the weakening of German resis·t;ance. 

The actual strength figures of cmrununication intelligence personnel 

in the German .Army at the end of the war in 191+5 were approximately as 

follOYISS 

General of Connnunication Intelligence, inoludinr, his sta:tf) 
and the CoI!Ullunication Intelligence Control Center ) 250 

6 commanders of communication intelli~ence, with their 
sta.ffs and evaluation centers 

10 communication intelligence battalion staffs 

5 fixed intercept stations 

10 long-range companies 

15 short-ranee companies 

Army personnel employed in radio counterintelligence units 
o.nd the Cryptographic Branch of OK\V 

Total: 

) 
) 

500 

750 

3,500 

4,500 

These figures do not include the short-range teams directly subord-

inate to division headquarters, the numerous female auxiliaries who were 

employed as radio operators with rear echelon units, the co.m:nunication in-

telligence replacement battalion at Franlcf'urt am tAa.in, the translator 

replacement battalion at ~leissen, the provisional instruction unit at the 

Arrrry Signal School in Halle, and the conununication intelligence training 

company. 
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Appendix II 

Survey of the Technological Evolution of German Radio 

Intelligence 

In World War II a great number of the successes scored by German radio 

intelli~ence could be attributed to the effectivenss of its special equip-

mont. 

During ~iorld War I the intercept service used general-purpose recei v-

ing sets. When atmospheric interference was not too great radio intercept 

~rrorts were successful, because damped-wave transmission, using high pmver, 

was customary at that time. The Germans had large, highly-sensitive gonio-

l1!Bters, which were ideally suited to position w·arfare. The transition to 

undamped-wave transmission -- with its hieh selectivity -- toward the end 

of the war made it necessary to adopt different methods. 

During the first years of its existence the Reichvrehr used commercial-

type receivers o.nd direction finders, which, however, 9roved inadequate for 

boi;h active and passive military r~dio operations. Special research led to 

improvements in general-purpose equipment, vlhich continued in use for 

intercept operations. 

Not until 1937 was it definitely decided that the intercept service 

should develop somo equipment.of its own. Intercept receivers had to have 

a sufficiently-wide frequency range and m3et the special requirements 

reouliar to intercept activity. For the purpose of instantaneous recogni-

tion, rapid recording, speedy direction finding, and mecho.nical iecipher-

ing, the ini;ercopt service needed equipment of' ma:id.raUI:L mechanical sturdiness 
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which would be weatherproof under arctic and tropical co~ditiona. More-

over. this equipment had to be reliable and easy to install and operate. 

T~e frequency tuning of the receivers had to correspond to that or the 

direction finders. and it was necessary that both have sufficient output. 

To satisfy these requirements the Signal Equipment Branch of the A:rrrry 

Ordnance Office added to the \'lire and radio equipment sections a special 

section for the development of radio and wire intercept and cryptanalytic 

equipment. This section developed a series of highly-effective radio 

intercept receivers covering the frequencies to be observed. The best 

~odel. which had a frequency range of 10 kc. - 150 Uc •• wa~ ready for issue 

in mid-1939· The quality of these sets was acknowledged in British scien-

tific publications in 19}.J,2, after several of these receivers had been 

captured at El Alamein. 

In contrast to the military establishments of other nations the 

German Arnry made but little use of the unreliable short waves from 10 to 

100 meters. At a very early date German arm.or took the bold step of 

~dopting ultrashort-wave equipment,which proved very satisfactory in inter-

tank communication, since, contrary to predictions, the propagation of these 

waves was not limited to direct line of sight. Intermediate headquarters 

generally used m.edium(lOO - 300 meters)wave sets. while higher-echelon 

headquarters em.ployed the long wavelengths (300 - 1,000 111eters). 

HB.I:18 all over the world have taken adva...~tage of the wide propagation 

oharacteristics of the short waves. Coverage of great distances with a 

small amount of power was a commonplace occurrence. It was therefore 
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logical that many countries should use these waves also for military pur-

poses. However• short-wave signals have a @:reat disadvantage in that 

they fluctuate and are extremely unreliable when received in the skip 

zone whose limits are difficult to determine. The sky wave component of 

a signal can be counted on with accuracy only after extensive observation 

of its behavior during different seasons and times of the day. 

These considerations had to be taken into account in developing 

intercept receivers and direction finders. The interception of short-

wave signals required two fairly complicated types of direction finderss 

a short-range set for ground-wave reception and a long-range one. which 

was initially designated the "Adcock direction finder" after its inventor. 

The latter was used along a wide base lineJ for example. in Russia it 

operated along a UoO-mile base line between Rzeszow (Galicia) and Kranz 

(East Prussia). and in the Mediterranean area against the British Eighth 

Arm¥ in North Africa along a 750-mile base line (Tripoli and Crete). 

During the winter war in Finland reception or short-wave signals fr01n 

Finland was better in Galicia than in East Prussia •. Likewise. Allied 

traff'io following the landings in French lforth Africa was. surprisingly 

enough, heard particularly clearly in northern France. 

In addition to developing these highly-intricate direction finders. 

the intercept service brought out; receti vine; equipment designed to handle 

radioteletype, multiplex, facsimile, and sound-recorded transmission. 

For the development of mechanical equipment for use in cryptanalysis a 

special research unit was created. Technical and organizational details 
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Appendix III 

Basic Elem.ents o:f Radio Intelligence 

This account is based on the operating procedure or an intercept 

company. Fixed intercept stations, such as the subsequently established 

long-ra.nge and short-range cOJllllunioation intelligence companies and the 

e"ll'aluation centers farther to the rear, all operated in similar fashion. 

Numerous alternatives by which the operating procedure may be changed 

through the -transfer of units and the building up of points of main effort 

in accordance with the opposine; radio traffic have not been taken into 

consideration in the :following. 

1. Interception 

The personnel of the intercept company could operate thirty-six re-

ceivers under norm.al conditions or twenty-four on an aro~d-the-clock 

schedule. On the basis of the tactical situation and the intercept mis-

sion asdigned it was usually possible to determine the radio sets and the 

channels that would be used by the enemy units (armored, infantry, or 

artillery elements, reconnaissance planes, or higher-echelon headquarters) 

llhich were to be observed. The less information that was available regard-

ing the potential enem;y traffic, the more channels there were which had 

to be guarded. Until he was given more specific instructions, the individ-

ual intercept operator had a certain portion of the spectrum to guard. 

Re had to be able to identity the particular traffic in which the Ger.nan 

Command was interosted and to disregard the rest. For this purpose the 

operator had to have a comprehensive knowledge of the military and non-
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military radio communication services of the various nations involved, in-

eluding call signs and abbreviations. ilhen they received their particular 

assignments, the operators were given all pertinent information based on 

previous observation by other RI units and on peacetime experience. 

Intercepted enemy messages were tmn recorded and the call sign and type 

of message vrere determined from the ·heading, authenticator, and group 

structure. I.r an enemy net used two or more frequencies then these had 

to be determined, frequently in co-operation vnth another intercept oper

ator, who woulti be tuning across the band in which the still-unidentified 

net stations were likely to be found. Then bearings had to be taken by 

direction finders in order to make sure that the traffic singled out by 

the operator originated from the area which he was assigned to cover. 

After all the net stations had been identified, specific frequencies were 

assigned to individual operators. Thereupon, the operator was supposed to 

intercept all the traffic on that frequency, to note all call signs used 

and references to links with higher headquarters, to record any change or 

frequency or call siflns, and finally to copy or record accurately all 

messages transmitted. Several D/F teams were used to determine the exact 

location of the stations from which the traffic originated. A close check 

had to be kept on the volume of tra.t'fic and arry special characteristics, 

such as, for example, changes in signal strength, which would indicate some 

unit or command post movemant. In such instances new bearings had to be 

taken to ascert.ain whether the station was operatinr, from a different loca

tion. 'vihere traffic was handled by just two stations on a single frequency, 
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in the case or v1hich call signs were usually omitted, the beginning and 

ending time of each transmission had to be recorded, so that the s"t;ations 

could be constant]Jr distinguished from each other for purposes of accur

ato D/F results. Attention had to be paid to relay messages, whose 

interception made it possib~ to discover the interrelationship between 

one specific link and others. When intercepting net traffic, the opera

tor had to identity every participating station, including the net control 

station, and its relation, 1£ arry, to other links. 

Moreover, the operator had to watch out for possible errors and char-

sctsristic traits in the technique or the enemy radio operators. Their 

disappearance and subsequent reappearance at some other point often indi

cated the relief' or trans.t'er or the entire unit to which the operator 

beloneed. To accomplish such a variety of difficult tasks the int9rcept 

operator had to be thoroughly trained. He had to be able to receive an 

average o.f' 120 characters per minute. In addition, he had to be .t'amiliar 

with enemy radio procedures, so that he could observe traffic without 

particular strain. Only then was he able to recognize peculiarities and 

errors, and record in full all conversations, plain-text messages, opera-

ting signals, and abbreviations. 

In the performance or his duty the operator made out an intercept 

report. This was a form on which he entered ell details pertaining to 

station identification, frequencies, message headings, and chronological 

data. The message proper was recorded on a special intercept form. 

The officer or senior noncommissioned officer, vrho was in charge of 
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an intarcept unit. had to arrange the work shifts and establish priorities 

fot the observation of channels on the basis of requests received fron the 

evaluation center. He wa.s also in charge of the D/F teems and ha.d to keep 

a. traffic chart. On this diagram he merely showed frequen~ies. call 

signs, and tra.ns~ission times without entering any geographical or tacti-

cal data. The cor.ipleted intercept reports and message texts were forwarded 

to the evaluation center. Any peculiarities or changes in the general 

radio picture had to be reported·to the latter im.~ediately. 

2. Direction Finding 

The mission of the· D/F units was to determine the location of en6l'Jl¥ 

stations 'Which had been identified and were beinr. observed by the intercept 

operators. 

The opera.tine; site chosen by a D/F unit had to be favorable for radio 

reception and have a minimum. magnetic decli~ation. Each D/F team included 

t-ao operators, one of whom received messages from other D/F teoms, vlhile 

the second acted as intercept operator. observinr. traffic on which he re-

ported to his ncs. 

In addition to their training in intercepting, the D/F operators had 

to acquire adeptness in rotating the loop antenna to the point of minimum 

volume. ascertaining the width of this band of mini.'11Ulll response, and com

puting the exact azimuth from the marginal readings. Moreover, Dfl'' 

operations had to be carried out with exceptional speed, since often only 

one or two call signs or an a.cknowledger.i.ent lasting a few seconds could 

be intercepted. Extreme care had to be exercised lest the evaluation 
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personnel be misled. Each· operator used a report form on which he entered 

in:f'orm.atio11. regarding the time_, frequency_, call sign_, and fragments of 

intercepted messages, as well as the azimuths obtained. 

To dispatch D/F tea.ms a transnitter at the intercept center was used. 

The operator stated the frequency ruid call sign of the station to be loca

ted and the number of the ~/F team, so that the azimuth thus taken could 

be later confir.n.ed by checkine_:. If no teletype comr.tunication was available_, 

the ~/F data tvas forwarded to the evaluation center by radio. 

3. l!.'valuation 

The mission of the evaluation unit was to correlate the reports of 

the intercept and D/F units ia order to obtain an accurate picture of 

enemy radio communication and to sum up the information in a radio ei'hua-

tion report. To accomplish this mission each evaluation center was sub

divided into five sections, namely the trai'fia,procedure, D/F, message, 

and final evaluation seotion. The first four sections were headed by 

noncornmi-ssioned officers, while an office:t was in charge of final evalua.-

·~ion. The company commander was responsible for writing the ra.dio situa-

tion report. Working in conjunction with the evaluation units was the 

cryptanalytic section, headed by ano~her officer, which solved simple 

field ciphers that could be handled by the field-type equipment issued to 

the intercept companies. The data needed for current cryptanalytic oper

ations was distributed by the Evaluation Control Center. 

The individual sections were responsible for the following i'unctions: 
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The traffic evaluation section maintained the radio traffic chart 

and recorded all guarded frequencies. call signs. and prosigns on lists 

or index cards. This reference material helped to uncover any organiza-

tione.l changes on the opposing side• such as the relief, transfer. or 

first appearance of units. and changes in frequencies and call signs. 

The stereotyped procedure used by the Russians often enabled the Germans 

to predict when indi vi.dual enemy stations would change call signs and 

frequencies. 

The procedure evaluation section identified net relationships on 

the basis of characteristics. such as special operating signals. abbrevi-

ations. peculiarities in message texts. and the idiosyncrasies of certain 

operators. This section observed the traffic of the various nets and 

registered the results on diagrams. In addition. it identified the net 

control stations from such details as intervals ?et-.veen messages• time 

signals. collective calls. and identical :nessages and acknowledgements 

transmitted on more than one frequency. 

The D/F evaluation section had to sumna.rize the reports submitted by 

the D/F te8lllS and make entriea on the D/F chart. Fram these findings it 

"Nas possible to draw conclusions concerning the location or the en~ radio 

stA.tions. By oombinin~ this information with that produced by the traffic 

and procedure evaluation sections. one could determine the organizational 

:3truoture of the enemy units. since the establishment of radio stations 

a~ too great a distance from the headquarters which they served was imprac-

tioal.. Any changes in the location of enemy f'orces. that is. any taotical 
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movements, had to be recognized without delay and reported ilnmediately. 

As -the initial step in setting up operations, the D/F evaluation 

seotion had to provide the teams with data taken from the chart or mag-

netic declination. These corrective factors were applisd by the teams, 

thus obviating the necessity of recalculating each figure at the evalua-

tion center. One of the functions of the section was to com~ute t~e 

bearing error of each team. with reeo.rd to direction and frequency and to 

make due allommce f'or them in estimating each fix. By this means the 

assumed location of a radio station.under observation -- theoretically 

at the intersection of the bisectors of the angle of the er~or triangle 

eould more nearly coincide with its actual position. In co-operation with 

the intercept control station, the D/F evaluation section was responsible 

f'or supervising the D/F teams, for repeating operations whose results were 

tmsatisfa.otory 1 and f'or continuous plotting of s·tations which were believed 

·bo 'have changed their location. A steady flaw of D/F reports originating 

at the teams arrived at the section°fi;ire or radio and eventually in 

writing and had to be carefully processed. The azimuths were transferred 

to overlays on l:loo.ooo or 1:50.000-scale maps. In plottinc over extreine-

ly lone; distances, the deviations due to bhe curvature of tne earth had to 

be calculated and taken into account when the long. st.raigh-b azimuth lines 

>Yere transferred to t.\ie overlay. lt'or this purpose a. simplified method 

suitable for field operations was deiraloped. 

In addition to messages in clear ·text. the message evaluation sec~ion 

doe.1-b chiefly with combat and supply messages which were partly encrypted 
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by means of signal charts, brevity codes, and other code designations. The 

solution of fully encrypted texts was a function of the cryptographic 

Branch as explained in Appendix V. This branch provided the message ova.1-

uation section with the solutions to cryptosystems, so that subsequent 

messages, for which the same systems were used, could be solved on a local 

level. The message evaluation section maintained lists and index cards 

containing infol"!nation on its interpretation of enemy code designations, 

~s well as the names of officers, radio operators, and localities, and 

any unit designations which were occasionally intercepted in the clear. 

The purpose in gathering every little piece of information was to make the 

!liaterial readily available to the final evaluation section. 

The final evaluation section collected the information obtained by 

the four other evaluation sections, checked it for accuracy and condensed 

it in the radio situation reports. In this process the personnel of the 

section "translated" the commonly-used radio opera.tor's jargon i::i.to the 

klnd of German which would be understandable to any general staff officer.~ 

In the radio situation report any statement or data which could not 

be .fully 'llld reliably subst!Ultiated by evaluation results had to be spe-

cially designated as conjecture. But even conjectures had to be logical 

conclusions drawn from underlyine facts. Imaginative speculations were 

strictly forbidden. The commander of the intercept company, who signed 

the radio situation report, fully realized that the information he had 

collected represent9d only a part of the intelli~ence picture. The over-

all estimate of the enemy situation wa.s an Ar..-ry General Staff function. 
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The experience of German radio intelligence shows that the emphasis 

on the different types of eva.luation fluctuated constaJ.1tly in accordance 

-:rith ·the ever-chaneing enemy radio procedures. To illustrate this point 

it might be mentioned that in Russia 75 percent of the co:rnn.unicntion 

intelligence results from higher-echelon nets were obtained from traffic 

And D/F evaluation and 25 percont from message evaluation. At the 

purely tactical level 95 percent of all information was derived from 

1nessage evaluation. The 3ir.i1.luntion Control Center collected 50 percent 

of its int~lligence from message evaluation and the other 50 percent 

.f'rom traffic and D/.&' evaluation. 
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Appendix IV 

Radio Counterintelligence 

(Bsed on a report by Lieutenant Colonel de Bary, director or 
German radio counterintelligence 1942 - 45.) 

1. .Amateur Radio Activity 

-175-

In View or ;the similarity of radio systems in general, former peace-

time hams constituted an important reservoir or potential radio intelli-

gence agents and operators for the resistance movements. .Amateur radio 

operations developed along widely differing lines in various countries. 

For example, at the request of the Reichswehr, the Weimar Republic pro-

hibited amateur radio traffic in order to paralyze the illegal communi

ontion between the Communist p~rty and Soviet Russia. In view of the 

conditions prevailing at that time, this decision was probably correct, 

even though it was instrumen-tal in preventing an increase in the number 

of experienced radio operators. The Third Reich adhered to this policy 

which, although perhaps a mistaken one, can be explained by the fear or 

increased espionage ac-tivities. 

It was quite different in the United States, which, unconcerned-about 

such risks, encouraged amateur radio activities as a kind of sport. This 

policy had the advantage that the amateurs helped to advance technical 

developments and formed an ever-growing pool of experienced manpower. 

This wealth or technical experience and trained personnel gave the United 

States a heud stari; in the desir,n and production of radio equipment. 

Then it was suddenly confronted with the- large-scale requirements of a 
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fighting war. however. this freedom of the air waves involved the risk 

that a ham might easily become a radio agent. Germ.any took advantage of 

this opportunity by recruiting radio agents in the United States and 

South America before the war; these continued to send messages to Germany 

af'ter the war had started. The Germ.ans collected valuable eoonemic and 

political information from this source. 

Great Britain took no chances with regard to the loyalty of its radio 

amateurs. The British Radio .Amateur Association performed a l~yalty check 

of its members and prevented any abuses. At the same time the British e•-

couraged radio operations throughout the l!mpire. 

Things were entirely different in the Soviet Union. There the Party 

retained firm control and encouraged amateur radio operations am.one; its 

devoted ~embers in order to make use of them in wartime as partisans azJ.d 

radio a.gents. Many hundreds of such experienced radio operators are 

probably available in the Iron Curtain countries today. 

Nowadays the field of radio offers many oppoytnnities for subversiw 

activities. The most elaborate means are required 't.O trR'lk them dawn. 

The doors stand wide open to espionage and subversion unless this "war of 

the air waves" can be won in peacetime. 

2. Radio .Agents in Occupied Territories 

'.'lhen German troops occupied Czechoslovakia and Poland in 1939,, Norway. 

Denmark,, the Netherlands,, Belgium.,, and northern France in 1940. and the 

Balkans in 1941,, it was impossible to prevent the formation of underground 
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movements and resistance groups 9r interdict the activities of numerous 

agents equipped with radio sets. The mission of these agents wa.s to 

discover military and economic secrets; those working for the Soviets 

were given the additional task of planting the seeds of subversion within 

the Germ.an armed forces and civilian population. The latter were able to 

contact the internal German resistance move111ent and secure its support. 

Cormnunication within the resistance groups and among agents was 

handled by courier, while, for reasons of speed and security, reports to 

the central control s-ba1::ions, and orders originating from them were sent 

al.~ost exclusively by radio. 

The most ~mportant of these central control stations was located 

near London and was used by the western European governments in exile, lb.-

cludine; those of Norway, Poland, Czechoslovakia. and the Balkan countries. 
the 

Some of the agents worked through/Br'itish relay station in Cairo. Where-

as all these activities were clearly differentiated accordin~ to national-

i ty, a number of individuals who lived in different countries and sympa

thized with the COllDllunisi; ideology co-operated with the-central control 

station in Moscow. 

The radio intercept branch of the German civilian police, which was 
·c 

responsible for locating unlicensed transmitters, was unable to cope with 

the increasing volume of these illegal communications. In view of the 

significance of these underground activities to the war effort, the Ariued 

Forces decided i;o intervene in 1940 and proceeded to take energetic ooun-

teraction through their experienced radio intelligence organization, 
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especially that of the Arm:!· From the very beginning the military rea-

lized that they would have to employ different organizational and techni-

onl procedures than those currently used at the front. 

3. Or~anization 

Vlhereas the activities of Gertnan radio agents had always been directed 

by Counterintelligence Branch I, the Radio Counterintelligence Section 

was formed under the Radio Com:nunicntion Bran.oh of the Armed Forces Signal 

Conuuunication Group, although this measure was adr.tinistratively unsound. 

Up to tlie end of the war this confused organizational structure -- 'in 

which "co-operation" took the place of clearly-defined responsibility and 

in wl1ich the authority of the counterintelligence agencies, the civilian 

police, the Central Office of National Security, and the like overlapped 

constantly -- led to a waste of effort and constant jurisdictional con-

fli~ts. As a result many an enemy radio arent was able to escape, althour,h 

his whereabouts had been definitely established by D/F. 

The organizational structure of the German counterintelligence a.gen-

cies is shown in Chart 1. Radio intercept companies were activated as 

operating agencies; their operating procedure is shown in Chart 2. The 

T/O of these co:-1panies (1941-W.s.) included a motorcycle messenger section, 

an eV"l.lua~ion platoon, an intercept platoon (two sections), a long-range 

D/F' pl11.toon (four teams)., and a. short-range ~/F platoon (three teams). 

The Radio Counterintelligence Section employed roughly 2,000 officers, 

civilians, noncom:nissioned officers. enlisted men. and female auxitliaries, 

mostly from the Army and Luftwaffe. A similar number of people continued 
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to serve with the radio intercept branch or the civilian police,, Ymich op-

arated fixed radar stations in Berlin-Spa..~dau, Tilsit, BrunS\Vick, Cologne, 

Constance, Vienna,, and Paris. These stations employed lon~-ranee D/F 

sets which were controlled over a special long-distance telephone circuit. 

A small nwnber of short-range D/1'' tea.ms under police jurisdiction covered 

i1ermany proper,, occupied Poland,, Nor".vay. the Netherlands. and,, in conjunc- · 

tionwith the Armed Forces,, the area around Paris. In all these territories, 

which were considered outside tha theaters of operations proper,, no mili-

tary radio counterintelligence tm.its were employed. The civilian police 

stubbornly opposed any military interference within ths areas under its 

jurisdiction,, and many an agent was thus able to escape. Chart 3 shows 

the areas in which military radio counterintelligence operated up to 1943. 

The system of decentralization which was adhered to until that year 

and which corresponded to the system formerly employed in intercepting 

long and medium-wave traffic at the front, did not prove effective because 

or the difficulty in intercepting short-wave signals, the increasingly 

complex enemy radio systeins .. and the inevitable duplication of effort. 

Strict centralization was the answer to these problems. The radio inter-

cept companies were relieved of their evaluation functions,, which were 

then concentrated at an evaluation control center at Jueterbog. Radio 

intercept stat.ions, staffed mainly by female signal auxiliaries and oper

ating in conjunction with long-range D/F' posts,, were_set up in Belgrade,, 

Vienna,, Pa.ris. 'Hanover,, K!f!!.e• Kranz,, Rome, Pulsnitz, Athens, and Jueterbo11:. 

In addition to these, three mobile short-range D/F co~pnnies were formed. 
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'l'fith this streamlined organization the Germans had less difficulty in 

coping with the rapidly increasing number of radio agents. Chart 4 indi

cates the structure of this centr,..lized organfzation. 

Intercept operations were no longer executed according to territorial 

jurisdiction, but were directed by the evaluation control center and car-

ried out by those radio intercept stations which were best able to observe 

nnd plot short-wave transmissions. The last step in the process of reor-

ganization, which would have been particularly commendable for military 

reasons, namely, the organization of radio counterintelligence into one 

regiment •lith subordinate battalions, corresponding to other military units, 

could not be effected in time •• 

4. Operating Procedure 

Apart fron the use of ultrashort waves by American agents; all the 

others operated with short-wa1/'e sets which, by taking advantage of sky

wave radiation, ena:bled their users to oorver lone; distances with extremely 

small sets. Moreover, the skip tone offered the agents a certain amount of 

protection. According to the central control stations with which thev com

lhUnioated, the agents employed the fr~quencies which offered thmn the most 

fa11'0rable propagation at a particular time ot day, taking into account the 

distance to be covered. This observation provided the Germana with clues 

tor interoeptine messages sent by en~ agents. The trl.ffic of the govern

ments in e:idle retained the national characteristics which were known 

frOJl'l tntercept operations previously carried out ae;Ainst the ·fie;hting 

forces of the&e countries. As the v1ar cor~t.inued, t.het& chara.ctoristics 
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were progressively elimi:iaated. the radio agents imitated nore ana more 

i;he German techniques and +.bus confronted Geman radio intellige11ce with 

fom.i cJable problems. Originally simple and easily observed,, enemy ayst~ 

becar.ie increasingly complicated the longer the wn.r lasted. The en9l1lY 

operated with several different traffic procedures,, constantly changing 

call signs, and varying time schedules. 

Often,, three stations within a net took turns in trnnsmittirg a mes-

cate,, or else the stations chonged their location each time they trans-

r..itted. Usually t.hey were located in hotels or apartment developments in 

large cities,, from which the operator had more than one avenue of escape 

and was able to watch for any s.pproaching danger. In order to preclude the 

possibility of being deceived by fake radio traffic,, wherob~· Gen:ie.n RCI 

(radio counterin"l.elligence) simulated the traffic of an enemy agent after 

he had been apprehended,, the enenw introduced warnin~ signals which were 

supposed to be transmitted at the very le.st moment. Raving adapted itself 

to these peculiarities in technique,, Ferman RCI operations proceeded in 

the following sequence: Observation with or without net control station 

co-ordinating long-range D/F operations,, evaluation,, short-range intercep-

tion ,, arrest of the agent,, and final evaluation. 

Durine; the observation stage &11 previously identified friendly and 

forei&n civilian and military radio nets were first eliminated with the 

aid of the so-ce.lled radio identification manual,, and all other cuspioi-

OUB traffic was constantly observed and fiJIJ!sobtained. In western &'urope 

intranet D/F communication wns r.iaintained largely by wire; in Russia,, by 
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radio. It was organized in such a manner that several D/F teams were 

sin1ultaneously notified in code Vlithin a ma."ti.mum of ten seconds e.f'ter 

ir.itial interception which of the stations were to be plotted. The reply 

procedure• whereby the D/F da.ta was forwarded• was equally fa.st. In order 

to gather additional ~.e.terial. previously identified a~ents and central 

control stations were kept under observe.tion, end their bea.riligs were oc-

casionally checked in order to detect any changes in location that might 

have taken place. 

Radio agents 'wiiose identity and location had been definitely estab-

lished were kept under constant surveillance by at least two intercept 

stations in order to secure additional message texts. 

The preliminary evaluation section at the intercept stations re-

checked the intercepts .in order to eliminate traffic of no interest. This 

section compiled daily D/F and intercept reports vmich were forwarded by 

toletype or radio to the evaluation control center in Jueterbo~. The 

traffic analysis personnel at Jueterbog classified these reports according 

to the following six oategoriesa 

a. Western net (Radio traffic of British and .American agents} 

b. Eastenr net (Radio traffic of Russian agents and spies) 

c. PS-net (Radio traf'1'ic of Polish and Czech agents) 

d. Southeastern net {~ritish nnd Tito radio traffic ir- the Balkans) 

e. Illegal tre.nsmit'\.ers within Germ.any proper 

£. Unidentified nets. 

The daily evaluation results, subdivided into two categories, were 

forvtarded to all radio counterintelligence field agencies and to the 
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civilian rolice. In +..he first category was the so-called intercept loca-

ting tlata for agent-operated stations Ylhich were to be subjectee to 

further observation prior to short-range scrutiny. In the second were 

the so-called observation results pertaining to stations which were under 

short-range sur'V9illance and were to be subjsoted to further observation 

and eventual counteraction. 

After the arrGst of an agent, it was the task of message evaluation 

to solve previously intercepted messages with the help of the captured 

records. Cryptanalysis proper, as practiced in field radio intelligence, 

vr~s not possible, since the worn systems used by the agents were based 

on certain books -- usually novels -- which provided the key. 

~lhenever a station operated by agents was considered ready for the 

short-ra.r..e;e phase, personnel in civilian clothes with short.-range D/F 

sets installed in motor vehicles (with no visible antenna) and in some 

instances in small airplanes, obtained a fix end encircled the suspected 

location. Usually minjature D/F sets attached to the operator's belt 

were used to determine tho specific house and floor where the transmitter 

was locntee. Until the end of 19l.i2 the time element was not-so crucial, 

makin~ it possible to call on the law-enforcement agencies to make the 

arrest. By 19113, however, the increasine; caution of the agents compelled 

the intercept teams to take ilrJ11ediate and independent action after having 

uefinitely determined the location of a station, lest months of diligent 

observe_tion should be in vain. 

In this connection it is worth mentioning that the Germans on some 

occasions sustained serious losses of val~able specialist personnel. 
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Af'ter successful arrests, experienced re.dio opera.tors of the short-re.nt;e 

intercept teams were occasione.lly called upon to trans~it fake messa~es 

in an attempt to continue the apprehended a.gent's traffic. The arresting 

par~· had to catch the radio operator by surprise in the very act of 

transmitting in order to secure intact the maximmn amount of' t:raf'fio data. 

vihich he was using. This data was submitted to the final evaluation 

sP.ction, where it was used to solve the extremely complex cryptogrnm.s 

previously transndtted by a.gents. By this·procedure RCI obteined valuable 

information about intl-a:net relationships, other agents, the ring leaders, 

e.nd espionage activity in general. 

5. Results 

a. }.gainst Agents 

Working vnth its own equipment, RCI was able to effect about ;o 
direct arrests in 1941, 90 in 191.'2, 160 in 19'-i.;, and approximately 130 in 

19L4. In all, this amounted to some 410 oases, in about 20 percent or 

which the civilian police f'Ol"ces lent their assistanee. Lloreover, indirect 

arrests could be made on the basis of the information compiled by the final 

evaluation section. This source contributed a.pproxilr.ately 140 additional 

ceses during the same period. Thus, a total of 550 arrests stemr.rl.nE from 

RCI operations were effected in four years. The figures for arrests mo.de 

by other counterintelligence agencies and the Central Cffice for Ka~ional 

Security are not known. 

In considerin~ this figure of 550 arrests, however, one must mention 

the fact that there were at least 500 agent-operated stations vlhich vrere 
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seized. There were at least twice as many suspe~ted, unidentified agent~ 

operated stations which had been intercepted at one time or enother 

hut whose exact number remained unknown. Chart 5 shows the approximate 

distribution of agent-operated stations intercepted as of the end of 1943• 

One of the most striking facts is that not a single agent-operated 

station could be located in Germany proper. In spite of constant and 

intensified observation and short-ranee plotting in the Eerlin area, 

near the Fuehrer' s headquarters in East Prussia, in the Harz Mountains 

(V-2 testing range}, all efforts were unrewarded, althouEh there was 

definite proof that even top-level decisions and plans were being betrayed 

by persons located in the Fuehrer"'s hendquarters • 

.Among the most notable achievements of radio counterintelligence, 

the "Red Trio" case deserves to be mentioned. After the arrest of a radio 

agent in Brussels fr8.f;Jllents of messaees were found which provided clues 

to the hiding places of the code books, which in turn were eventually found 

after a lengthy search throue;hout Frm1ce and Belgium.. The decryption of 

numerous messages revealed the existence of a pro-Russian resistance group 

l'iilose members held important positions in German civilien and military 

agencies and vlhich also included two members of the cryptanalysis section 

of the German radio counterintelligence service proper. 

Details about this case are described in a novelistic manner in !h.!, 

~.!!!..!!"!2. (Die Rote Kapelle} by w. F. Flicke (Vier Brueckenverlag, Hilden 

am Rhein, 1944}, a so-called authentic~ factual report, which actually 
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Chart 5 
Appendix IV 

Agent-Oparated Radio Stations Observed and Plotted in 19h3-l.i4 

------·---------·-- --------------.. ----·--: . . . . . . . . . . 
Location Russian Polish ; Czech : British British us Total 

(Con- (Con- (Con- (Con- ultra-
trolled trolled :. trolled trolled short 
from. from from frOlll r wave 
l.losoow) I London) ' : London) : Cairo) : 

: ; ; . . . . . . . . ---·--- ··---- ----- ... -- ------- -----· -·-- - -. ---·---: ' : : t : 
In front : r : 
or lines : r t : r. : 
in France: 15 15 : 

I : 
Partisans : . . 

I behind I ' : r 
I German : s: : I : : 
I lines in : : : 

Russia I 140 : = : 140 
t I : = : : : 

Poland : ' 20 : . 
' : : 20 r . 

: r: : : : : 
Czecho- : : it 4• : : : . : . 
Slovakia I 2** r s: 6 I 

: : : 
Norw~ 2 r . : 15 t r : 17 r . 

: r : 
Denmark : :: : r 4 : :· : 4 : 

: : : 
: Holland 2 : 20 : 22 

:: : : : 
I Belgium 2 I' ' : 25 : : : 27 : 
I I : = I : r : : 
I Paris : ~ I 2 : : 30 .. : 35 : 
: I : : I I :: : : 
: Western I I r • : : 
1 France t ' 

, : 20 t : ' 20 : 
I t I I s r ' I 

• Southern I r r : t r. I 
I France 3 I 8 : 50 t I 61 I 
I I I ' ' I I 
: Spain s I : 10 : 10 ' : I I ' = r Sritcer- I I : : '" I land 3 I l I 4 I 
I 

__ ,_ 
I : : : . . -------
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Chart 5 (Continued) 
Appendix IV 

----··---·----·------··---- -----------: : : 
Location : Russian Polish 

: (Con- (Con-
trolled s trolled 

: from : from 
: Uoscow) London) 

: : ------·-----'--' : 
Northern : 

: Italy 

Southern 
Italy 

Sardinia 
: & Corsica: 
: 
s North 

Africa 

: Yugo
slavia 

Hungary 

Romania. 

Bulgaria 

Greece 

Istambul 

Tiflis 

Co.iro 

; Totals 

2 

5 

3 

2 

2 

: 

: 
r 

: 

·.---controlled from London 
** Controlled from Moscow 

2 

2 

2 

2 

l 

: Czech 

: 
: 

6 

: : : 
Briti~h British : US : Total 

: (Con- 1 (Con- :· ultra- : 
: trolled : troll~d : short : : 
: from :: from r wave : r 

: 
: 

London) Cairo) 
: ----''-------------------: 

5 

5 

5 

: 

20 

a· 

25 

5 : 

5 

6 

20 

*** 
l 

: 

: 

: 

25 

8 

5 

5 

30 

9 

l2 

9 

20 

4 

4 
2 

-----------------·----
189 90 15 509 

: 

: 

------------ =====-==== 

*** Alternate central control station 
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contains nur:i.erous inaccuracies. In the publishers' introduction the author 

l6 described as the former chief' of the Genn.an intercept service, which 

is a gross misrepresentation, since he actually held only s. minor ci vilie.i1 

p()Jition. 

The lied Trio were .;t.hree radio sts.tions,vminh tr.e Russie.n intellie;ence 

service operated in Dwitzerland e.nd vmose messs.Ees to il!osoow were currently 

intercepted by the Ge:nnans. The contents of these messaGes revealed that 

tra.i'l:ors were inside the Fuer.rer's headqt:s.rters proper, and that reports 

011 strategic plans, secret weapons, and othor top-secret matters were reach-

ing these stations throuf.h channels vmich could never be determined. 

Here is an exar.iple of the procedures which had to be used in radio 

counterintelligence: A Greek officer landed surreptitious:cyr from a submarine 

in 1.·.he "lricix:.i ty of !~thens in order to obtain military information. !Ie 

r.:ttempted but failed to establish radio contact with the British central 

oor.trol station in Cairo. German radio counterir.telli~ence interoerted 

his calls, sent a fake rnply pretendi11r.; to originate from tho British 

ee11tral eont.~·ol ste.tion, and instructed the officer to sv:i tch to an e.>:iere;-

er.cy f'requency. The orfioer was i;i.ssigned a ne;v mission ".Tith the r:omise 

t.l•nt a subme.rine would pick him up at a. specific place. The officer and 

four C'Olttpa.nions unsuspectingly clilt1bed a.board s. motor boo.t of the Gorr:uui. 

d . • .. _......__~· ' 1Tavy ·which -,.;n.s 1sr;u::.so~; as e. OUL1•a.1:U1re. 

b. Ace.inst Partisans 

The expansion of' the theaters of war and the methods of combat 

used in the Palka.us and Russia had the effect that co;:;munication intelli-
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gence vro.s burclened vri th additional missions which ini i;ially had not been 

expected and which led to ~e or@:aniza:tion of uni ts employine: specis.l 

techniques. 

In the occupied areas of western Europe and in Poland. the Gol"l!l.ans 

had to pbserve and ferret out the conste.ntly incrensil1t nwr.ber of radio 

agents. whereas in the .Balkans and in the canter ~,f tl:e !?:t!s·siau f'ront 

they had to deal with the partisans• \'lho disr~pted the line:;; of cor.ununica-

tior1s in the rear areas and vmo formed cOJ:Jbat units of considerable 

strength which obstructed troop movmaents 11.Ild interi'ered \'ti th the German 

withdrawals in lstr4. They, too, had to be observed fl.D.~-~eutralized. 

The ra.dio communication nets which enemy agents and partisans built 

up behind the German front v1ere characterized by procedures vlhich differed 

from those of tho regular field units ancl therefore had to be co'\Klteracted 

by new intelli~ence procedures. 

In .l~.3 on the Russion Fron(, a conune.nder or cor.er..unication intelli": 

gence v:ith several intercept companies, incl~dine t\vo Hunea.rion ones, 

and one evaluation ~enter. was given the mission or observing enmay radio 

communication behind the German lines, whereas in the Balkans no special 

\Uli~s wore comr.:itted beyond those per~orming current operations a~a.inst 

the front. The radio techniques used by the .fartisans in the Ealkana. 

resel:l.bled those employed in field .radio traffic, while the Russian parti-

sons operated in the same manner as radio agents. 

Pari;iaan radio traffic was intercepted for the double purpose of 

gathering information for anti-partisan W'llr~are and for obtainin~ insi~ht 
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into the enemy's over-all strategy as expressed by the missions and move-

ment orders transmitted to partisans. 

aa. The Soviet Union 

Whereas in the Ukraine and in the former Baltic states the partisans 

were of minor importance until 19lr4, they went into action in the extensive 

wooded swamps behind Army Group Center in lihite Russia, in the Pripyat 

l:arshea, and on both banks of the Dnepr and Desna as early as the winter 

of 19'.i.l-l.,2. They constituted a plague with which all rear-area head-

quarters, supply, transportation, and signal units had to contend every 

day. 

At first the partisan units were improvised by collll!lunist fanatics 

and individual officers who recruited able-bodied men, women, and children 

of the oi vilian population and countlesa Red A:nay soldiers whom the 

rapidly advancing German combat forces had left behind unnoticed during 

l~. On 3 July 1941 Stalin proclaimed over the radios 

"In the areas occupied by the enemy we must 
organize partisan detachments to fight the 
invader. We must extend the partisan war 
everywhere for the purpose of blowing up 
bridges and roads, damaging telephone and 
telegraph lines, and setting fire to forests, 
warehouses, and rolling stock. In the lost 
territories we must make life unbearable for 
the enemy and all their collaborators; we 
must pursue snd destroy them step by step 
and frustrate all their activities. During 
withdrawals all valuable property that can
not be taken alonr; must be destroyed with
out exception." 

These bands soon developed into formidabl~, well-trained units. 

Radio communication became increasingly important for giving them. missions 
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and receiving their reports and requests for supplies. Especially selected 

men and women were given excellent training in special radio CODU'llunication 

schools. Radio operators jumped by parachute into the areas assigned to 

them, or else landed on partisan airfields with short-wave sets the size 

of a cigar box. Their radio communication with the army group headquarters, 

and more often with Moscow, adhered to standing procedures and were far 

superior to those of the ordinary field radio operator. Their radio disci-

pline and cryptosystems were better. Finally, these conm..unications were 

difficult to intercept because partisan operators made their messages 

very brief and changed their procedure frequently~ The techniques of par

tisan radio operations were constantly imptoved and their communioatiens 

thus became more difficult to intercept. Employment of the short wave

lengths caused the usual difficulties in reception and in D/F operations. 

The increase in organized raids and surprise attacks upon individual 

vehicles, convoys, or towns, demolitiorJSof railway tracks, and interruptions 

of telephone and teletype lines called for energetic punitive measures 

which were beyond the scope of the security detachments, which consisted 

of second-rate troops, police forces, and Hungarian units. During the 

autunm of 194' a monthly average of 21 000 poles and 300 cables were cut 

dawn or demolished along the line routes which the two signal regiments 

of Army Group Center maintained between army group headquarters, the four 

• armies, and the rear areas. Casualties among the maintenance personnel 

were correspondingly high. The army communication intelligence units 

observed the partisan traffic behind their front and gathered information 
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about the hideouts, conduct of operations, and strength of the partisan 

tnti ts, as well as about how they wero kept supplied with weapons, sabo-

tar.e equipment, and rations. The results were of lecal si~nificance 

and provided basic information for cotmtermeasures. In some instances 

it was possible to track doi.vn partisan groups by employing short-range 

D/F teams. Occasionally the Germans succeeded in deceiving Russian air-

craft loaded with supplies for the partisans vnth fake radio and light 

signals, thus causing them to drop their cargoes or land at the wrong 

point. 

By committing companies, regiments, and even divisions, important 

lines of COlllillunicatio?Bwere cleared of partisans and troublesome areas 

were mopped up, but the Germans were never able to eradicate this danger 

from. the extensive areas which had poor road facilities. 

The insecurity in the rear areas was so serious that Army Group Center 

designated a special partisan warning channel on which amtushed or 

threatened units could send out eoergency calls. 

The fateful role played by partisan units after the collapse of Army 

Group Center in June/July 19114 will be long remembered. By blocking the 

routes of withdrawal along the Beresina and at other points they contrib
effeotively 

uted/to the German disaster. 

The Gerrnan top-level command was greatly interested in the degree 

• 
0£ co-operation between the Russian combat and partisan forces. Before 

any major operation or offensive the partisan units were given combat 

missions designed to disrupt the Germon lines of communications. By inter-
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cepting and evaluating these orders the Germans were able to deduce th'e 

directions in which the Russians intended to attack. The partisan units 

behind the German lines kept pace with the westward advance of the 

RuHian forces and some of them did not join up vii th the latter until .. 
they had reached the i.nunediate vicinity of the German frontier. 'l'he 

movements and the direction taken by these units, as ineiceted by inter-

ceptad radio messages, often furnished valuable clues to the Germans. 

'l'he Russian plans were even more clearly revealed by the radio traf'-

fie of their strategic intelligence sections. These were teams, eight to 

twelve men strong, operating ten to sixty miles behind the German lines. 

Their mission was to gather inforination for the Russian army and ar..ny 

group staf'fs concerni~g German lines of communications, supply depots, and 

garrisons occupying inhabited localities. The points of connnitm.ent, 

orders for and reports from t..~e intelligence section con:manded by hlajor 

Buchmostov, for example, were observed for many months in 1943-IJ.i. behind 

the German Third Army front in the Vitebsk area. Of strategic importance 

were the spy teams which the Russia.~s dropped from planes far ahead of 

their major offensive thrusts. These spy teams consisted of one radio 

operator and three to five men; those operating on Polish territory were 
• 

of ?olish nationality; those dropped in German territory were former Ger:~an 

pri3oners of war. The radio 1~sasages containing their observations pro-

vided the German higher-echelon conunand lVi th excellent clues as to t."'ie 

Russians' intentions. 

These results must be credited to the previously-mentioned partisan 
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RCI units which were given specialized training for this technically com-

plicated task and worked in close co-operation with the other RCI units. 

b.b. Poland 

The radio operators among the Polish partisans and in the Polish 

resistance movement were also outstanding. The resistance organization. 

with headquarters originally in Warsaw. where six of its radio stations 

were neutralized by German radio counterintelligence. was in contact with 

the central radio control station of the Polish government in exile in 

London. Within Poland the organization followed the lines of the former 

military district subdivisions. The itinerary of the Polish troops under 

General Anders after their expulsion from Kuibishev. Russia, 'through the 

Near East to Cairo, and from there to North Africa and southern Italy was 

observed and reported by radio counterintelligence. 

The Polish partisans were as effective as their Russian counterparts 

in harassing German lines of communications. Their activities steadily 

increased up to the time of the uprising led by Polish General Bor in 

Warsaw during the autumn of 1944, as the Russians were approaching the city. 

Numerous radio messages were sent by the insurgents to the Polish First 

and Second Armies then fighting with the Russians in an attempt to induce 

them to intervene. The traffic with London at that time dealt with plans 

for supply by air. 

During this rebellion Polish partisans who had advanced from woods 

south or Modlin attacked the evaluation center of the German Ninth .Arm:! 

located on an estate west of Warsaw. After heavy fighting, during which 
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five officers and many noncommissioned officers and enlisted men were 

killed. some panzer troops and liaison planes loaded with bombs answered 

the radio calla of the eviiluation center and relieved its remaining 

personnel. 

c.o. '!'he Balkans 

In this theater the partisans became such a threat to the occupying 

power that. after about the autumn of 1943. when the observation of British 

forces in the Near East and in eastern North Africa was no longer a source 

of much interest. practically all the available conmunication intelligence 

personnel were switched to dnti-partisan operations. In keeping with the 

low educational level of the partisans. their radio techniques and codes 

were simple and easy to solve. indeed much easier than the Russian and 

Polish systems. On the other hand the Balkan partisans did maintain a high 

degree of radio discipline and refrained from transmitting in the clear. 

On the whole. their radio oormnunication was good. A large variety of short

wave sets were in use. ranging from locally-produced equipment to that 

furnished by the British and .Americans. Because of the threat of partisan 

attacks and the technical difficulties encountered in mountain terrain. 

the Germ.ans were unable to use direction finders. Their employment was 

unnecessary because any data referring to localities could be obtained 

through message analysis. 

The radio traffic of the resistance force under General Draja 

Mihailovic was observed from the beginning of' lsti,2. first from Athens. 

later from Belgrade. Radio intelligence provided information on the 
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organizational structure, composition, strength, and concentration areas 

of this force; occasionally, also, its plans for future operations, but 

more often those which had recently been completed; combat actions, the 

course of the front lines, shifting of forces, temporary disbanding and 

subsequent reactivation of combat units; deserters; projected and completed 

British supply flights, quantities of airdropped supplies, landing fields 

and their beacon lights; activities of the British and .American military 

missionsJ behavior of the Italians and Bulgarians; and finally Mihailovio's 

attitude toward his various enemies, such as the Germans, Nedic, Tito, 

the Croats, Ustashi, Montenegrins, Albanians, and others. 

As early as mid-1943 Mihailovic recognized Tito's threat to Serbia, 

and from then on he also fought against Tito's units whenever they deva-

stated Serbia in their raids launched from Croatia. He himself advanced 

only occasionally into Croatia while fighting against German troops. 

British and subsequently American military missions were first assigned 

only to llihailovic's staff, later on also to those of his subordinate com-

manders. Radio intelligence established how these military missions organ-

ized the flow of supply to the resistance groups, first by air, and later 

also by sea from Allied-held southern Italy. In some months as much as 11 000 

tons were dropped. The military missions probably also exercised some in-

fluence on the course of operations, as was evidenced by Mihailovic's pre-

cise instruotiona to his senior commanders concerning their conduct toward 

the military missions, and by complaints submitted by the latter. German 

RCI observed that, after si~ilar military missions had been sent to Tito, 
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those with .Mihailovic were recalled, at first gradually end then more and 

more rapidly. YJ.hailovic v;as not so concerned about the Americans, but 

\vhen their departure was followed by that of the British who had hitherto 

been his chief military and political supporters, he was dismayed and his 

subordinates were stunned. The continued support of the Yugoslav govern-

~ent in exile in London and of King Peter offered little consolation. 

After they had been abandoned by the British and Americans, some of ~i-

hailovic's subordinate conunanders were ready to come to some sort of armi-

stice agreement with the Germans and to join up with them in the defense 

or Serbia against Tito. However, l'ahailovic remained true to his princi-

ples. His radio message reads "Our eneJll¥ number one is the occupying 

power, Germany, and all our efforts should be directed against this enemy." 

He continued to profess his loyalty to England, the United States, and the 

democratic ideals or freedom, and until the end he exhorted his senior com-

manders to remain true to the cause and to carry on the struggle against the 

Germans. 

In early 1943 the volume of Tito's radio traffic was still small, but 

it increased rapidly and soon exceeded that of Mihailovic, which declined 

together with his waning star. Since Tito's radio technique was as simple 

as that of Mihailo~"ic, German radio intelligence was able to achieve 

equally complete coverage. Every d~tail about him and his activities 

became known to his enemies as well as the fact that he considered the 

Croatian govermnent, the Ustashi, l.il.hailovic, Nedio, and others his bitter 

enelllies. As in the case of Mihailovic, the struggle against the Germans 
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had top priority with Tito. In politics. however. Tito recognized only 

two f'actionss he and everything he stood for 1'1as "democratic." Ylhile all 

those who \'/ere not on his side were "fascists." vdlether they were Germans 

or Serbian royalists. The arrival of the .American military mission was 

soon followed by that of the British. Finally. when the Russians approached 

the Balkans. they also sent a mission to co-ordinate the delivery of sup-

plies by air. 

In addition to providing information on the confused r·olitical situ-

ation in the Balkans. Gennan communication intelligence also furnished _ 

definite proof of the duplicity of Germany's allies and satellites. less 

en the part of the Bulgarians than on that of the Italians. It was charao-

teristic• for example. that the Italians accepted an offer to exchange 

or1e of their generals• who had been captured by Mihailovic 1 s troops• for 

a field gun and ammunition. Toward the·end of 1943 the Bulgarians also 

began to engage in double dealing. 

Finally. the Balkan partisans played a similar and perhaps even more 

important part against the weak German occupation forces than their counter-

parts in White Russia. Even though radio intelligence did provide reliable 

information for effective counteraction, the means to enforce any such 

n·easures were not available. 

During the belated Gennan evacuation of the .Balkans at the end of 1941.. 

the partisans inflictec heavy casualties on the Gennans who were retreating 

under creat hardships. 
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6. Appraisal of Allied Subversive Radio Activities 

The Russian subversive radio acti,'1ties, consisting of agent-operated, 

partisan, and spy-team nets, held second rank among the Allied services 

cf this type. The Russian personnel employed in these operations were 
maintained 

well trained, transmitted rapidly, and always/a high de~ree of discipline. 

'l.'t.e German RCI units observed that at the beginning of these activities 

the Russians attached no particular value to concealment. Hovtever, soon 

afterward they introduced complicated traffic schedules. sometimes adapt-

ing them to German radio procedures. Approximately forty of the spy 

teams were apprehended. As a result of the arrests w.ade in western Europe 

in l~, the Germans were able to halt hussian radio-~gent activity in the 

territory they occupied at that time, i.e., France, Belgium, and Rolland. 

'l'he Russian intelligence service in western Europe was limited to the "-hree 

stations in Switzerland, which were out of Germe.n reach. 

The British agent-operated radio service, with London and Cairo as 

its headquarters, had more than 50 percent of the total number or Allied 

re.dio agents at its disposal, was the most efficient of all. At first, 

as the result of too-hasty training, the British had very few good radio 

operators and thus their radio discipline was inadequate. However, they 

gradually improved their radio procedures, so that toward the end of the 

war it was just aa complicated end diff.icult to intercept and evaluate as 

was that of the Russians. Attempts to i~itate German operating procedures 

were occasionally observed. In 1943 the location of the British central 

control station at a point about for'ty miles northwest of London was 
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determined by fast-flying Germen airplanes equipped with short-range D/F 

sets and definitely identified by photographs of its ante~ae. I~terest-

ingly enough, a request for an air attack against this installation was re-

fused, because of the existing shortq.ge of aircraft and the meager pros-

pects of success. On the basis of the British radio traffic with the 

Maquis in central and southern France, the Germans vrere often able to 

anticipate air drops and get hold of the supplies themselves. 

American radio agents were of minor significance. The radio opera-

tors used ultrashort-wave equipm~nt and were in contact with airborn& 

control stations. Their communications were easy to intercept. All 

twelve radio agents who operated in Northern France at the time of the 

Allied invasion were apprehended by the Germans. 

'.l!l:e Polish agent-operated radio service had good operators but simple 

~rocedures based on those of the Polish Arrrty. Its main advantage was that 

it was guarded by strongly armed lookouts. The Czech radio agent service, 

like the Polish, was easy to observe. 

In summing up one may state that Germ.an RCI operations were hampered 

by excessive division of responsibility, duplication of effort, and juris

dictional confusion, all of which fitted into Hitler's pattern of nDivide 

and Rule.tt Needless to say that the military and political interests of 

the country should have been the primary consideration. No practical 

measures were taken to simplify e.nd streamline the organization by putting 

active and passive RCI operations under a unified counterintelligence 

service. Moreover, a decisive solution to the problem. and the greater 
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etf'eoti veneBS to be thus gained vtere obstru6ted by influential traitors. 

It is, theref'or-e, to the credit of' German military counterintelligence 

that, in spi'he of these sinister machinations and obstructionist tenden-

cies, many suco~sses were scored which cons.tituted a tangible advantage 

tor the German Arm:t• 
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Appendix V 

Cryptanalysis 

Before the outbreak of the war the Cryptographic Branch or the .Armed 

Forces Signal Communication Group at O:Krl had obtained a sufficient volume 

o£ encrypted material from the obserVation of international official and 

diplomatic radio traffic, and its personnel strength was adequate for the 

\YOrkload. On the other hand, the peacetime volume or intercepts from 

foreign armi9s was relatively small, except for occasional brisk traffic 

during maneuvers. In the Evaluation Control Center of OKH the personnel 

strength of the CJ;"YPtanalysis Section was so 10\Y that only five men were 

available for analyzing British traffic. The T/O of the fixed intercept 

stations provided for six cryptanalysts, while at that time (1939) the .in-

tercept companies had none. At the beginning of the v1ar .it was therefore 

far from easy to bring the cryptanalytical perso~nel strength of the Army 

up to minimum requirements. 

In 1939, the mission of Army cryptanalysis was therefore limited to 

the follOW'ing: 

a. Analyzing and solving all enemy army radio ciphers; 

b. Expediting the dispatch of solved messages of a tactical nature 

to the Army General Staff and those of a technical nature to radio intel-

ligence; 

c. Guiding intercept operations to ease the task of cryptanalysis; 

d. Improving cryptanalytic procedures; and 

e. Training cryptanalysts. 
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Even during the French campaign, Gennan army cryptanalysis was so 

short of personnel end equipment that i '\; was unable to take adva.ntar;e of 

of the sudden increase in the vol~e of messages. As a result, t&e 

tactical information it produced frequently failed to reach the user agen-

cies in time. 

The considerable expansion of Army cryptanalysis during the war led 

to the second plan of organization, which continued to exist frOJ:i 1~2 

until the end of the "'"b.. ; Under the Cryptographic Branch of OK\'I was the 

Arm:f Cryptanalysis Section in the Evaluation Control Center. This section 

controlled the interpreters' school, the fixed intercept stations (six 

cryptanalysts), the crypts.nalysia section of army groups (fifteen men), and 

the Cryptanalysis Section ~ast at OI<ll. The cryptanalysis section of an 

in'l;ercept company had eight nren, while short-range intercept platoons had 

two cryptanalysts. 

Jl.fter sufficient personnel had undere;one intensive trainine; at the 

Evaluation Control Center, the COJll!llunication intelligence units in the 

fielc could be provided with their own cryptanalysis sections. In selec-

ting trainees one third of the total was taken from the.ranks of qualified 

mathematicians, such as statisticians, actuaries, o.nd college instructors; 

the other tt10 thirds were linguists. Some specialized in the solution ot 

manual ciphers; others, in that of mechanical ciphers. The training 

courses for crypts.nalysts lasted si:ir to eight weeks. The linguists""were 

first trained in military tenninology at the Army Signal Language School. 

Only individuals who mastered a foreit,n language so completely that they 
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were able to think and feel in it coulc be used as crypte.nalysts. 

In 1942 the cryptanalysis f'unotions ~-ere subdivided as follows: 

-202-

1. Cryptanalysis Section at the Eval~ation Control Center (Perso~.nel 

S~ren~th approximately 200) 

a. llnalyzing end solving all new cryptosystemsJ 

b. .Analyzing ciphers whose solution required a large nwnber of 

personnel and the use of mechanical equipment; and 

c. Transmitting solutions to cryptosyatema. according to their 

complexity, either to the cryptographic sections in the evaluation center 

of tl:e cOJlllllunication intelli~ence co11muu1ders, to the intercept companies, 

or to the fixed intercept stations, so that these agencies woull be in a 

position to solve by themselves any mess are encrypted in tl:e same system. 

2. Cryptanalysis Section in the ~'valuation Center of the Communication 

Intelliyence Commander (Personnel Strength approximately 15) 

a. Solving currentl~ intercepted messares ~-ith t.he assistance 

of the solutions supplied by the Evaluation Control Center; 

b. Sol\-ing simple field codes; 

c. Co-operating with the evaluation sections in all matters 

pertaininf to the volume and contents of messages; 

d. C>o-operating with the cryptanalysis aection of' individual 

intercept cor.paniea and fixsd intercept stations in their attempts to solve 

simple field codes and their daily changinr encipherment, and to interpret 

signal charts, code designations, and their encipherment. 
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3• Cryptanalysis Section of Intercept Companies ~d Fixed Stations 

(Personnel Strength approximately 8) 

a. Solving the dq-to-dq encipherments to the system previously 

solved by the Evaluation Control Center; 

b. Solving very simple field codeSJ 

c. Co-operating with -the evaluation sections in matters pertain-

ing to intercepting and evaluating messages; and 

d. I~terpreting call signs end code.designations. and solving 

their encipherment. 

4. Two Crypte.nalysts Assi@:Jled to Short-Rang& ~adio Intelligence 

Platoons. 

a. Assisting in intercepting enemy combat message traffic; and 

b. Solving and evaluating call signs and code designations. 

No cryptanalysis proper was done at platoon level. because the neoes-

sa.ry equipment was not supposed to be used in such proximity to the fighting. 

This organizational structure was designed to centralize the perform-

ance of all complicated crypte.naly-tio jobs with the assistance of the 

numerous personnel available at the Evaluation Control Center. leaving the 

simpler tasks to the decentralized field agenci.es. In this manner the 

contents of analyzed messages could be forwarded to higher headquarters 

in good time1 thus dispensing with the former time-consuming detour via 

Berlin. 
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A number of subsections and units were responsible for solving new

ly-encountered cryptosystems, ·manual and mechanical ciphers, and for 

developing new cryptan~ic methods. Each :f"oreign language unit solved 

messages encrypted in manual and nechanical ciphers With the assistance 

of a varying number ot linguists. The cryptanalytic procedure unit 

collected the mathematical and linguistic data acquired by all the other 

units and subsections, which in turn consulted this reference material 

to get hints for solving the problsms on hand. It was best to have a 

choice of several lines ot attack, because with only one available the 

anal;y'st ran the risk of reaching a dead end. 

Because oi' the great distance between North Africa and Germany, a 

cryptana~sis section was incl~ded in the intercept company assigned to 

the Africa Corps, even ba.f ore the general introduction of this organi

zational measure. This section was to solve .field ciphers on the spot 

and !o:rward the results to higher headquarters without delay. 

In 1941 the entire Russian language unit was transferred to the 

Evaluation Control Canter East under the Chief of Army Signal Communica

tion located at Hitler's headquarters in East Prussia. - The peculiar 

manner in which the Russians handled their cryptosystems - the same coda 

book and authenticators were used along the entire front -- ma.de it 

necessary to centralize all daily intercepts in order to have sufficient 

material tor solving the day-by-day encipherment o.f the higher-echelon 

tra:f':f'io. 
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The long distance between the Russian front and Berlin precluded 

the possibility of solving ciphers in t:ime so that the contents of 

messages could be or tactical valne. On the other hand,, the Fuehrer 

headquarters in East Prussia had a:x:cellent wire communication with the 

arrrry group headquarters. 

The prerequisite for solving a di.fi'icu1t cipher was to secure as 

maoh text as possible encrypted in the same system and the same day-by-

day- encipherment. This material was used to £ind massages or the same 

length, the same beginning or ending, or with the same sequence of' let-
• 

ters in the texli -- the so-called cribs. These constituted the first 

points 0£ attack from which the entire system could be brolran. 

The records unit had ~eference material such as military dictionaries, 

glossaries of trade terms, dialects, slang, and abbreviations, as well 

as personnel records. 

The encrypted teletype traffic unit was engaged :in research on and 

the solution or teletype and radio teletype encipherment systems. The 

other mechanical systems are mentioned in Appendix VII. Some of them 

were analyzed by the Cryptographic Bran oh or OKW. 

Following its organization in 1942; the unit assigned the solution 

of enem;r agent ciphers produced good results in conjunction with radio 

counterintelligence. In contrast to common cryptographic usage, radio 

agents employed a different encipherment for each message, so that the 

cryptana4rst had to wait for encryption mistakes or other clues that 

m:4Jht be provided by the radio operators before he could proceed with 
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his an&cy-sis. Arter ArrD3" cryptana:cysis had laid the foundation :ror this 

aotivity and had derived benefit :t:ran. its existence by obtaining the 

solution to some new systems, the unit was transferred to the Crytograph:l.c 

Branch of OKW in late 1943. 

The mission or the Cryptographic Branch or OKW was to improve the 

German oryptosystems, devise cryptographic operating procedures and 

equipnent, and keep a constant check on the security of the cryptomater

ial. used by tha three services. Security violations llhioh 0:£.fered breaks 

tor enemy cryptanalysis, such as enc:cyption errors, had to be eliminated. 

In addition to that, maximum security of the German cryptographic devices 

had to be ensured. In this conneoiiion it was presumed that the enemy 

had in his possession samples of German oryptogra}ilic devices, such as 

cipher machines and grilles, as wall as operating instructions and was 

on'.cy ignorant of the encipherments, which were changed ever,r day. Arrs' 

situation in 'Which the enemy would be able to compromise German messages, 

because the cryptographic security had been overestimated, had to be 

avoided at all costs. 

To replace an unsatisfactor.r system by a better one was an extreme:cy 

complicated task. Even when a substitute system was readi'.cy available, 

the process or assembling and distributing the n811' cryptographic material 

required considerable time. Even more time-consuming was the training 

of personnel in the use of the new system. If the training was not 

sufficiently thorough, the mistakes made in the beginning of its appli-

cation might compromise the security of the new system from the very 
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start. Since any system is subjeot to compromise at some time, chanr:es 

had to be scheduled at certain intervals. 

If there were indications that the enemy waa about to chani.>:e his 

system, traffic observation had to be intensified in orcier to uncover 

immediate~ 'Bll.Y mistakes made during the transition, such as the s:ilnul-

taneoua use of two ciphers for the same traffic, the repetition of 

previously transmitted messages in the new cipher, and other common 

errors due to inexperience which mi.ght compromise the new system from 

the outset. 

The cryptanalysis section of the ~valuation Control Center sue-

oeeded in solving about 50 percent or all the messages which had 

resisted lower-echelon cryptanalysis. 

In sUll!lllarizing, one may state that the security of enenw nnd ller-

man ciphers depended on their mathematical structure, on the number of 

possible modifications, on the f'reqi.i.ency of cha~e, and, in the final 

snalysis, on the methods used for their production and distr:i.'hution. 

The German Army established the t'ollmdng three oategor:i.es f'or its 

cryptosystems: for higher-echelon traffic absolute security ~;ithin the 

Umits of feasibility; for intermediate-echelon traffic, temporary sa-

curity tor about three days; and,, .for combat messages, several hours of 

effective concealment. The effectiveness and security of enemy systems 

were c1assi.:f'ied according to the same st&ndarc!s. 

'Ihe field forces asked for systems which could be operated rapidly 

without increasing the weight and canplexity of the radio equipnent,, 
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and the loss of which would not threaten serious consequences. These 

desiderata ran contrary to the security requirements. Secure systems 

caused delays and were too complicated· i'or use by tank crews and the 

like. Moreover, cipher machines were heavy and bulky. To meet the de-

manda of the field forces was all the more di£ficult, because one never 

knew whether the enemy possibJ..v employed better methods which permitted 

him to operate at even greater speeds. Unfortunately there was no pos-

sibility of measuring the caliber of one 1s O'Wll encryption against the 

enemy's skill at cryptanalysis, since these matters are among the most 

olosely guarded secrets of any nation. 

In any event, a belligerent who overestimates the security of his 

aryptosystems, underestimates enemy cryptanalysis, and does not strive 

constantly to perfect his own systems, while setting up the highest pos-

oible standards, commits a grave mistake. 

German cryptanalysis was alJrays directed by highly-competent signal 

officers with experience in radio oommnnication and intelligence, and in 

tactical and technical problems involving signal functions. To place 

this organization in the hands 0£ cryptanalytic experts would nQt have 

been pr.ractical, because, however qualified they were in their O'Wll spheres, 

they lacked the necessary perspective and understanding of the techniques 

of the enemy's radio communication • 

.Because of the special characteristics of Soviet cryptosyatems and 

i:.heir importance to German communication intelligence in Russia, a brief 

explanation of these systems is in order at this point. 
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The Russian Army did not use mechanical ciphers but employed code 

systems uniformly throughout the entire theater of operations. From the 

regimental. level. on up, cryptography was the responsibility of specially 

trained cryptographic officers, who used secure systems which were sub

ject to frequent change. Since virtually every Russian headquarters 

required that a different code be used in each direction when conmruni-

eating with subordinate units, the Germans often found it very difficult 

to obtain su:f.'ficient material for solving Russian higher-echelon radio 

messages. The solution of tactical. JDassages was easier, since the gys-

tams themselves were s:ilnpler and the operators were often too indolent 

to use substitute designations for frequentl:y recurring terms, as had 

been directed. 

The Russian code books differed technically from the· German ones. 

The Russians used exclusively substitution systems in which letters, 

syllables, words, sentences, and numbers were expressed by numerical 

code groups, as described below: 

Two-digit cryptograms (groups consisting of' two figures): 

Consisting of only 100 pairs (concepts), 

these cryptograms were intended onl;y for 

technical operation which could be solved 

in almost all cases. 

Three-digit cryptograms (groups consisting of three .figures)a 

This was the most frequently used field 

code. SoJ.ution was possible in 80 percent 

of all cases. These cryptograms became 
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more and more complicated during the war,, 

and a body of experienced analysts was 

needed to solve it.. Each radio net had 

:I.ta OVltl code, so that captured codes were 

never of any use. The time required to 

break a code varied between several hours 

-210-

f:lnd several weeks. However,, once the basic 

code and the substitution table had been 

determined, all intercepted nBssa~es were 

solved within a few minutes. This code 

o:'f'ered 1, 000 rlif'ferent combinations. 

Four-digit cryptograms (~roups consistiP.e of four figures): 

'!'his was a rarely used field code which 

offered 101 000 combinations and required 

a fairly large volume of text for its 

solution. 

Five-digit cryptograms (groups consisting of five figures): 

This was the most frequently used code 

for higher-echelon messages. It consis-

ted of 1001 000 combinations. In general 

only the Cryptanalysis Section at the 

Fuehrer•s headquarters was qualified to 

attempt sol11tions. Even these messaR,:es 

were solved in 50 percent of' all cases. 
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The Russians tightened their security measures during the war, but 

without maldng any basic changes in their systems. On the whole, German 

oryptanaJ..ytical procedures were able to keep up with them. 

~'be significance or one aingl.e error in the use or distribution or 
a code is illustrated b.v the following e:x:ample : From the northernmost 

area of the Russian front, Arrrry RI observed the Sov:let Northern Fleet 

in the Arctic, including its air raid warning stations and fighter units. 

In the spring of 1943 one of these air raid warning stations notified a 

fil?;hter airfield on the Kola Peninsula that a convoy was approaching 

f'rom Iceland and would reach a certain point at a certain time. This 

message was encoded in the simple three-digit code and was solved at once. 

Immediately notified, the Lui'twaff'e and .Navy destroyed most of the ships 

in the convoy. Had the message been sent in the five-digit code, which 

was generally used for such important dispatches, its solution p1us the 

time needed .for transmitting it would probably have taken aevera1 days, 

and the encryption would have f'ul.filled its purpose. 

The German communication intelligence experts had expected that, in 

the event of war, message evaluation would be of only s1iPht importance, 

since tha enemy would protect his connnunications with impregnable codes. 

It was for this reason that so much effort had been devoted to the devel-

opment ot tra.fi'ic analysis. However, thanks to the work of German crypt-

analysts and the errors committed by the enemy, these expectations .failed 

to materialize, ex.capt in the case oi' those higher-echelon codes, llhich 

c-oul.d not be broken. Thus, even though the emphasis shifted to traffic 
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analysis in World War II, cryptanalysis continued to furnish a major 

part of the over-all results produced by radio intelligence. 
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Appendix VI 

.Appraisal of Short-Range Communication Intelligence 

.. 213-

What was the opinion of the effectiveness of coDDllunicatioh intelligence 
.. 

held by the user agencies in the field and within the .Army General Staff? 

There is no need to emphasize that before the outbreak of hostilities the 

intelligence officers of these agencies were provided with information on 

Germany's potential enemies, and that some of this information was derived 

from peacetime observations of the intercept aeencies. 

At the beginning of the war the chance successes achieved by the short-

range intelligence platoons forming part of the division signal battalion 

were of definitely secondary importance. By 1943, however, this situation 

had changed radically. In Russia the division intelligence officer received 

interesting daily reports about the enemy from the auxiliary evaluation 

section of the short-range intelligence company attached to corps headquarters. 

In Italy and western Europe·im.portant information obtained by communication 

intelligence was also disseminated over the broadcasting system. Moreover, 

the short-range intelligence teams, which were improvised by most front-line 

divisions, facilitated the conduct ot operations in some sectors to such an 

unexpected degree that they were found indispensable. 

During position warfare the results obtained by short-range intelligence 

teams were minor because the enemy used telephone lines, dispatched messen-

gars. and observed striot radio discipline. Suoh quiet periods had to be 

utilized for studyin~ enemy radio techniques. for training the personnel 

of the small units. and for co-ordinating procedures in dealing with division 
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headquarters. Once mobile warfare wa~ resumed, enemy radio traffic re

:.ppeared with messages either partly or wholly in the clear, giving a 

i.1alth of information which could be immediately exploited in the course 

of the aotion. Under the pressure 0£ combat, untrained or und~soipl:ined 

radio operators and tactical commanders were often oblivious to security 

regulations, all the more so when German countermeasures increased the 

already existing confusion. 

The author 0£ this appendix has in mind two situations, one during 

a 6elayin~ action, the other during position defense, when the division 

he commanded was Eixcellent4'" supported by the short-range intelligence 

team, much to the detriment of the careless opponent. The first episode 

occurred in March 194'.3 during the withdrawal of the Ninth Arary from the 

R7.hev - Olenino area to new positions along the Vyazma - Yartsevo line; 

the second one, in 1944 during the heavy fighting against the British 

in the Normandy beachhead. 

In both instances the division intelligence officer,, who always 

stayed in the immediate vicinity of the operations officer and the divi-

sion commander, installed the short-range intelligence team consisting 

of several.radio operators and linguists in his own house, tent, or truck. 

Important intercepts were immediately reported to the operations of'.ficer 

and the division commander. During heavy fighting the i..11telligence 

officer conveyed the latest information to the division commander while 

the latter was looking through his tripod-mounted telescope. The div:i.-

sion corr.mander was thus in a position to supplement his own personal 

observations of the enemy and those of his ground reconnaissance units 
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with intercepted messages indicating the enemy1s plans, requests .for 

artillery support and situation reports. On the basis of this authentic 

information he was well placed to order appropriate countermeasures 

within the limits of his resources and reserves, be they artille:ey con-

centrations, ground reconnaissance, counterthrusts, or troop concentra-

tions. He coa.ld also warn or withdraw troops located at special danger 

points. There were many instances in which short-range RI operated 

suecessf'u.l.ly during the last years of the war against the Russians, 

British, and Americans. By 1944-45 the results obtained by comrmm.ica

tion intelligence probably amounted to as much as 75 percent of all the 

tactical. information available to division commanders. 

Despite the fact that they had no communication intelligence units 

or their own, the corps probably obtained about the same percentage or 

information from that source as from others. The corps intelligence 

officer had to rely on whatever information was passed on to him £rom 

higher and lower echelons. Whereas on the division level ~enemy 

voice communications were intercepted in the above manner, the corps 

intelligence o.fficer also received much information £rom CW messages, 

which were encrypted in such very simple codes and field ciphers that 

they could be solved by the evaluation sections 0£ the short-range in

telligence company stationed in the corps sector. 

Another cri"tiarion for judging the effectiveness of communication 

intelligence was whether its results arrived in time. At division level 

no special channels had to be established for this purpose. In view of 

the generally limited width of the corps sector, the corps signal 
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battalion was usually able to set up the necessary wire facilities. 

But the axtenaive area covered by army and army group sectors, and the 

correspondinp,ly wide area over \'Vhich the communication intelligence 

units had to be spread, necessitated the employment of a highly efficient 

signal communication service to ensure the speed and accuracy of opera-

tions. lt"'or this reason certain telephone and teletype lines at army and 

arley' group level were reserved for communication intelligencg. In ad-

dition, direct long-distance lines lead:ing from OKH headquarters to the 

various theaters of operations were reserved for Evaluation Control 

Center traffic. 

At least once a day the higher-echelon commands needed a complete 

summary of the messages intercepted on the preceding day. For tactical 

purposes (at the intermediate level) the evaluation results had to be 

produced within a few hours at the most, whereas those which were to 

be useful in combat areas could not be delayed more than a few minutes, 

i£ not aeoonds. Operations, procedures, and communication with the 

various headquarters on different levels had to be organized accordingly. 

After the causes for its initial failures in 1939 and 1940 had been elim-

inated, German communication intelligence was able to comply with these 

requirements during the later years of the war. 

By 1943 the intelli.gence of'ficer at army level, who had never been 

without some communication intelligence support, wae assisted by an 

efficient communication intelligence battalion. Whereas the commander 

of conmrnnication intelligence at anny eroup level was in charge of the 

uathalion with respect to technical and administrative matters, it was 
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the intelligence officer at army level who assigned the battalion its 

specific missions. The evaluation section of the short-range intercept 

company provided him with tactical data from intercepted traffic from 

the area in the path of the army, while the long-range intercept company 

reported on the higher-echelon traffic. Since many simple keys could 

be solved at this level, the radio situation reports contained compre-

hensiva information derived from traffic analysis and message evaluation. 

At army eroup level the material derived from these sources was 

even more comprehensive. The information avail.able at army level was 

supplemented by the eval.uation of anal:yzed massages which, because of 

their importance, had been transmitted in complicated ciphers. The com-

mander of conmrunication intellieence was administratively subordinate to 

the army group signal officer but was given his missions by the intelli-

gence officer. A liaison officer pennanentl.y assigned to duty with the 

intelligence officer made a verbal.report at least once a day on the RI 

picture and subnitted without del.ay any in.formation of special interest. 

Moreover, the commander of communication intelligence reported in person 

on matters of particularly great significance. 

At ar.IJ\V group level, just as at army level, the productivity of 

communication intelligence had amounted to approximate~ 75 percent of 

the tota:L intelligence available as of 1943. This figure remained 

fairl,y stable until the last weeks of the war, when communication :intel

ligence (both radio and wire) provided 95 percent of the total. This 

fact was confirmed on several occasions by Field Marshal Kesselring 

when serving as OB West. 
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'l'ha Evaluation Control Center compiled the information obtained by 

the artey" groups and added material. or its own obtained .from traffic 

analysis and the solution of the more complicated cryptosystems. Liaison 

officers who were on permanent duty with the Eastern and Western Intel

ligence Branches (the intelligence uni ts in the offices of the Chief's 

of the Anrry General Starr and Armed Forces Operations Starr) submitted 

communication intelligence information to these user agencies. 

As a matter of principle, communication :intelligence never based 

its operations on information from other sources, such as prisoner 0£ 

war interrogations, reports from agents, and air reconnaissance, but 

at the most used them only to con.firm its own results. In the course 

of 'World War II the intelligence ex.perts in the Army General. Sta:t:f 

rormed the opinion that in most instances communication intelligence 

resu1ts cou1d be accepted without confirmation. By the same token re

ports from other sources were not regarded as reliable until confirmed 

by counnunication intelligence. During the first years 0£ the war some 

o:t the doubts as to the reliability of communication intelligence had 

dire consequences for the Germans, but this situation was subsequently 
( 

corrected. Actuall:y camnunication intelligence was superior to air and 

ground reconnaissance, because the latter could furnish reliable infor-

mation on onl,y those objectives which the enemy had not concealed from 

view. It was also superior to subjective statements of prisoners and 

agents, whose' information was often made to fit the purpose and could 

11ot be :hmnediatel.y checked, quite apart from the fact that it was often 

reoeivad too late. 
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Gammmication intelligence could observe even camouflaged night 

m.oV91119nts. lloreover, on the basis of the most dependable data, name~ 

the enemy• s own careless statements, it could learn of the ene~' s in

tentions in time to take preventtiia ·oountermaasures. No intelligence 

expert on the German General Staff' could afford to neglect the ini'orma-

tion obtained by communication intelligence. The majority of the tac

tical commanders, .frOJll division commander up to the Chief of the Arrtf3" 

General. Staff, attached utmost importance to this type of :intelligence 

in formulating their decisions. On~ Adolf Hitler, the Supreme Comman

der of the Wehrmacht and A.rmy-, withheld his recognition in spite of the 

tragic blunders he had conn:nitted before Moscow, at Stalingrad, and in 

North Africa, where in each instance he underes1iimatad the enemy1 s 

strength in the face of warnings .rrom communication intelligence. He 

continued to doubt the reliability of this type of intelligence at a 

time "When it brought him more and more unfavorable, yet undeniable, 

information about the crushing superiority and strategic objectives of 

his enemies in the i'lest after the Normandy invasion and in the East long 

be.tore the Baranov offensive was launched in January 1945. By 1944-45 

his antagonistic attitude toward communication intelligence reached the 

point "Where he forbade the Chief of' the Army General Staff and the 

Chief of the Eastern Intellige@e Branch to report the "one-sided and 

distorted" information based on communication intelliRence. On another 

occasion the Chief of the Eastern L~tel.ligence Branch produced an over-

whelming array 0£ indisputable i'acts drawn chiefly from communication 

intelligence sources, including accurate data on the enemy's strength, 
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order of battle, and probable moves, as well as his steadi:cy increaaing 

production of tanks and guns. Hitler's reaction to this factual account 

was the following: "I refuse to acknowledge the appropriateness of' this 

General Sta££ activity. Only men o.f genius can recognize the enemy• s 

intentions and draw the proper military conclusions, and such :men would 

never stoop to perform this ktnd of petty routine." 

Military history will pass a different judgment on this "petty-

routine," which was based on an inf'inite amount of German conscientious• 

neas, organizational ability, and never-relenting devotion. 

The allocation of responsibility for communication intelligence 

operations in 1945 is out~d .. inGhart l. 
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Allocation of Responsibility for Communication Intelligence 

Operations 

Enero;,y Signal Co111munication Sources German Communication Intelligence Agencies 

Field radio communications 
(coded and clear-text): 
Infantry Armor 
Artillery Observation Planes 

Communication intelli$ence teams at 
division level 

teams 
_, 

I Telephone communications 
nearest t.~e front 

Advance platoons of short-range 
intelligence companies 

corps 
Radio co:rmnunications using simple 
field codes forv1ard of division v Short-ran~e intelli~ence comnanies 

~ 
Lolll!"-ran~e intelli~ence c01imanies 
C011Dnunication Intelligence Branch 

Radio connnunications using field Comm.anders of communication intelli~ence 
cones forl'rard of corps with additional long-range intelligence 

companies !llld fixed communication r intelligence ins~allations I Radio collllllunications in the 
higher echelons 

Partisan radio traffic (in the East) Special communication intelligence units 

)Radio traffic of enemy agents 

·-t~ 
Clearing Center of Communication Intelli-

and resistan:a groups i;ence 
General in charge of Communication 

I 

Diplomatic radio traffic Intelligeno.e 

Radio broadcastin~ stations :"' Radio counterintelli~ence units 

~ Cryptographic Branch of Anned Forces 
3i~nal Communication Group in OK\' 

Not": 
No mention is made here of the distribution of technical assignments according to 
frequencies and favorable reception areas for short waves, etc.., or of the over
lapping of receiving areas as the result of observation by several stations. 
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Appendix VII 

German Intercept 3quipment 

(This appendix is based on a report by Colonel L. Karn, 
vrho for many years held high positions in the Army 
Ordnance Office.) 

1. Receivers 

-221-

German receivers developed after 1937 covered the follovring wavelengths: 

Model z: J0,000 to 4,000 meters 
II a: 4,000 to 250 meters 
II b: 250 to SO meters 
II c: 80 to 12 meters 
II d: 12 to 5 meters 
II e: 5 to 2 meters 
II f: 2 to 1 meter 

With the exception of category f, all models were available to the field 

forces after 1939· There was a 10 percent overlap between the respective 

frequency ranges. Maximum standardization of individual parts and assemblies 

for all models of receivers and direction finders was the aim of those in 

charge of production. The tuning elements of receivers and direction find-

ers were installer! and operal;ed according to the same principles, in orrler 

to make possible the highest degree of co-ordination betw13en intercept and 

D/F operators. Crystal filters guaranteeri maximum selectivity. Ingeniously 

designed tank circuits eliminated interference from nearby transmitters. 

In 1938 two additional light-.....-1eight receivers \'Tere 1.leveloped for short-

ranee interception covering the following ~avalengths: 

Model u: 400 to 12 meters, and 

II v: 12 to 2 meters. 

They were issued to the field forces in 1943. 
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As previously mentioned,. models c,. d,. and e were captured by the 

British at El AJ.a=nein in 19'+2. A :few weeks later a British technical 

journal paid professional tribute to several features incorporated into 

their design,. s.n~ mentioned the lack of such constructive thinking in 

the development of English and .American sets. 

In the expectation of a long war,. the Chief of the Arnrv Ordnance 

Office issued the following instructions at th~ beginning of hostilities: 

a. The development of any equipment which mie;ht be ready 

for issue to the field forces during the :follovdne; four years 

was to be continuedJ 

b. .Any model of equipment developed by the Army was to be 

standardized with similar types introduced by· the Navy and 

Luftwaffe,. and interservice rivalry in such matters was to be 

abandoned; 

c. German technical developments were to be checked against 
1: 

the enemy's by comparing German lrl.th captured equipment; and 

d. All designs were to be simplified in order to facilitate 

mass production. 

In compliance with these instructions, the minimum standards for 

receiver manufacture were lovrered, and in the production of many individual 

parts substitute materials were used instead of critical ones. Subsequent-

ly,. three receiver models -- a,. b,. and c -- ~ere combined in a standard 

model y, which had a range of 4,000 to 10 ueters. This new model elll.bodied 

n 70 percent reduction in weight a.nd a considerable increase in selectivity 
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a...~d sensitivity. However, this model never got into ma.as production before 

the end of' the war. Models e and f were coinbined in a second standard 

receiver with a range of five to one meter. which was issued to the three 

services in 1942. The new model was lighter and more effective than the 

older ones. 

In keeping with the trend toward the use of shorter wavelengths 1 the 

following models were developed: 

Model'g: 
II h: 

" v: 

100 to 80 centimeters 
70 to 50 centimeters 
30 to 15 centimeters 

Although these models did reach the experimental stage 11 they were 

developed too late for mass production. 

2. .Antenna Amplifiers 

As many as forty receivers operated around the clock in sOllle of the 

fixed intercept stations and mobile intercept companies. In theory, opti-

mum performance of' a receiver was contingent upon the tuning of its antenna 

to the frequency which was to be guarded. At the fixed stations the Army 
• 

Ordnance Office installed antennae in a.pattern that perinitted up to forty 

different tuning adjustments in the long, medium.. and short-wave bands. 

The mobile intercept compan:i.es operating twenty receivers would have 

required a veritable forest of antenna.I. This was impractical because of 

the time and materials required to sat up twenty collapsible in.a.sts, the 

problem of camouflage, and the likelihood of mutual interference. The 

Germans therei'o1•e developed three mul'ticouplera 11 by means of which up to 

forty receivers could be connected to the antenna system. The incoming 
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radio frequencies were amplif'ied and !'iltered by special amplifiers whose 

output wa.s matched to the input requirmnents of the various receivers. 

Thus> for instance> antenna amplifier A corresponded to receiver models 

a to c (4.ooo to 12 meters), amplifier B to models d and e (12 to l~ meters), 

and amplifier Ca to model f (below 3 meters). 

In 1943 ground-force intercept units were issued amplifier A and the 

Luftwaff'e units. type B. while the production of the third type had to be 

postponed because of the shortage of broad-band tubes. 

Several promising develop1nents which had passed the experimental stage 

could not be introduced because of production bottlenecks. Among these was 

the directional imtenna whose electrical length was adjustable and \vhich 

limited reception to the direction 0£ the enemy, thus aidine in the reduc-

tion of interference. Another abandoned project wa.s tho anchored heli-

copter which was to hold"aloft high-altitude antenn~e designed to increase 

the range of reception by neutralizing the effeota or the curvature of the 

earth. 

The latter equipment was intended primarily for intercer>ting ultra-

short-wave traffic below ten meters, particularly that of' enemy ar1nored 

~mits. At an alti"t;ude of' 1,650 feet the effective radius of operations 

was 95 miles> while at an altitude of 6,600 feet the range increased to 

155 miles. The helicopter itself contained only bhe antenna, the radio 

frequency circuits of the receiver, a pOYter generator, and a remote-control 

111achanism. The latter was controlled through the anchor cable by means 

of carrier frequencies. Whereas the first experimental high-frequency 
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sets were produced as early as.1942, the helicopters did not becone avail-

able for issue during the war. Thus, although technically feasible, the 

interception of ultrashort-wave traf'fic from great distances could not be 

carried on because of the lack 0£ helicopters. The fact that the radio 

traffic of eneioy armored units in Russia and western Irurope could not be 

given adequate coverage constituted a serious rap in German communication 

intelligence. 

3. Wave Indicators 

In order to improve and simplify D/F operations, the Germans developed 

a waV& indicator which projected visibly all detectable radio signals 

within a certain band of frequencies. By this means the operator could 
and 

measure the field strength/wavel~ngth of the inconing signals and then 

select the signal he wished to copy on the receiver. The first experil.nental 

models were available as early as 1939, and the g_eneral issue to the field 

forces was supposed to have begun by 1943. BecRuse of production diffi-

culties this program was not realized; the only wave indioators actually 

issued were those destined for tnodel a and b receivers. The other wave 

indicators which became available in 1943 were turned over to the Navy 

for its submarines, since these devices reacted to radar impulses. The 

v1ave indicator. with its superior precision, would have improved the ef·i'ec-

tiveness of operations by increasing the volume and quality of' radio 

intercepts and through the saving of time and effort. 
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When radio conununication followed the example or wire communication 

in adopting mechanical transmission and recording procedures. the high-

speed traffic of foreign fixed radio stations was at first recorded· by 

means or wax matrix and steel wire recorders. In 1939 a further refine-

ment was introduced in the form. of' the "Mo.gnetoron," which employ-ad an 

iron-oxide-coated cellophane tape. Thia device was used as a sound record-

er by intercept units before and during the war. Short-range RI platoons 

were issued portable sound recorders after l~. 

For intercepting enemy messages sent over radioteletype and multiplex 

oircuita the Germ.ans established in l~ a special recording center which 

consisted of eleven special radiotelegraph intercept devices which were 

tied in with sixty teletypewriters. This installation was a sy-ntheais of 

recent technical developments in the field of radio and of experience with 

high-spead telegraphy. The average daily performance Taried between ten 

and fifteen mi~lion characters. which could be raised to fifty million by 

around-the-clock operation. 

This special recording center furnished> cryptanalysis with a large 

volume of reliaple texts ap.d provided cor.iplete ooveta.ge of' the widely• 

differipg types of foreign hit,h-speed r.w and multiplex traffic. These mes-

sages ware solved without actually possessing enemy transmitting and receiv-

ing sets and in spite ot the fact that the Russians, .Americans, British, 

'l.tld French had hi~hly-developed teletype systems. 
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Facsimile transmission by radio was in extensive uso by such Russian 

agencies as the NKVD and the Commissariat for Transportation. A net or 

about forty to fifty facsimile stations, several of which were in Siberia --

for instance. in Irkutsk, 1fashlcent1 and Vladivostok -- transmitted hand-

written communications. typewritten texts, drawings, end weather maps. 

However, none of the Russian facsimile devices ever fell into the hands 

of the Germans. Nevertheless, the latter did succeed in intercepting 

Russi·an facsimile messages wi -th corresponding equipment. 

Up to 1941 the Russians transmitted messages via facsimile in clear 

text. Even after the Russians had begun to use cipher machines, the Germans 

still had no difficulty in finding solutions and recording almost the 

entire facsimile output until the end of the war. 

5. Direction Finders 

The process of locating enemy radio stations wa.• subject to the phys-

. - ~ ical laws governing the propagation of electr~gnetic waves. Researchers 

had to study the propagation and reflection of radio waves and related 

subjects in order to develop the most effective D/F techniques. The next 

steps we:·e to construct easily-operated D/F equipment for employment in 

the field and to provide the RI units with accurate evaluation data which 

would be of use to an evaluator with the educational background or a serg

eant. The D/F ranges were established as follcnrst 

a. Within one and a quarter miles of the objective -- RCI operatiqns1 

b. Within twenty miles of the front -- short-range D/F operationsr 
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a. I<'rom 20 to.450 miles behind the front -- long-range D/F opera-

:-ions; and 

d. More than 450 miles behind the front ~- very-long-range D/F 

operations. 

In addition to the previously-mentioned naval direction finders, the 

Germans used a combination long and medium wave D/F set covering 4,000 

to 80 meters and equipped with a rotating loop antenna. Its receiver was 

about f,OO times more sensitive than an ordinary commercial set. 

In order to improve the direction finder proper, the Germana intro-

duced a goniometer using a fixed double-loop antenna, whose surface area 

could be made as large as 100 square yards. One loop was oriented north 

9.nd south and the other was at right angles to it. They were mounted on a 

thirty-foot collapsible mast. At fixed intercept stations the entire D/F 
~quipment was kept in permanent barracks, whereas the mobile intercept 

companies kept it in .a tent or on a specially-built trailer. In the latter 

·~ns~ the personnel was ready for operation within seven minu{ es after 

arrival at a new location. All intercept units were equippe.1 with thj,s type 

·:>f' direction finder as of 1939. The equipment was first tesl;ed by the German 

Rl unit which participated in the Spanish Civil War. 

For the purpose of intercepting the sky wave component of short-wave 

:;i11:nala, fixed D/F equipment of- the Adcock type was installed at the follow

icl!?: ~ta.tions: Koenigsberg/Kranz - Frankfurt an der Oder - Breslau

St.ri'3f.&.\l - Vienna./rulln - Graz - Munioh/Starnberg - Stuttgart/1Viesba.den

'i:11sldrchen - Husum - Hillersleben/ Army Ordnance Office. This net was 
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centrally controlled by direct wire lines. By using the main short-wave 

base lines Koenigsberg - Gras, Graz - Husum, Graz - liluskirchen, and 

Euskirchen - Koenigsberg the Germans were able to cover an area delimited 

by a line through central Scandinavia - Leningrad - Moscow - Kharkov -

Odessa - Black Sea - North Africa - southern Spain - western Ireland -

central Scandinavi·a. Additional mobile short-wave,, lone:-range D/F equip-

ment was installed on trailers and issued to the intercept companies during 

the course of the war. 

In 1942 short-range D/F sets covering 4oo to 12 meters were issued to 

the short-range intelligence platoons,, whose mission it was to intercept 

the ground-wave component of short-wave sir,nals. For the purpose of ~eter-

mining the exact location of agent-operated stations,, RCI units were equipped 

with miniature direction finders v:hich were carried on a belt under the 

operator's clothing. F'or these sets the earphones were replaced by an in-

dicator about the size of a wrist watch. 

For distances of less than sixty miles regular General Staff rne.ps 

were adequate for D/F evaluation,, while for greater distances the curva-

ture of the earth had to be taken into consideration. For this purpose 

the Army Ordnance Office issued a l:-1,000,000 radio navigation niap before 

the war which included the scale factor. As the need arose,, the Army Ordi-

nance Office disseminated additional radio navigation maps (1:2,000,,000) 

which were produced by a photographic process fl.?ld covered the entire area 

from the northern Arctic Ocean to Lake Chad,, anci from Iceland and Ireland 

+.o the Persian Gulf, the Caspian Sea, snd the Ural mountains. They were 
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suppleJT.ented by four Dl.8.ps covering torth America, South .America, J~ia, and 

.Africa. ~p distortions were eliminated by means of a D/F correction scale. 

Within the scope of this brief survey directed at laymen the author 

has mentioned- only the principal pieces of equipment which German radio 

intelligence introduced in order to keep pace with the progress in German 

and enemy radio techniques. Much auxiliary equipment served for training 

intercept operators and for improving and simplif'ying the performance of 

their duties. NUJ11.erous experiments designed to bring about additional im.-

provements could not be concluded successfully before the end of the war. 

The propagation of ultrashort waves and microwaves was studied during 

flie-hts of the dirigible "Graf Zeppelin11 in 1938-39. 

An experimental station for observing radio signals and for developing 

new intercept equipment was established by the Army Ordnance Office at 

Hillersleben-Staats. There, an observe.tion platoon v1as pro~ded with the 

tlost recent laboratory equipment end was to conduct research in order to 

improve e:eneral intercept operations, antenna desif.n, other D/F equipment, 

radar operations, and mechanical cryptanalytic devices. Based on the data 

ceriyed from practical experience in the field, these experiments led to 

technical developments Vlhich enabled the Germana to keep pace with the 

lat.est enemy signal rrocedures. During the year 19li4, for instance, twenty-

four new techniques in enemy radio communication were observed and the 

development of corresponding countermeasures was.inunediately undertaken. 

Lt the experimental station the volume of recordings, which were made available 
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to the cryptanalysis and evaluation sections of the Armed Forces Crypto-

graphic Branch and the Evaluation Control Center of OKH, averaged ten 

Jr..illion transmissions a day. The existence of this experimental station 

w.ade it possible to keep the Arrrry Ordnance Office and private industry 

up to date on the requirements ~r the field forces. AB a result, the 

equipment developed by the Germans incorporated the latest technical ad-

vs.noes, corresponded to the wishes expressed by the user agencies, and 

kept pace with the enemy's most recent inventions and techniques. 
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Appendix VIII 

Transcript of an Intercept ~ade by the RI Unit of the 

252d Infantry Division in the Gzhatsk Area on 24 

February 194; 
(Prepared from private records in the possession of 
Colonel Leo Hepp) 

Explanation of code designations: 

a. Napor: Russian radio operator at Leskino colllllland post 

b. Upor: Russian artillery oOl!l!lland post station 

o. Sorja: Russian radio operator at the command post of 

supporting elements 

d. Kedr: Intermediate link between Nap or• Up or• and Sor ja 

e. Skawas Russian radio opera.tor at superior headquarters 

Time -
o4?3 Napol" to UpQr vie. Kedr: I am now at Vorobyevo. Contact me under 056. 

o62o Nap or to Skowa viQ. l\edr: .lllove 44 (presumably reinforcements) to this 

rlace immediately. 

0700 Napor to Upor via Kedrt Direct supporting fire immediately 100 yards 

vrest of Vorobyevo. o6 012 immediate reinforcements. 

0705 Repetition of message transmitted at 0700 hours. 

0707 Napor to. Upor via Kedrs Eneill\Y' attacking. Direct artillery fire on 

Klushino. .Ammunition supply is low. 
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0730 Hapor to Upor via Kedr: Enemy withdrawing from Klushino. Direct 

heavier fire on Klushino immediately. 

0734 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Lift fire 550 yards. Fire one more salvo. 

Fire was right on target. Enemy evacuating Klushino • 

0740 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Give immediate fire support, enemy attacking. 

0747 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Lift fire 1500 yards on woods at 1.:.0yards' 

distance from Vorobyevo. Urgently require artillery support. 

0753 Napor to Upor via Kedrs Lift fire 450 yards urgently need fire! 

0754 Upor to Napor via Kedrs State precisely where fire should really 

be directed. To Klushino or to Kusnetshiki? 

0800 Napor to Upor via Kedrs Immediately direct artillery fire 100 yards 

west of Vorobyevo. Enemy attacking .. 

0810 Upor to Napor via Kedr: Nodov has lei't and brings needed supply 

(ammunition). 

0815 Napor to Up or via Kedr 1 We urgently need reinforcements. Enemy 

attacking. We are out of ammunition. 

0820 Upor to Napor via Kedr: How strong is attacking enemy force? 

OE\21 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Enemy is far superior. Only a few of us 

left. I am alone at radio set. 

0823 Napor to Upor via Kedr: We are throwing our last men into the fighting. 

Up to now no artillery fire has hit designated targets. 

0830 Upor to Napor via Kedr: Vorobyevo must be held under all circur:i

stances. Signed c- J..i4. 
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0835 Napor -t.o Upo~ via. Kedrt Fire steadily on western part or Vorobyevo. 

Up to now I have not noticed any artillery fire. 
not 

0840 Napor to Upor via. Kedr i I am at present/in Vorobyevo but in Leakino. 

0848 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Enemy attacking from all sides. Fire should 

now be lifted l,650 yards to the western edge or Leskino. 

0853 Up or to Nap or via Kedr 1 Which unit is actually in Vorobyevo and haw 

is the situation there? 

0857 Napor to Upor via Kedra Enemy is again attacking from all aides. 

0859 Napor to Upor via Kedra Naed immediate artillery support. Leskino 

is burning. there is house-to-house fighting. 

0902 Napor to Upor via Kedr: .Direct artillery fire 900 yards west or 

Leskino. 

0904 Up or to Nap or via Kedr 1 How greatly are you outnumbered by the enemy? 

09o6 Napor to Up or via Kedr: There are only a ff!Jri men lef't and we are 

fighting for every house. Urgently request reinforcements and artil

lery support. 

0910 Upor to Napor via Kedr: Inunediate·ly take up defensive position facing 

weat until reinforcements arrive. Reinforcements Will link up with 

you at the forester 1 s house in the woods near Vorobyevo. 

0912 Napor to Upor via Kedr: We will hold out to the last man. 

0915 Napor to Upor via ~edrs Shells are on target; continue fighting in 

same maJJner. 

0916 Upor to Napor via Kedra Report immediately as soon as rei:aforoements 

have linked up with you. 
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0925 Upor to Nap or vie: Kedr s Whb is with Kos tar jev? 

0926 N§lpor to Upor via Kedrs Kostarjev is wounded • 

0928 Upor to Napor via Kedrs In vmat condition is Kostarjev and where is he? 

0929 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Ile is under cover but does not leave the field 

of fire. 

09'0 Upor to Napor via Kedr: l'ie shall start firire-, right away. Report 

precisely where shells hit. 

0935 No.por to Upor via Kedr: I have not seen any artillery fire until 

now·. Urgently need artillery support. 

0945 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Direct fire on Laskino immediately. I am 

a.t the edge of the village. 

0947 Upor to Napor via Kedr: I will fire immediately; report where shells 

hit. 

0948 Napor to Upor via Kedrs I understand., I shall report where Shells hl.t .• 

0950 Napor to Upor via Kedrc Shells are hitting target. Continue .firing 

on the same tare;et. 

0955 Sorja to Napor via Kedr: We are advancing toward you in direction 

of Vorobyevo. 

1005 Mapor to Sorja via Kedr: Attack Vorobyevo inunediately lrl.th one company. 

The remaining forces should link up with us. 

1030 Sorja to Napor via Kedr: We are fighting our \"lay throue:h Yagorna 

(wooded ~ea near Vorobyevo). ~'le have suffered heaizy losses from 

enemy fire. Only JO and 40 men respectively are left of the tv10 

companies. 
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1037 Upor to l~apor via Kedr: FrOJ:J. vlhich direction is the enenw firing? 

1039 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Give artillery support on ~orobyevo 

innnediately. Kostarjev's group is fightine in the woods. 

lol.13 Ifopor to Upor via Kedr: I em. f'allitJ.E back on Vorobyevo. Enemy is 

firing on us from wooded area. 

lo45 Upor to Napor via Kedr: Report exactly where you are and where you 

want artillery fire to be placed. Bear in mind that our troops 
... 

are in your rear. 

1100 Uapor to Upor via Kedr: Direct fire north of wooded area. near 

Vorobyevo. 

1135 Sorja to Napor via Kedr: The rations destined for you are now at 

the jump-off positions. We are awaiting your detail. Signeds 

Chochlov. 

1142 ~l'apor to Sorja via Kedr s Urgently request artillery support on 

Kusnetahiki. We are out of ammunition. Support did not arrive. 

Si~ned: Sokolov. 

1143 Napor to Sorja via Kedr: YJe cannot send a ration detail because 

vre are encircled. 

1150 Upor to Ifapor via Kedr: You can pick up a stor~e battel1' for your 

radio. 

1152 Napor to Upor via Kedr: \::e cannot pick up the storaee battery either. 

1153 Napor to Cpor for Sorja via Kedr: \'Vb.ere are the reinforcements? 

1200 Upor to ~apor via Kedr: The reinforcements are at edge of the forest 

at Yagorna (near Vorobyevo). 
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1210 Ne.por to t'por via Kedr: What happened to artillery support? 

1212 Napor to Upor vie. Kedr: We are still without artillery support. 

Fire immediately on the village of Leskino. 

1224 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Artillery firel Artillery fire! 

Artillery firel On the village of Leskino. 

1226 Napor to Upor vie. Kedr: Up to now only one shell has come over 

end that was a dud. 

1234 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Shells landing in northern part of the 

village. Place fire 550 yards to the left. Every round is a dud. 

1235 Ne.por to Upor via Kedr: We cannot fall back, we are surrounded. 

1238 Upor to Napor vie. Kedr: Hold out until dusk, then attempt to break out. 

1240 Napor to Upor via Kedr: We have only a few men left, but we shall 

hold out. 

12li2 Napor to Upor via Kedr: Shells landing 450 yards north of village 

of Leskino. Shift fire 200 yards to the rear and 200 yards further 

left. Nothing-but duds. 

121~5 Upor to Hapor via Kedr.: We are now firing shrapnel. Report exact 

position of fire immediately. 

121.~ Upor to Napor via Kedr: Drutshenko has driven the Germans out of 

their positions south of Leskino. Your orders are to take possession 

of the Kussel area. 

13o4 Napor to Upor via. Kedr: The first and third shells were well on the 

target. Shift fire '50 yards to left and increase. Enemy is in 

strong force. 
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1306 Up or to llapor: From now on collUllunicate directly. We are starting 

to fire. 

1307 Napor to Upor: Shift fire 350 yards to lift and 350 yards. 

1310 Napor to Upor: Vfe urgently need artillery support. 

1'17 Napor to Upor: Shift fire 450 yards to left and lift 350 yards. 

immediately. because shells are landing on our own men. 

1327 Upor to Napor: Report immediately where smaller caliber shells 

are hitting. 

1332 Na.par to Upor: Cease fire immediately, you are hitting our awn 

positions. 

1337 Napor to Upor: Can we count on.support? 

1:;1.13 lfapor to upor: Enemy attacking from all sides. 

l~ Upor to Nap or: You JJlUSt hold out until dusk. Nothing else is 

possible. 

1345 Napor to Upori Cease fire immediately. 

1400 Upor to Nap or 1 Should I resume artillery support? 

1435 Napor to Upor: Not at present. 

11.i4o Napor to Upors Direct fire on me immediately. 

lli45 Up or to Nap or 1 Hold out until dusk. Then you will get some real 

help. 

11148 Napor to Upor: Request immediate artillery support 450 yards to 

the right. 

llt49 Nap or to Up or: We will hold out to the last man. 
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11.~50 Upor to Uapor: Inform Kosterovo that he has been av1arded the 

Alexanderevski decoration. Congratulations front the COI:ll:la.nder of 

the J.i4th. 

llt.57 Upor to Naper: Report exact imps.ct area and necessary adjustment 

inu.1ediately. 

1458 Napor to Upor: Lift fire 900 yurds. There are-no ~ore duds among 

the shells. 

1500 Nap or to rpor: !lmemy attackinr with tanks• 

15o4 Upor to llapor: How far avray from you are tho tanks? 

1505 Ifapor to Upor: The tanks are 100 yards i'rom us. All our antitank 

weapons have been destroyed by the enemy. 

15o6 Upor to Napor: With what ammunition should we f'ire on the tanks? 

1507 Nap or to Upor: Fire on our positions inunediatel~. 

1508 Nap or to Upor: Altogether we have only twenty men left. 

1510 Nap or to Upor: The tanks are co~ing closer and closer. 

1524 1:por to Napor: h-e the tanks advancing from the north or south? 

1525 l'la.por to Upor: They are coming froJ:I the south. Fire quickly. 

1531.J. Nap or to Upor: The tanks are attacking from t.he south,, the infantry 

fron southvrest. Fire more rapidly. 

1538 Napor to "C'por: it.ore fire. 

1538 Upor to Napor: The automatic gun cannot shoot that f'e.r. With what 

forces is the enemy attacking? 

1539 Map or to t•por: \'Ii th nine tanks and one infantry battalion. 

1539 Upor to Naper: From which side is the batte.lion attacking? 
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1540 Napor to Upor: The houses are all burned dmm. Fire more rapidly. 

1541 Napor to Upor a Shella landed well. 

15li2 'El'por to Nap or a If' you get a chance 11'1. thdrd' to the east. 

1543 Napor to Upor1 Impoaaible! Fire more rapidly'. If you gi'99 ua 

more f'ire aupport, we can repulae the attaoka. 

1550 Napor to Upor: Heavier f'ire! 

1600 Upor to Rap or 1• We are firing :more rapidly. 

1603 Up or to :Napor: rni.ere did the 1hell1 land? 

16a4 Napor to Upor a herything i• coni'uaed. They are attaokil'lg tram. all 

sidea. 

1605 Up or to Nap or 1 Where are Kosterov and SokolovT 

16o6 Napor to U:rror a I don 1 t knaw where Koaterov ia • Sokolov is dead. 

1608 Upor to Nap or 1 Totshinko and someone else will take care of you. 

1610 Jfapor to Upor: Situation is vary serious, the shells are exploding w 

ten yards in front of' ua. Fire m.ore rapidl7. We are lost. all of' us. 

1626 Napor to Upora 'What about help? Fram. where can we expect help? 

1628 lfapor to Upor 1 Thia is the last time that I am. calling! 

1629 Upor to lfapor 1 De1tr07 all documents! Be heroea I 

1631 :Hapor to Up or a We are tigh~ng to the last round. We still hava 

two or three lef't. 

1635 Hapor 'to Upor 1 The only ones left are three radio operators. Mq 

we withdraw? 

16'6 Upor to :tlapor: Fight to the laat. we shall not forget you. Give us 

the three namea. 

Napor tailed to answer. 
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